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I. Introduction 
The last few decades have seen an enormous advancement in the field of 
plant ecological studies. The application of highly refined techniques has 
helped to bring us a great deal nearer the final and full understanding of the 
plant-environment relationships. Step by step, using more and more highly 
specialised techniques, the experimental ecologist analyses the factors in-
fluencing the plant in its natural habitat and appreciates the significance of 
the simultaneaus functioning of these facto rs, and in doing so approaches 
the boundaries dividing plant ecology from plant physiology. Despite the great 
advances macle in this field of study the ecologist still find hirnself far from 
his ultimate goal, and it can only be admitted that nothing can surpass the 
plants themselves, as individuals or communities, as indicators of the combined 
effect of the environmental factors. 
A lake forms a welllimited ecosystem where the natural balance of the or-
ganisms depends upon the influence of environmental factors. The lakes (as 
ecosystems) can be classified according to senral principles (see e.g. ] ÄR.>E-
FELT 1958, pp. 289-300), one of them being the macrophytic flora and vege-
tation characteristic of them. A rather close correlation is known to exist 
between the macrophytic lake classification and the basic limnological divi-
sion into oligotrophic, dystrophic and eutrophic lakes (cf. e.g. op.cit. p. 298). 
The main environmental factors , climate, edaphic factors , and, to some 
degree, also biotic and historical factors, determine the composition of the 
aquatic flora of a given lake. The plants of the lakealso tend to arrange them-
selves in groups which then form a pattern according to depth conditions, 
bottom characteristics, exposure, turbulence etc. A characteristic feature of 
aquatic plant communities is their generally rather great lability and incle-
pendence of the various life forms (cf. e.g. ALMQUI T 1929, p. 61; VAARA:IlA 
1938, pp. 46-61, ~LuusTo 1941, p . 10 and Hr:-.;..""ERI 1965). I n his great work 
on the lake types of Finland i-IARISTO (op.cit.) denloped a classification system 
based on a floristic-ecological approach which allows the grouping of lakes 
on the basis of relatively simple obser:ations and i thus easily applicable fo r 
practical needs (cf. op.cit., pp. 10-11). This classification ystem has in Fin-
lancl remained the only botanical one up to the present time and it has been 
found to afford a sound and reliable ba is for studies concerning not only the 
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regional features of our lake vegetation but also the development of the lakes, 
although, no doubt, it is not to be regarded as the final word in the botanical 
study of Finnish lakes. 
In connection with his studies on the vegetational history of the Kuusamo 
district, North East Finland, during the Late-Quaternary period the co-
author YRJÖ VASARI (1962) tried the application of MARISTo's system to past 
times. It also turned out that an analysis of the flora of a lake within a certain 
period allowed its rough classification into a lake type system more or less 
similar to that proposed by ~hRISTO for Finland at the present time. This 
fact in turn formed an important tool in the task of unravelling the past devel-
opment of climate and edaphic conditions in the Kuusamo area. For the most 
part this is due to the fact that the lake types of MARISTO have an indisput-
ably firm background in the preYailing physical conditions within Finnish 
territory. 
This succesful experiment quite naturally led to a desire to apply this 
method elsewhere in order to study the development of lakes and lake vege-
tation. It is of course clear that this fairly simple method cannot be compared 
with a full palaeolimnological analysis (cf. e.g. ALHO~E, 1967 and the literatme 
cited therein). Still, no doubt, it is of some use for Palaeolimnology in its at-
tempt to elucidate the development which in the course of time has led to 
the present stage of the lakes. 
Because the climate of the Kuusamo area where the previous work was 
done is in some respects very markedly continental (VASARI 1962, pp. 11-13) 
and has evidently been even more so at earlier times (especially Late-glacial 
and early Post-glacial) (d. VASARI 1962 and 1965 a) the present authors 
decided to select a clearly maritime area for comparative studies, and for 
Yarious reasons this area was to be Scotland. 
II . Methods and material 
l. Field work 
The sites for this study were chosen in o rder to get r epresenta tive material from dif-
ferent pa rts of Xorthern Scotland. One criterion used in the selection was a n attempt t o 
co,·er as la ng a span of time as possib le, another was to get an idea of past conditions in 
the east ern (continenta l) and the western (m aritime) pa rts of Northern Scotland and of 
the eYentu a l differences in t he deYelopmenta l pa ttern b etween these a reas. The fi eld work 
was done between the 6th and the 24th of July in 1963 . It was made possible by fina ncia l 
assist ance from the British Council . 
In practice the m ethods used in collecting the subfossil m a t eria l were essentially similar 
t o those described in det a ils by D o:-."-c R (195 7, p . 229), and accordingly also the difficulties 
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encountered were much the sameo For taking the samples a Hiller borer with a 50 cm 
sampling chamber was used. 
A difference in purpose necessitating some notes additional to the description by 
DoNNER was our desire to follow specifically the development of loch vegetation with the 
aid of macrosubfossil analysis. Therefore we tried to find for sampling a place which could 
be supposed to contain as rich a macroflora as possibleo This can be judged with a fair 
degree of success on the basis of the exposure, local drainage and deposition conditions, 
etc. (cfo VASARI 1962, p. 18) 0 In all the cases studied the sampling sites proved rewarding 
enough. The procedure used in taking and packing the macrosubfossil samples was the 
same as had been used by the co-author YRJÖ VASARI earlier (\"ASARI, loc. cit.). In the 
field the pollen samples were put insmall plastic tubes which soon afterwards were sealed 
with paraffin wax. 
In order to get a picture of the present stage of vegetational development generally 
it was attempted to make a description of the vegetation on the sampling site and a flor-
istic Iist of the aquatic macrophytes observed was also made. The size of the sample 
FIGo 1. Sites investigated by the authorso I = Loch of Park, II = 
Loch Kinord, III = Loch Cuithir, IV = Loch Fada, V = Drymeno 
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FIG. 2. Location of the sampling places. 
plots used to exemplify the present-day vegetation was about 100m2 at Loch of Park 
and Loch Kinord and about 2m2 at Loch Cuithir and Loch Fada. On the shore of the 
l\luir Park Reservoir, near Drymen, the Iack of time at our disposal as weil as rain pre-
nnted the making of such a description. In estirnating the cover of individual species 
the scheme of HuLT & SER."'(AJo.'DER was used (5 = 100-50 % . 4 = 50-25 %. 3 = 25-
12.5 % . 2 = 12.5-6.25 % and 1 = <6. 25 %)-
2. Laboratory work 
PolleiJ and spMes 
The procedure used in making the pellen preparations was the same as has been de-
scribed by YRJÖ VASARI in a previous connection (1965a, p. 220). As embedding media 
both glycerol and glycerol jelly, stained with safranin, were used. As far as possible the 
glycerol preparations were used for analysis as it was then pessible toroll the pollen grains, 
if necessary. The glycerol jelly preparations were sealed with nail polish to prevent dry-
ing. These pollen slides are stored in the Department of Botany, University of Oulu. 
All the pollen preparations were made by the same person, Mrs. Tairni Virtanen 
which enables a comparison of their pellen densities as indications of the pollen content 
of the respective sediments (cf. F.<\.EGRI & l\'"ERSE~ 1964, p. 41). The pollen density (PD) 
figures in the diagrams denote the nurober of pellen grains per cross line of the slide 
(= 24 mm). They give at least a rough idea of the rate of pollen deposition during dif-
ferent periods (cf. also VASARI 1965 a, p . 220). 
As the basic sum in counting the pellen grains, 250 grainswas chosen. It was attempted 
to keep as consistently as pessible to this sum in order to facilitate any later statistical 
treatment of the material. Some samples, especially those from the Isle of Skye were, 
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however, so poor in pollen that one had to be content with a smaller basic pollen sum. 
The basic sum consists oftreepollen (AP) (including Carylus!) and non tree pollen (NAP) 
(excluding aquatics). This same basic sum was used not only in connection with the Late-
glacial part of the diagram, as e.g. Do:::<:t-.""ER (1957) has done earlier , but also with Post-
glacial time. This method was first employed by \"OX PosT (1946, pp. 201-203) iu con-
n ection with Scottish pollen diagrams. 
The great majority of the pollen analyses was performed by the co-author Yrjö 
Vasari. He was, however, also helped by ~riss Liisa Ikonen. 
M acroscopic remains 
The macrosubfoss il samples which originally consisted of 5 pieces of the length of 
25 cm ( = 5 Hili er cores cut in half) were usually cut further in half in con.nection with 
Iabaratory treatment. These 12. 5 cm long samples were then treated according to the 
m ethod of ANDERSSON (1892), i. e . by keeping them 24-18 hours in a ~ 10 % nitric acid 
liquid, then washing them in ample running water using two sieves (mesh sizes ~ 2 mm 
and ~ 0. s mm). The residual materia l was then placed in wash bowls and the macro-
scopic plant rernains were picked out with hair brush or forceps (cf. GODWI~ 1956, p. 7 
and VASARI 1962, p. 20). The macrosubfossils found have been kept in glass tubes in an 
alcohol-water micture containing also glycerol and stored in the Department of Botany, 
University of Oulu except for moss material which has been sent to Dr. J. H. Dickson, 
University of Cambridge, England. 
The whole treatment of the macrosubfossil material was carried out by the co-author 
Annikki Vasari during her stay at the Department of Botany, University of Leicester, 
England, in February-April, 1964. In this work she profited greatly from the vast expe-
rience of Miss Ann P . Conolly. 
3. Presentation of the material 
The pollen diagrams were drawn in a nry similar way to that of Do:s-NF.R (1957) 
when dealing with the Late-glacial parts of his series (p. 230). The crosses, howe\·er, do 
not d enote pollen found in an after-inspection of a slide, they are used simply to mark 
1 % when it does not occur as a part of a continuous cur\·e. The order of the species is 
nearly the same as that of DoN~ER, ,·iz. trees , shrubs, grasses, sedges. Ericales, herbs, 
cryptogams and aquatics (the plants within the three last mentioned groups ar e in alpha-
betical order, the two first ones in a conventional one). 
The NAP cornponents of the basic surn are followed by a colurnn giving the actual 
pollen sum. This column is then followed by a curve for PD (cf. above, p. 7) and un-
identilied pollen and the curves for spores and aquatic pollen and spores (and Cerato-
phyllum spines). The NAP, spores and aquatics are presented in alphabetical order. The 
curves for pollen and spores not included in the basic pollen sum are not filled in b lack. 
Nurnbers on the right side of the pollen diagrarns refer to the macrosubfossil diagram. 
The macroscopic plant rernains ha\·e also been presented in a diagrarnmatic form. 
The different samples are separated from each other with horizontal lines. A correlation 
of the macrosubfossil diagram with the corresponding pollen diagram allows a dating of 
the macrosubfossil finds. The relative shortness of the samples makes these datings fairly 
accurate although sorne tborderline cases- can never be entirely a\·oided. Such samples 
which actually lie on the border behveen two pollen zones have been included in either 
of thern according to the judgment of the authors as based on floristic similarities andfor 
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d ifferences between the respecti\·e samples and their nearest neighbours. The absolute 
a mounts of plantremains within the samples a re ind.icated by t he breadth of the columns 
illustrating the different species. In cases when the number of r em ains found has been 
exceptionally great o r when the remains Iack in tspecific ind.i,·iduality* as e .g . pieces of 
bark etc . a com·entional 7 scale h as been used (pcc = parcissime, pc = parce, st-pc = 
satis parce, sp = sparsi m , st -cp = satis copiose, cp = copiosissime) . 
The cha racter of the macroscopic plant remains h as been stated only when it is neces-
sary to specify su bfossils other than seeds o r fruits. Thus, an unqualified name like 
.V ymphaea denotes seeds of tha t genus. 
A further groupi.ng of the m acrosubfoss il species has been m ade following the lines 
desc ribed ea rlie r by \"ASARI (1962, p. 22). They are thus presented in three groups, 1) true 
hydrophytes, 2) belophytes presumed to ha\·e belonged to aquatic \·egetation and 3) oland 
plants• proper (in the order herbs and grasses, dwarf shrubs, shrubs and trees and uniden-
tified remai.ns). \\' ithin each of the groups the plants have been arranged in syst em atic 
order following th a t of CLAPH.UI, T t:Trx & \\'ARBL"RG (1962). The nomencla ture used in 
the present work is a lso according to tha t same work. \\.hen dealing with mosses and 
hepa tics the nomenclature of \\.ARBl'RG (1963), IsonrTA (1966) and P.nox (1965) has 
been followed. 
4. Zoning of the pollen d.iagrams 
The question of the zoning of Scottish pollen d.iagrams has been dealt with Yery thor-
oughly by DoxxER (1957, pp. 230-232) who also poi.nted out the difficulties encountered 
in trying to defi.ne the zone boundaries withiu the Post -glacial period . These d.ifficulties 
ha\·e been m entioned later also by DCRXO (1959, 1961). In connection with the La t e-
glacia l DOXXF.R relied mai.nly upon the classical litho-stratigraphica l criteria - Zone II, 
the Alleröd period was d.isti.nguished as a layer with a lligher organic content between two 
mineragenie st rata (Zone I , Older Dryas and Zone III , Younger Dryas). 
There has, howe\·er, been a growing tendency among the pollen analysts of the British 
I sles to est ablish a zonation for the Late-glacial based on pollen-analytica l criteria. Such 
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a division would be preferred to a litho-stratigraphical one in many respects, especially 
so when dealing with macroscopic plant remains. As examples of this rather new approach 
of the Late-glacial the works of SmTH (1958 b , 1961 a), WALKER (1955), GODWIN, WAL-
KER & WILLIS (1957) and WATTS (1963) can be mentioned. In these studies it has been 
shown that, contrary to previous Suppositions, the Late-glacial clays often contain pollen 
in sufficient quantities to allow a zonation to be based on pollen criteria only. 
Thus, whereas in the present study the zoning of Post-glacial parts of the pollen dia-
grams follows in all the essential the lines suggested by Dt:lL'<O (1956) and DONNER (1957), 
in dealing with the Late-glacial a system based mainly on the studies of S~ITH (1961 a) 
and WATTS (1963) has been followed. The following phases in the Late-glacial vegetational 
development have been distinguished: 
Zone I. Older Dryas. Bottom deposits characterized by low pollen content and nry 
high proportians of NAP compared with AP. The most important AP types 
are Betula and Salix. Characteristic features of the NAP are the great number 
of Rmnex pollen grains and the insignificance of Empetrum pollen. A feature 
differentiating this zone from the corresponding one as described by \VATTS 
(1963) from Western I reland is just the insignificant röle played by Ernpetrum 
in ScotlaJld, whereas in ·western Ireland it is one of the characteristic pollen 
types of Zone I. In this zone there has been included (as sub-zone I a) also a 
oGlacial phase» in the sense of WATTS (op.cit.) represented by the basal very 
sterile clay in the Loch of Park series where evidently only secondary pollen 
grains, if any, were encountered. 
Zone II, Alleröd. The zone boundary towards Older Dryas is defined first of all by 
t he rise of Ernpetrum curve and the beginning of the fall of Rmnex curve. Salix 
which was more important than Juniperus during the prenous phase has now 
diminished whereas Juniperus is the dominant shrub. Throughout the zone 
Juniperus, Ernpetrum and Rosaceae (mainly Filipendula) seem to be very 
important components of the vegetation. There is also a clear increase in the 
proportion of trees (= Betula) and a drop in )<AP. Here again EmpetYum be-
h aves in an entirely opposite way to Western Ireland (WATTS 1963). In Northern 
I reland, however, there is a slight maximum of EYicales in Zone II (SMITH 1961 a) 
Zone III, Younger Dryas. The rise in the curves for A,-temisia, Caryophyllaceae, Rumex, 
and to a lesser degree, Sa!ix, tagether with a decrease of Juniperus, B etula, 
and Empetmm mark the beginning of this period. Also PD becomes much smaller 
than before. In general, the Zone III of Northern Scotland seems to be pollen 
analytically essentially sirnilar to the same period in Western Ireland (cf. 
WATTS 1963). 
Zone III-IV. This transitional phase, thus marked following the example of !VERSEN 
(1954) and SMITH (1961 a) comprises the successive maxima of Empetrum 
and Junipert4S. The upper Iimit of this zone is marked by the rapid and 
massive rise of Betula to the Pre-boreal maximum.This phase evidently coincides 
with the period of open, treeless vegetation characterized by Empetmm heaths 
and juniper which by DONNER (1962, 1957) has been included in the Pre-boreal, 
Zone IV. 
5. D escrip t ion of the ites inve tigated 
A. Loch of Park 
(Aberdeenshire) 
Loch of Park is a drained loch about 1 1/ 4 miles (2 kilometers) west of Park Station, 
c. 200ft. (70 m) O.D. NO 772988. 
Loch of Park, about 1 100m long and 400 m broad, occupies a flat depression in the 
slightly undulating, low till area about 1.; kilometers north of River Dee. Not far from 
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Loch of Park, to the west, rises the high Hili of Fare ruassif, forrued of acid Caledonian 
porphyritic granite (BISSET 1939, p. 72). This rock underlies the undulating, ruainly 
cultivated country surrounding the loch; to the north of Loch of Park there is a pine 
plantation andin the northwest the loch is bordered by a !arge area of rough pastureland. 
The loch basin itself is alruost entirely occupied by swarup and fen corumunities which 
have invaded it as a consequence of several successive drainages, the last of which took 
place in 19-13. (See Figs. 15 & 16.) 
Originally, following the time of the withdrawal of the glacier from the district, this 
moraine-dammed loch was quite !arge, 719 acres in area, as is shown by the old shore 
line, slightly below the 236ft. contour (BREl!NER 1935). Since then, the area of the loch 
has been restricted by several subsequent drainages which have been summarized by 
CAROLINE HAMBLIN (1967: now Mrs. TAYLOR). The oldest one of the drainages dates froru 
a time probably before 1654 when a map indicates the extent of the loch (then called 
Loch Droma) to have been approximately 300 acres; this points to a drop of 8ft. from the 
original Ievel (BREMNER, op.cit.). The loch remained on this Ievel until, between years 
1826 and 1845, a second major drainage reduced its area to 84 acres by lowering its Ievel 
by 4ft. The last drainage in 1943 lowered the loch by the final few feet and exposed the 
bottoru mud for the invasion of swamp and fen vegetation. Of the former rich aquatic 
vegetation there remain but a couple of pools supporting Equisetum fluviatile, Carex 
rostrata, Glyceria maxima, Typha latifolia and Lemna minor. 
Data on the vegetation occupying the Loch of Park after the final drainage have been 
published by SPENCE (1964); the results of his investigations are presented, together with 
data from other similar situations, in the form of synoptic tables. He reports from Loch 
of Park the following corumunities: Carex rostrala and C. 1'0strala-Menyanthes sociations, 
Equisetum fluviatile-A crocladium co1'difoliunt sociation, Filipendula-A crocladium sociation, 
Glyceria maxima-Iris sociation and Phmgmites communis-Galium paluslre sociation. The 
occurrence of both the Filipendula-Acrocladium and the Glyceria sociation is, according 
to SPENCE (op.cit., pp. 351-352), indicative of moderately rich to rich water, and he 
remarks in this connection that Glyceria is almost absent from the Highlands. 
Two investigations of the present vegetation of Loch of Park and its ecology have 
been made by the Botany students in Aberdeen, viz. first in 1948 by a party Iead by 
GnUNGHAM and later, in 1965 and 1966, by a !arge group of students accompanied by two 
members of staff. The results of these investigations, most important for the understand-
ing of the dynarnics of the vegetation, have been presented by CAROLINE HAMBLIN (1967), 
who also reports in detail recent changes in the flora and vegetation. 
In his tF!ora of Aberdeem (1838) DICKIE reports the following species growing in and 
around Loch of Park more than a century ago, before the final drainage of the loch: Subu-
laria aquatica, Elatine hexandra, U tricularia inlermedia, Callitriche hermaph1'oditica, I soeles 
lacustris, A lisma plantago-aquatica, Pilularia globulifera, Nuphar lutea, Nymphaea alba, 
Lobelia dortmanna, P otamoget011 gramineus, P. heterophyllus, P. lanceolatus, P . pusillus, 
P. perfoliatt4S, Scirpus lacustris, Peplis portula, Scutellaria galericulata, T ypha latifolia 
(introduced) and Osmunda regalis. 
This list contains no species indicative of rich water, although, on the other hand, by 
its mere length it seems inconsistent with very poor conditions. Nevertheless, it may weil 
be taken (in accordance with the ,;ew of ::Hiss HAlmLI:<) as an indication that the loch 
tended then tobe acid and base-poor. - The invasion of Glyceria maxima, now the char-
acteristic species in much of the Loch of Park, did not begin in South Aberdeenshire be-
fore 1840's, and it is not recorded from Loch of Park until 1948. Sirnilarly, Typha latifolia 
appeared only in the early nineteenth century as an introduced plant. 
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The invasion of Glyceria rnaxima and T ypha latifolia into Loch of Park would seem 
to suggest a eutrophication process to haYe t aken place there; this is a lso indica t ed by 
the ris ing pH values since the first measurements in 1948 (H.-L'\IBLI~ 1967). W e may weil 
t ake the Loch of Park as a striking example of t he enrichment r esulting from drainage, 
known as >>auxotrophicatiom (•Auxotrophierung•, LILLIEROTH 1950, p. 8). 
The sampling site was selected in the east ern end of the loch basin, a little outside of 
the Salix cinerea ssp. atrocinerea carr bordering the open swamp. The present plant com-
munity on the sampling site is entirely dominated by Glyceria maxima with a cover of 
90 %. other vascular plants characteristic of the site were Valeriana officinalis, T ypha 
latifolia, T. angttslifolia, Equisetum fluviatile, Poltmlilla palustris and Carex rostrata. 
Some scattered bushes of Salix cinerea ssp. atrocinerea also occurred here and there. Not 
fa r from the sampling site, on the shore, there was a small group of old pine t rees . 
The total thickness of the deposits a t the sampling s ite was 560 cm the stra tigraph y 
being as follows (cf. a lso Fig. 4): 560-450 cm blueish clay, 450-390 cm clay, e\·idently 
with a slight admixture of gyttj a, 390-340 cm clay-gyttja, 3-10-305 cm gyttja with 
dark bands, 305-252.5 cm clay, 252 .5-120 cm gyt tja, 120- 80 cm coarse gyttj a, 80-
70 cm sandy coarse gyttja, 70-0 cm coarse gyttj a, too soft to a llow t aking of pollen 
samples . 
The threefold litho-stratigraphy at the bottarn suggests the ex.is t ence of the La t e-
glac ia l. This supposition is a lso corroborated by the pollen stratigraphy. 
The lowermost clay belongs to the •glaciab clays in the sense of WATTS (1963) . Of the 
16 pollen preparations made only 3 afforded enough pollen fo r counting; even they con-
tained, h owever , n ot more than 203 pollen and spores altogether. From the pollen counts 
it is quite evident that the p ollen composition of the tglaciah clay is very st rongly in-
fluenced by secondary, rebedded m aterial; the high pollen counts for coniferous trees, 
Pintts and Picea and for thermophila us deciduous trees, Ulmus and Ainus clearly indica t e 
a m.ixture of secondary pollen . A not able feature is the high percentage, 38, of A rtenzisia 
pollen in the p ollen spectrum a t the le \·el of 520 cm. This reminds at once of a s imila r Ob-
servation of WATTS (1963, p . 372) who found from a Late-glac ia l s ite in the Burren k a rs t 
Iimestone a rea high numbers of Artemisia pollen grains with much secondar y pollen and 
long distance t ransport types in a sample of grey plastic clay immediately below zone I. 
A curious feature is formed by the macrosubfossils found in this barren tglacialt clay: 
In that part of the sample series where hardly any pollen grains were met with there exist 
macroscopic remains in r elatively fair amounts (cf. Fig. 5), including among others such 
thermophila us species as Najas flexilis and Betula talbao, coll. These finds of macroscopic 
p lant r em ains can hardly be interpreted as due to rebedding of olde r material, to long 
distance transport or t o contaminabon caused when taking samples. The last mentioned 
possibility is elimina t ed by the fact tha t the pollen samples were deYoid of contamination 
- one can h ardly think of contamination resulting frorn sarnpling which carried down 
only macroscopic remains and not the much smaller pollen grains. S im.ila rly the inclusion 
of secondary, rebedded material seems unlikely as the small pollen grains a re much more 
likely than the bigger plantremains to make themselves visible in such cases (cf. e .g. the 
results of H ElNONEN 1957). Finally the presence of the remains of aquatic plants like N itella 
and Chara oospores, J\1yriophyllum alter11iflorum, Potamoget011 bercMoldii, Najas flexilis, 
Eqttisetttm flu viatile etc. speaks against the theory of long-distance transportation. The rnost 
likely explan ation for this curious phenomenon, the occurrence of macroscopic plant 
remains while pollen is lacking seems to be the e\;dently rapid deposition of the clay. 
The deposition must h a\·e t aken place with such speed tha t the relati,·ely small pollen 
samples do not include pollen in noticeable arnounts whereas the bigger s ize of the mac-
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rosubfossil samples facilitates the recovery of plant remains, albeit insmall quantities . The 
use of !arge amounts of clay in mak.ing pollen preparations might p erhaps mak.e the pollen 
analyses possible, and thus elucidate the general character of the vegetation at that time. 
It is worth noticing that the slight torganic colonringt in the clay between 390 and 
450 cm does not mean any increase in the p ollen and macrosubfossil amounts, from the 
Ievel of 410 cm upwards the diatoms, however , begin t o occur in numbers sufficient for 
quantitative an alysis (cf. ALHONEX 1968). 
The boundary between the •glacialt period and the remaining Zone I lies a little above 
the litho-stratigraphical Iimit between clay and clay-gyttj a, at the Ievel where the pollen 
begins t o occur regularly in countable numbers. Except for the uppermost part, the pro-
portion of tree pollen is very low. In fact, were it not for the macrosubfossils one would 
be inclined to think. that there were no trees at all a raund Loch of P ark at that time. The 
finds of B etula »alba• fruits, however , prove the existence of tree birches. 
Lat ely, there has been recognised in pollen diagrams from the British I sles equivalents 
within Zone I t o the sub-zones I a, I b (= Bölling) and I c (WALKER & GODWIN 1954; 
ÜLDFIELD 1960; BARTLEY 1962; \\-ATTS 1963). lt seems tha t a kind of threefold division 
appears also in the corresponding zone of the Loch of Park diagram although these sub-
zones cannot be characterized in the same way as in the north of England and Western 
Ireland. As a t ent a tive su b-division the following could be suggest ed: I a comprising the 
•glacialt clay and the lowermost sample of the clay-gyttja: The pollen content in this 
part is extremely low and the pollen flora is quite evidently strongly influenced by se-
condary andfor long-distance transport material (Pinus and Picea, Quercus, Ainus and 
CO'Yylus). Other characteristic features, lik.ely to reflect weak.ly the existing veget ation 
a re the low count of Betula pollen, the Iack of Rumex and Ericales pollen and the relatively 
ample occurrence of Cyperaceae, Artemisia and Lycopodium. 
Sub-zone I b comprised that part of the Zone I which beginning with a Rumex maxi-
mum has further successive maxima of Salix and Betula. Cyperaceae occur also in fairly 
high amounts as do also Myriophyllum altemiflorum and Potamogeton of the aquatics. 
Empetrmn, Galium and Compositae h ave low but more or less continuous curves. Pollen 
density figures are greater than below or above. 
Sub-zone I c is r epresented by only one pollen spectrum. The B etula and Salix pollen 
have a lower p ercentage than earlier and the proportion of secondary andfor long-dis-
t ance transport pollen has increased again. There has occurred a marked increase in the 
frequencies of Cyperaceae, Rumex and Artemisia. Gramineae and Empetrwn curves show 
a sharp decline within this sub-zone and so does that of Potamogeton, and there is a break. 
in the curve for Galium. 
It seems evident that there is question here of progressive amelioration of the climate 
(sub-zones I a and I b) which is then interrupted by a colder phase which does not, how-
ever , Iead to conditions quite so severe as prevailed a t the beginning, during the sub-wne 
I a. A closer equivalent seems to be afforded by the beginning of sub-zone I b. \Vhether 
this threefold division can be correlated with those presented by WALKER & Gonwm 
{1954), ÜLDFIELD (1960), BARTLEY (1962) and WATTS (1963) cannot be stated with any 
degree of certainty, far less seem any correlations with Contineutal E urope to be possible. 
Locally, in this partiewar case, it seems, however, worth while to distinguish between 
these phases in vegetational development. 
The macrosubfossil samples cannot, unfortunately, be attributed reliably t o the re-
spective sub-zones. It might be possible that the floristic composition of the samples 9, 10 
and 11 is rather influenced by the mildest sub-phase I b . It is worth noticing further that 
the macrosubfossil finds prove the existence of tree birches through all these subwnes. 
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Zone II means a recommencement of the de\·elopment interrupted temporariJy by 
the colder sub-phase I c. The Alleröd period is irtitiated by a sharp decline of the Rwnex 
curve and a rise in the Grami11eae, Empetrum and PD cun·es. 
The lower boundary of the pollen-stratigraphical zone II almost coincides with the 
litho-s tratigraphical boundary bet"een clay-gyttja and gyttja. The upper boundary, on 
the other hand, does not coincide "ith the upper Iimit of gyttja but in zone II there must 
be included some part of the upper clay, too. 
The boundary between Zones II and III is placed at the Ievel where there is a decline 
in the Ernpetrum curve at the same time "hen the cun·es for Sa/ix, A rtemisia and Rume-r 
rise again . 
In the macrosubfossil diagram (Fig. 5} Zone III is weil defined by the extreme poverty 
of the samples betonging to it. I\ ilella and Chara, rather common both earlier and later 
are ahnost entirely lacking and the whole flora has a much poorer appearauce than be-
fore. A noticeable feature is, ho"e,·er, the persistence of Sajas flexilis and Betula talbao. 
The next phase in the vegetationaJ succession of Loch of Park is the transition period 
between the Late-glacial and Post-glaciaJ, named Zone III-1\· first by IYERSEX ( 195~ ) 
and SMITH (1961). In this transition zone there have been included, exact ly as s~nTH did, 
the successive maxima of Empelrttm and ]un iperus . The nppe r Iimit of this zone is formed 
by the beginning of the Belula maximum proper follo~g immediately the transient 
juniper maximum. 
Zone IV comprises in the diagram of Fig. 4 the part between the juniper m aximum 
proper and the beginning of the rise of the curve for Corylus. 
The onset of the Zone V is marked by a rapid rise in the cun·e for Corylus "hile the 
frequencies of Betula pollen grains are correspondingly somewhat reduced. ulmus and 
Quercus begin to occur a lmost simultaneously, as is typical for cottish pollen diagrams 
(cf. e .g. DONNER 1957, p. 231) , although they still have discontinuous cur,·es. 
The zone boundary \ "f \'I has been placed at the Ievel where the rational border for 
Ulmus is visible in the diagram. The zone YI appears tobe divisible into two sub-zones, 
a and b, with the rational border for Querws marking the boundary between them. \\"hat 
significance is to be att ributed to this sub-di,·ision remains an open question. Certa inly 
there seems to be no clear equh·aJent for any subzone Y c in the general sense (cf. Goo-
WIN 1956, p. 52). 
The lower boundary of Zone YII a is clearly defined by the sharp rise of the A l11us 
pollen curve. The pollendiagram aJ o shows other, marked changes at the onset of this new 
period. Pine pollen r eaches to a Ievel higher than before, although it still is rather low. The 
presence of pines somewhere in the neighbourhood gets, howe,·er, some support by the 
find of a very eroded conifer needle in the deposits of this period. Quercus grains during 
the Atlantic time assUille a dominant position o>er Ulmus . A steep fall of the Corylus 
curve no doubt marks one of the most profound changes in the general Post-glacial vege-
tational pattern. The NAP rises from its mirtimum during the pre\ious zone to values 
equivalent to those of Zone IY. 
The zone border \'II af \'II b is rather weil defined by the Ulmus decline. At the 
same Ievel there is a transient fall in the total AP. The series Iacks the upper part of 
Zone VII b and Zone VIII and the follo~g of later , ·egetational changes thus becomes 
impossible. 
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B . L och K inord 
(A berdeenshire) 
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About 34 kilom et ers to the west of Loch of Pa rk, c . 530 ft . (175 m) O. D . NO 435997. 
Loch Kinord isa loch about 1. 6 kilometers long in 1\W--SE direction and 1.0 kilo -
m et ers broad in 1\E--SE direction , ly ing in the rela ti,·ely Ievel southeast ern foreland of 
the Culblean H ili of the Grampian C.Iountains, on the n orthern side of the River D ee. 
F or the m ost p a rt the loch is borde red by rough pastureland; on the northern and east ern 
sides there is, howe\·e r , some deciduous woodland and wide fi elds . 
Thc aqua tic wget at ion of Loch Kinord and the swamp and feu vege ta tiou bordering 
to it has beeu thoroughly s tud ied by SPE:-;cE (1964 and 1967), who regards Loch Kinord 
as a good example of the poor Iochs (see e.g. SPE:-;cE 1967, p . 155) . The m ean pH of the 
wa te r analyses is 6. 6 4, the alkalinity p.p.m. CaC0 3 O.o 9 (SPE:-;CE 1964, T able 43; 1967 
T able 2 a). S PE:-;CE (1964, T able 42) records in a ll1 0 community t yp es from Loch Kinord 
or a rouud it, and a t )-pical zonation scheme is given by him in Fig. 47 (1964; a lso SPEXCE 
1967, Fig. 4). 
The m ain sampling site , Site A, was select ed from the delta land of the Vat Burn 
flowing into Loch Kinord from the west. The pre,·ailiug veget a tion was a hummocky 
11folinia-Carex mire. The followi ng rough description is m eant to g ive som e idea about 
the veget a tion (! d euot es a herbarium speci meu in H erbarium Musei Oulucusis): Molinia 
coerulea 5, Carex roslrala 4, Erica lelralix 3, H ydrocotyle vulgaris 3, Potenlilla erecta 2, 
ll f y rica gale 1, Ca/luna vulgaris 1 (ou hum mocks), R anunculus flammula 1, Viola palustris 
ssp . juressii 1, Cirsium palt<slre 1, Sarlhecium ossifrag um 1, j unces alpinoarticulatus (! ) 
1, L uzula !mtltiflora (! ) 1, Eriophorum angustifolium 1, Carex panicea 1, C. echinata 1, 
C. curla 1, Poa sp . 1. C.Ioss cover ver y scauty, tluee 5phagnwn species were collected , viz. 
5 phagntml paluslre, 5. subnilens and 5. cf. inundatum. 
A little t o the nort h of the sampling si t e, on the west ern shore of the n orthern b ay of 
the loch the veget a tional zonation was weil de ,·eloped . The following Observations could 
b e m ade from the shore: the oute rmost zone was formed by a n arrow Nymphaea alba-
5choenopleclus lacustris belt which was followed by P hragmiles-Carex rostrata belt, abou t 
100 m broad, the last st age is a Betula-5alix cinerea ssp . atrocinerea-] uncus effusus carr. 
Au aux iliary sample series, B, was taken about 150 m to the sou th of Site A, a t a 
pl ace where the depth of t he d eposits was 640 cm. 
On Site A the depth varied somewhat ; the 5 borings made in orde r to find the bottom 
gave the following resul ts: 490 cm , 5 15 cm, -180 cm, 510 cm and 5 10 cm . In t he two shortest 
cases only gyttj a was found on the bottorn, the three deepest borings, however , revealed 
each a 5 cm thick Iayer of silt o r clay-gytt ja. T his layer is r epresented by the lowermost 
pollen as weil as m acrosubfossil sample. This bottom layer was overlain by a gyttj a layer 
12. 5-27 . 5 cm in thickness (25, 27. 5, 12. 5, 25. o, 25. o cm). This in turn was followed by 
a second Iayer of m ineragenie origin, s ilt , u p to t he Ievel of 465 cm when it was succeeded 
by a thin Iayer of cl ay-gyttja (5 cm). From t he u pwards the Stra tigraphie sequence was 
qui te regula r representing a peacefully p rogressing developm ent. The stra tigraphy of the 
site can thus be sum m arized as follows : 5 15 (510) - 510 (505) cm clay-gyttj a, 5 10(505) -
482.5 (467.5) cm gyttj a, 482.5 (467. 5)--165 cm silt , 465-295 (300) cm gyttj a, 295 (300) 
- 255 cm coarse gyttja, 255-20 cm wood peat ( = coarse gyttj a wi th a strong admixture 
of tree rem ains, t ruuks etc.) . 
On site B the tot a l thickness of the deposits was great er a nd a lso the lowermost 
s tra t a were better developed. Therefore an additiona l series was· t aken for a closer 
s tudy of the lowermost part of t he sequence. T he bottom stra tigraphy a t tha t place was 
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of the following kind: 6-1 0-630 cm clay~gyttj a, 630-5 17. 5 cm gyttj a, 517 . 5--1 80 cm 
sil t, .J80-.J75 cm clay~gyttj a, 475-.J-10 cm gyttj a. 
As is also e vident from the stratigraphy already given , the whole Late~glacia l sequence 
from Zone I t o Zone III is r epresen ted in the Loch Kinord series A and B. 
Mainly on the basis of the Rumex m aximum and the low representa tion, almost Iack , 
of J uniperus pollen one feels just ifi ed t o d a t e t he lowermost cl ay ~gyttj a layers t o the 
Zone I. Otherwise there a re some differences when com pared with the correspond ing 
zone of the Loch of P a rk series. Fi rst of a ll , it is not possib le to distingnish between a n y 
sub~phases in the case of Loch Kinord, b u t there a re som e differences. F or inst a nce the 
Betula percentage is much higher in Loch Kinord p rofiles a nd the Salix percentage sorne~ 
wha t lower a nd, further , the number of Ericales (m a inly Empetrum) pollen is surprisingly 
high. 
It rem a ins a n open q uestion whether t he Zone I of Loch Kinord is rea lly a full equiva-
lent to the corresponding zone in Loch of P a rk o r whether it is m erely a n opening phase 
better to be included in the Zone II. As s t a t ed above, however, it has been called here 
Zone I m a inly on the basis of the high representation of Rumex a nd low values for J uni-
perus. 
Zone II is so much bett er developed in the B series tha t it seems justified t o base t he 
sun·ey of this period m a inly on dat a from it a nd t o com pare then the results from the 
other se ries with dat a from profil e B. Zone II (in B series) is initia t ed by a rise of t he 
Empetr11111 cun·e t o m a rked m a xim um which is fo llowed by contempora neous m axim a of 
Betu/a and J rwiperus cun·es. Both ofthese curves decline again soon afterwa rds rem a ining, 
howe \·er , on a rela ti vely high Ievel up t o a second m ax:imum close t o the end of the period . 
D uring the firs t m aximum Betu/a is the st ronger of t hese two, the second m axi mum in 
turn is cha ract eri zed m a inly by J rmiperus, Empetrum , s trong a t the beginning of Zone II 
is quite weak during the latter p a rt , the birch-juniper period . Throughout Zone II R umex 
is ra ther weil r epresented a nd the PD curye fluctua t es on a fa irly high Ievel with two 
m axirua coinciding with the Betu/a-J uniperus m a x:in1a. 
\Vith r egard t o m acroscopic plant remains the Zone II p a rt of the B series is surpris, 
ingly poor . (It is worth noticing t ha t the sample n :o 2 has been included in the previous~ 
not in this p eriod because of rua rked simila ri t ies in the flora of the two lowermost 
samples) . Only Nitella oospo res occur in somewha t great er quantities. The thermophilou s 
elem ent is represented by Najas flexilis, Pinus silvestris a nd Betula talbat; a ll of them in 
the la tter p a rt of the period. 
Also in the case of se ries A t he two su b-phases ca n be distingnished in a very s imilar 
fo rm alt hough the whole period seems a lit tl e teompressedt and the Empetrum a nd J uni-
perus m a x:ima a re p a rtly overlapping. A rlemisia is clearly concentra t ed in the lower su b-
phase both in series A and B . Despite t he short ness of Zo ne II in the A series the macro~ 
s u bfossil record is m uch more representati\·e than in the B series; Chara a lso belongs t o 
the flora of this period an d t here a re severa l dwarf~shrubs, including Betula nana, Salix 
Jrerbacea , E rica /elralix a nd Empetrum sp. It is likely tha t the d eposits of Site A were 
formed in sha llower wat er which makes them reflect better both the veget ation of the loch 
itself and tha t of the surrounding dry grou nd. A not eworthy feature is the abunda nce of 
the rem a ins of Drepanocladus exannulatus in t.he u ppermost saruple of this p eriod. 
Zone III st ands out as a backward step in the progressive development of the vege-
ta tion and clima t e as refl ect ed by pollen a nd m acrosu bfossil diagrams. 
T he li tho~stratigraphica l boundaries do not quite coincide with the bounda ries of 
pollen zones in the case of Loch K inord either. At sites A a nd B the conditions also devia t e 
from each other. In the eries A the change in li tho~stratigraphy preced es the pollen -
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FIG. 8. Loch Kinord: Pollen and macrosubfossil diagram from Site B. Letter symbols: 
In Compositae column: L = Liguliflorae, T = Tubuliflorae, In Yaria column: C = Cornus, 
E = Epilobium, K = Koenigia, Pm = Plantago maritima, U = Urtica, V = Vale,-iana. 
stratigraphical one whereas in the series B the re>erse is true. On site A the pollen-ana-
lytical boundary IIIJIII-IV coincides with a change from clay-gyttja to gyttja whereas 
on Site B the deposition of gyttja began during the Zone III already. 
The boundary between Zones III and III-IV is weil defined in this case, too. The 
Rumex maximum in the end of Zone III is followed by an Empetrum maximum marking 
the beginning of Zone III-IV. 
Zone IV is very typically a period characterized by a pronounced B etula maximum. 
The Early Boreal, Zone V, is characterized by the rise of hazel pollen curve to its Boreal 
maximum. The dominant position among the AP is, however, still retained by birch. 
Zone VI is clearly divisible in three sub-phases according to the general principles 
(cf. Gonwm 1956, p. 52). The sub-zones VIa and VI b can continuously be classified 
within the Boreal birch-hazel period. During the sub-zone \"I a the elm shows clearly 
higher values than oak, in VI b their frequencies are equal. Sub-zone VI c can be called 
a pine-birch period, as pine has now become the dominant among the AP with birch as 
a sub-dominant. Hazel stands on much lower Ievel than before. Oak pollen occurs in a 
number greater than elm and alder begins to occur uninterruptedly in the pollen record. 
The aquatic vegetation was r.cher than before. From the stratigraphy it is e\ident 
that a change has taken place in the deposition conditions. The former pure gyttja is 
replaced close to the end of Zone VI c by a twood gyttja•, evidently indicative of some 
kind of carr on the shore, under the direct influence of the loch. Sirnultaneously with this 
Stratigraphie change the PD curve gets down to a very low, almost tLate-glacialt Ievel. 
These sub-zones are clearly distinguishable in the macrosubfossil diagram, too. 
The beginning of ZoneVIIais marked by a slight rise in the pollen curve for Ah1us. 
The boundary VII ajVII b is based upon the Ulmtls decline (cf. e .g. GODWIN 1956, p . 58 
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and DONNER 1957, p. 231). The pine pollen curve remains continuously on a very high 
Ievel; there is even a pine maximum in the beginning of the Zone VII b. The other domi-
nant of the AP is birch whereas alder is surprisingly depressed. 
There is not any clear and easily defineable boundary between Zones VII b and VIII 
in the Loch Kinord pollen profile. Tentatively, howe\·er, a limit has been placed between 
these zones at a Ievel where there occur marked changes in the pollen diagram, namely 
where alder pollen increases at the e}..-pense of birch and pine, the pollen curve for elm 
becomes discontinuous, the hazel becomes less frequent and Salix appears again as a more 
important constituent of the pollen flora. 
C. Loch Cuithir 
(Isle of Skye, Ross and Cromarty) 
Loch Cuithir is a little loch in the Trottern.ish pen.insula, c. 550ft. (165m) O.D. NG 
4 i-1597. 
The loch is located in a big corrie-shaped valley on the eastern side of the Trottern.ish 
H eights forming the high water di\·ide in the peninsula. On the southern and western 
sides of the loch the mountains rise steeply reaching to the altitudes of 1762 ft . (Bealach 
na Leacaich) and 1995 ft. (Creag a'Lain). The loch is nry small in size, only about 70 X 
200m. On the northern shore there is, however, a wet meadow, or better a mesotrophic 
mire, about 250 x 300 m in size, which evidently was occupied by the loch only qu.ite 
recently. The loch is weil known for its diatomite deposits, which have been excavated 
commercially. Before the steep mountain sides on the southern and western sides there 
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Frc . 9. Loch Cuithir: Pollen diagram. Letter symbols: In Compositae column: L = Li-
guliflorae, T = Tubuliflorae. In Plantogo column: 1 = lanceolata, m = maritima, me = 
media (-major). In Yaria column: A = Armeria, Ca= Caryophyllac~ae, Ch = Chu10po-
diaceae, Cr = Cruciferae, G = Galium, R = Rhi>Jat~lh•.s, 1.: = Urtica. 
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a re gentle slopes covered by Ca/luna dominated blank:et bogs, where Rhacomitrium lanu-
ginosum is characteristic for the bottom layer, probably as an indication of the drying of 
the bog (cf. R.ATCLIFFE 196-1, p. 453). Similar vegetation also covers the slightly sloping 
ground extellding towards the east alld the sea about 5 km away. The surroundings of 
Loch Cuithir once formed part of cattle pasture associated with the shieling system (cf. 
MACSWEEN 1959); now, instead, they are used for sheep grazing. (See Fig. 1 7.) 
The presellt vegetation of the loch was observed from the shore, and submerged plants 
were collected using a dredge. The Iist of the plants now growing in Loch Cuith.ir or on 
its shores is as follows (! derrotes a herbarium specimen in Herbarium Musei Ouluensis): 
Potamogeton alpinus st -cp, P . berchtoldii (!) st-pc, Glyceria fluitans st-pc, Chara spp. (!) 
pc, Equisetum fluviatile pc, Ranunculus flamnwla pc, Callitriche stagnalis (!) pc, Menyan-
thes trifoliata pc, Potamogefo>t notans pc, ]un.cus co1tglomeratus pc,]. kochii (!) pc, Sparga-
niwn angustifolium (!) pc, Eleocharis palustris (!) pc, Carex rostrata pc, C. nigra (!) pc, 
C. curta pc. 
The mesotrophic mire vegetation Oll the northern shore of Loch Cuithir can be classi-
fied easily as the ]unws acutiflorus-Acrocladium cuspidatum type of RATCLIFFE {1964). 
The allthropogen.ic influellce is ev.idently very strong. The following description illustrates 
the vegetation on the sampling site (sample plot 2m2): Equisetum palustre 4, Epilobium 
palustre 2, Eleocharis palustris 2, Caltha palt,stris 1, Rammculus flammula 1, Cardamine 
pratensis 1, Viola palustris 1, Cerastium holosteoides 1, Montia fontana ssp. Variabilis (I) 1, 
Polenti/la palustris 1, Afenyanthes trifoliata 1, Myosotis secunda (!) 1, Pedicularis palustris 
1, Euphrasia scottica (!) 1, Prunella vulgaris 1, Galium palustre 1, ] uncus squarrosus 1, 
]. articulatus 1, Carex demissa (!) 1, C. rostrata 1, C. echinata 1, Poa sp. 1, Anthoxanthum 
odoratum 1. The moss carpet with a total cover of approximately 80 % collsisted of the 
following species: Philonotis cf. fontana, Bryum pseudotriquetrum, .Mnium seligeri, Crato-
neuron filicinum, Pellia sp., Chiloscyphus polyanthtls. 
The vegetat.ion of the meadow was not quite uniform but shallow wet depressiolls 
alternated with vegetation of the kind described above. A sample plot of 1 m 2 of the 
depressioll vegetatioll was analysed close to the sampling site with the following result: 
j t,nws articulatus (!) 2, Carex rostrata 2, Equisetwn palustre 1, Caltha palustris 1, Ranun-
cttltts flammula 1, Triglochin palustris (!) 1, Eleocharis paltlstris 1, :\Iosses: Drepanocladus 
revolvens 4, A crocladium wspidatum 2, C,-atonet.,on filicinwn 1, Sphagnum palustre 1. 
Other plants growing Oll the meadow outside the sample plots were Lycopodium se-
lago, Sagina procumbens, Carex serotina (or. C. scandinavica), Festuca rubra, Agrostis ca-
nina ssp. canina (!) and Nardus stricta. 
The vegetation in the loch itself is of quite a poor character. In the immediate vicin.ity 
it is, however, clearly mesotrophic Oll the better side of mesotrophy and indicates a r ather 
high base-status. This fact may be connected with the fact that the deposits of Loch Cui-
thir were extremely poor in pollell and moreoyer the pollell grains oftell showed strollg 
signs of corrosion. The pollell density throughout the series stayed at a Ievel which in the 
cases of the previous sites was typical for Wlles I and III! Macroscopic remains, Oll the 
other hand, were quite abundant although the flora was not very rich in species. 
The samples were taken from the m.ire on the llorthern shore of the loch, Oll a place 
where the depth of the deposits was 540-550 cm. The stratigraphy Oll that site was of 
the following kind: 540 (550) - 525 cm sand, 525--480 cm clay, 480-475 cm clay-gyttja, 
475-150 cm diatom gyttja, 150-125 c.m gyttja with a strong admi:~ture of clay, 125-
110 cm gyttja, 110-92.5 cm c.lay, 92. s--62. 5 cm vivian.ite, 62.5-50 cm clay-gyttja, 
50-35 cm gyttja, 35-10 cm sedge peat, hum.ific.atioll grade 8. 
The sand and clay on the bottom were almost elltirely devoid of pollell thus allowing 
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no pollen counts to be made of the four lowermost samples. Pollen in countable nurnbers 
appeared only at the Ievel of 495 cm, where 50 pollen grains could be found in three p ollen 
slides made from clay. The relath·ely high numbers of jun.iper pollen grains together with 
the rather low frequencies of Empetmm (and Ericaceae) pollen ind.icat e cond.itions typical 
for the transitional zone III-IV. This phase was also proved to continue upwards to the 
Ievel of 460 cm. Thus the lowermost &glaciah part must e\idently belong either to Zone 
III or to the earlier part of Zone III-I\", a closer dating was impossible because of the 
Iack of pollen. Tentatively, however, Zone III is proposed. 
The three lowermost macrosubfossil samples correspond.ing to the part of the series 
devoid of pollen were also very poor in ruacroscopic plant remains, and this time no s igns 
of tree birches were found in them. 
The zone boundary III-I\"fiV h as been placed a t the Iew! where there is a clear , 
even if rather small , rise in the cun·e for Betula t ogether \\ith a decrease in the numbers 
of shrubs and NAP. The beginn.ing of Zone \. is marked by the characteristic rise of the 
hazel pollen curve. B etula, however, retains its dominant position among the AP and Corylus 
ranks only second after it . Sali.Y and ] tmipeY!ts still form quite a considerable part of the AP. 
The rise of the oak pollen curve, contemporaneous with rises in the curves for birch 
and pine, and declines in the hazel and willows (a little later !) curves has been used to 
d efine the lower boundary of Zone \T During this zone the proportion of AP stead.i ly 
increases. Birch is quite the most important among the AP t ypes with h azel as a sub-
dontinant. As a whole h azel, however, st ays at a surprisingly low ]e,·el. The pollen record 
does not afford any basis for a sub-d.iyjsion of Zone \"I in this case. 
Zone VII a, beginning with the cha ract eristic rise of the Ainus curve, is evidently 
the time of the maximum expanse of forests in the surround.ings of Loch Cuithir. Betu/a 
is the main tree and its proportion h as even increased from that of the pre\ious period . 
Hazel ranks second to it, but the pollen of pine, oak and alder is quite common, too. 
Zone VII b is lintited downwards by the ,-ery marked r.: lmus decline. Elm pollen, 
in fact, entirely d.isappears at the zone boundary \"II af \"II b. This change is accompanied 
by several others visible in the pollen diagram at the same time. The ratio AP/~AP had 
a lready begun changing in favour of the NAP close to the end of the pre,·ious phase. K ow 
this process continues and Ieads to a dominance of ::\AP over the AP. 
The onset of the Sub-atlantic mearu an acceleration of the d.isforestation process be-
gun in Sub-boreal time. The curve for tot al AP declines w ry sharply at the boundary 
VII b/ VIII and especially birch and oak seem to suffer. 
A most striking feature of the Loch Cuithir series is the clay and \idan.ite layer almost 
contemporaneous with the onset of the Zone \ -:III. The clay deposited during the time 
of the vivian.ite formation is so sterile as to render useless all attempts at pollen counting. 
Upwards the clay is succeeded first by a thin layer of clay-gyttja and then by gyttja. The 
final growing-over of this site by peat happens only at the depth of 30 cm. E,·en then the 
loch evidently reached, at least during occasional periods of high water , up to this Je ,·el 
as can be seen from the numerous finds of remains, pollen as weil as spores and macro-
subfossils, of aqu atic plants embedded in the peat. 
D. Loch Fada 
(I sle oj Skye, Ross and Cromarty) 
Loch Fada (Fig . 18; RAVE~ & W .U.TERS 1956, Plate XI), like the previous site, is in 
Skye, about 6 km from Portree along the road towards Staffin. It lies on the eastern side 
of the Trotternish Heights, about 2. 5 km from the sea. C. 500ft. (170m) O.D. NG 493487. 
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Loch Fada lies in an elongated valley between the eastern marginal mountains of the 
Isle of Skye, about 1,000-1,200 ft . high, and the mountains of the inland. The top of 
Beinn a' Chearcaill to the west of Loch Fada reaches up to 1,812 ft . Rather close by is 
the farnaus peak of the Starr, 2,358 ft. O.D. 
The slopes all araund Loch Fada are coyered by Ca/luna dom.inated blanket bogs, 
like those described by R.ATCLIFFE (196-1 ) as Calluna-Trichophorum and Calluna-Molinia 
bogs. 
The aquatic flora of the loch could be studied quite well thanks to the kindness of 
::IIr. A. \ -. Pullan, the landowner, who kind.ly allowed us to use his boat for that purpose. 
The following plants were found in the loch (! denotes a herbarium specimen in Herbarium 
::l!usei Ouluensis): Equisefum fluviatile, Rammculus trichophyllus (!), 111yriophyllum alter-
niflorum (!), Callitriche intermedia. ssp. hamulata. (1) , lllenya.nthes frifoliata, Littorella uni-
flora ('). P otamogeton gramineus (!). P. perfoliatus, P. berchtoldii (!), Schoenoplectus lacustris, 
Carex rostrafa and Glyceria fluitans. 
In the southern end of the loch the water ranges into land through an interrnediate, 
rather broad Carex rosfrafa swarnp . This swarnp was chosen for the sarnpling site and the 
following description was rnade of the Yery homogenaus present yegetation (2m2). Total 
coyer 70 %- Carex rosfrafa 5, C. curfa. 3, l..: triwlaria. infermedia 2, Equisetum fluviatile 1, 
C altha palustris 1, Ranunculus flammula 1, Pofenti/la palustris 1, Galium palusfre 1, J u.ncus 
ef/usus 1.]. articulatus 1, Eriophorum angustifolium 1, Carex nigra 1, cz,,ceria fluitans 1. 
\\·ater ]e,·el was about 30 cm. (See Fig. 18). 
Quite evidently, Loch Fada is to be classified among poor waters . It must be strongly 
influenced by the surrounding acid peatlands. 
The bulk of the bottom sediments of Loch Fada is formed by dark colonred organic 
material. This is one of the cases, found to be quite nurnerous in Scotland (cf. SPENCE 
196-1, pp. 315-316 and the Iiterature cited therein) where it is extrernely hard to decide 
whether a sediment should be regarded as gyttja or dy. In this case the term *gyttja* has 
been chosen altbough no claims can be made as to the accuracy of the term. The strati-
graphy as revealed by the borings was as follows: 600-550 cm dark-colourcd clay, 550-
525 crn clay-gyttja, 525-350 cm dark gyttja, 350-187.5 cm coarse dark gyttja, 187. 5 
- 180 dark gyttja, 180-160 cm dark gyttja with an adrnixture of sand, 160-150 cm 
coarse dark gyttja, 150-100 cm Equisefum peat, 100-50 cm Carex peat, 50-30 cm 
loose surface layers, 30-0 cm water. 
The high water Ievel rendered working on the spot extremely Iaborions and therefore 
tbe macrosubfossil samples were made a little smaller than normal. lnstead of the usual 
amount of 5 cores used to make one rnacrosubfossil sarnple only 4 cores were taken and 
further cut in half (cf. p. 8). The pollen samples were somewhat richer than was the case 
with Loch Cuithir. Still, however , they were so poor that ouly 100 pollen grains were 
counted from samples below the JeyeJ of 155 cm. The sarnples from the uppermost 1.5 m 
contained pollen in mormah amounts allowing counts of the 200 pollen grains to be made 
at a reasonable cost of labour. As in the case of Loch Cuithir, corrosion of pollen grains 
was a common phenomenon. 
Contrary to Loch Cuith.ir, there is no barren, tglacialt phase in the bottarn of Loch 
Fada. The lowermost 4 sarnples ha\·e been regarded as representing Zone III, the Younger 
Dryas. It is, of course, a question of its own whether it is a real equivalent to Zone III 
elsewhere or not. It is, however, a well defined phase clearly distinguishable from the Zone 
III-IV abO\·e and therefore it has also been treated as a separate entity. The most 
characteristic features of this opening period are the e:\.'i:rernely low AP and PD values, 
the rather strong representation of the pollen of Pitws, Almts and Corylus, all of them 
VI!! 
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likely to be of secondary origin, and the importance of Artemisia, Caryophyllaceae and 
Compositae among the NAP. Rumex, on the other h and, is much less frequent than in the 
corresponding samples from Loch of Park and Loch Kinord. 
Zon e boundary IIIJIII-IV h as been placed on the Ievel where AP (mainly birch) 
and PD rise markedly. The Empetrmn maximum, found in the other cases studied to mark 
the beginning of thls zone does not exist here. In a way it is substituted by the rise of the 
Betula curve (perhaps applicable to B. nana preceding the juniper maximum). The base 
status in and around Loch Fada must ha\·e been quite hlgh in these times as is indicat ed 
by the presence of .1\Iyriophy/lum spicatum (verticillatum?; Zone III- IV), Cratoneuron 
comrnutafum (III-IV), C. filici1wm (IV), Jlfnium cf. Iongirostrum (IV), Ceratophyllum 
(V) and Rhytidium rugosum (V) . 
The Pre-boreal period begins just after the maximal juniper peak. Juniper still remains 
common all through thls zone although the numbers of its pollen grains are greatly re-
duced from their earlier Ievel. Birch is still the most common AP type. 
The beginning of the Boreal is, as usual, marked by a ri se in the hazel curve. Hazel 
and birch together also characterize thls period. 
Zone VI h as been t aken as the period of the maximal occurrence of elm and oak before 
the ri se of the alder curve. There seerns to be no prernises for a sub-division of this zone. 
Zone VII a is clearly limited towards Zone VI by the sharp rise in the A lnus curve, 
the upper Iimit is marked by the Ulmus decline. Thls time, together with the previous 
zone, saw the maximum expansion of forests a round Loch Fada. 
The onset of the Sub-atlantic, Zone VIII, sees very drastic changes in the vegetational 
development as reflected in the pollen and macrosubfossil diagrams, and also in strati-
graphy. The fundamental change in the APJX AP ratio in favour of the NAP indicates 
a profound disforestation process. Of the AP only birch, alder and h azel h ave continuous 
curves through the main part of thls period. 
E. Drynun 
(Muir Park Reservoir, near Drymen, Stirlingshire) 
C. 650-700 ft. (220m) O.D. KS 490923. 
The reserYoir north of Drymen is a site studied earlier by Do=ER (1957, see pp. 232 
-235) who suggested it as one suited for our purposes. Thls seemed more than likely to 
be correct, as the deposition there had been found to haYe begun as early as the Older 
Dryas, Zone I , and the aquatic flora embedded in the sedimentswas known to have been 
yery rich. 
The little loch now known as the Muir Park Resen·oi r fills a small depression on the 
eJeyated plateau between Garadhban Forest and Loch Ard Forest, about 6 km to the 
East-::\'orth-East of Loch Lomond by Balmaha. At the p resent time the loch as weil as 
its surroundings make an eJ..-tremely poor impression (see Fig. 19). The treeless Callu~1.a 
dominated blanket bogs, used as pasture for sheep and Highland cattle cover the surround-
ing, slightly undulating country, and a superficial examination could reveal no aquatic 
vegetation except for some Carex rostrata in the loch. It was attempted to locate the samp-
ling site as close to that of Do::-.~R (1957) as possible. Evidently, however , we did not 
succeed in finding quite the same place as we could not distinguish any signs of a Sub-
atlantic transgression in the stratigraphy. ~IoreoYer, the depth of the series is not exactly 
the same. 
The whole stratigraphlc sequence on our sampling site was as follows: 750-745 cm 
silty clay, 745-722.5 cm gyttja, 722.5-715 cm clay-gyttja, 715-702.5 cm pink silty 
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clay, 702. f>-700 cm clay-gyttja, 700-680 cm gyttja, 680-580 cm coarse gyttja, 580-
-175 cm raw Bryales-Carex peat, -175-375 cm Brya/es-Carex peat, more humifiecl, 375-
365 cm wood peat, 365-0 cm pea t of inclet erminate composition. 
Pollen as "·eil as macrosubfossil samples were taken up t o the le,·el of 110 cm , only 
the lowermost 190 cm, howe,·er, were analysed , since the place was found to ha,·e been 
o\·ergrown at about that Ievel. 
The total pollen sum used was in this case almost consistently 100, a bigger pollen 
count was regarded unnecessary since the whole series bad been studied earlier by DoN-
XER (op.cit. ). In this case, howeyer, also the minerogeuic d eposi t s were used for pellen 
aualysis in order to supplement the picture of yegetat ioua l deYelopment for the part of 
Zones I and III. 
The upper bounclary of the pollen zone I coincides exactly with the litho-stratigraphical 
boundary clayfgyttja. Characteristic features a re yery s imila r to those from the Aber-
cleenshire sites: very low AP values with Salix ancl Belula as the most important types 
and juniper ancl pine as subsidiary ones. As hacl been the case predously, Gramineae ancl 
Rumex are the most important of the NAP types. 
The onset of Zone II is marked by a rise in the cun·es for Belula, Ericales (mainly 
l:"mpetrum) and Polamogeton as weil as PD ancl a s imultaneaus fa ll o f Salix ancl Runtex. 
A closer inspection of the periocl as it appears in the diagram of Fig. 13, and a comparison 
with the Drymen diagram of DoxxER (1957, Fig. 6) reYeals that the AJleröd consists of 
severa l sub-phases following each other closely, , ·iz. a Belula-Ericaceae-Rumex phase, an 
Empetrum maximum and fina lly a j uniperus maximum. The two last -mentionccl stages 
eYidently beleng rather closely t ogether. 
The begitming of Zone III coincicles with the litho-stra tigr aphica l bounclary clay-
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gyttja,'pink clay. Pollen-analytically, it is m arked by a decrease in thc numbers of the 
pollen of b irch , juniper aud Empelrum. 
R ich fen communities which had been - and were to be - pre\·a lent in the close 
surroumlings of the loch most of t he Late-glacial and Early Post-glacial (cf. p . 65) gan~ 
way to opeu n~getation in the \'ounger Dryas ti me, and soliflu ct ion brought much mineral 
m ateria l in the loch basin. 
As also was shown pre\"iously (pp. 18 and 24), the Rumex m aximnm closc to the zone 
bounclary IIIJIII-I\' was placed in to Zone III. Zone III- I\' thus com es to comprisc 
the sncccssh·c m axim a of E111pctr11111 and juu iperus before the b irch period p roper. The 
Jowcr Iimit of the intermediate zone III-1\· lies a little aboYe the litho-stratigraphical 
bonnda ry clay-gyttjajgyttja, stratigraphically t h is zone consists of the layer of finer 
gyttja (not disti ngu ished by DO:\":\"EH). :\ great part of the poll cn zone I\' of Donner 
bclongs to th.is ZOJ~e. 
The heginning of Zone IY meaus the fundamenta l yegetat ional change which Do:-;-. 
:\"E I{ ( l fl5 /, p. 233) characterizes by saying: »the open Yegetation was replaced by \\·ood-
lands.» These forests were ahnost pure b irch forests with some mixture of Salix. Juniper 
was a lso important for a shor t whil e right at t he beginning, a t thc end hazel had alreact~· 
appearcd on the stage. 
Thc ri se of Corylus at the boundary between Zones I\. and \ . is a \·cry steep one (cf. 
a lso DoxxER, op.cit. ). Birch is sti ll the dominant tree of thc upper canopy. 
Close to the zone bounclary \. j \ ·r this particular spot was grmn1-o\·e r by pcat. The 
fonuer, rather rich aquatic flora is replaced by a swamp-fen flora. 
Thc following is a short sunun ary of the subsequent de\·elopmcn t in and around the 
loch on thc basis of the clata prescn ted hy Do:-;-xER (op.cit. ). Close to t he change from the 
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Boreal to the Atlantic there is a rather short-lived period with plenty of pine. From the 
beginning of the Atlantic birch loses the dominant position it has held until then and the 
last part of the Drymen diagram is characterized by the dominance of alder and hazel. 
The present totally treeless Situation is not visible in the diagrams. A most curious feature 
is the marked Typha latifolia maximum at the time of the Sub-atlantic transgression. 
This species occurs in present material only in this series where it was found by DoNNER 
in Zones II, V and VIII. It seems, on the basis of the diagram of Dox~"'ER that the Sub-
atlantic transgression did not occur at this place; instead there was the formation of a 
kind of swamp and not the restoration of an open water stage. 
111. The floristic material 
1. Comments on certain vascular plants 
The subfossil data of vascular plants of each Zone and profi1e are presented 
m the respective diagrams. Some pollen types and macrosubfossils which 
for one reason or another have been regarded as worth it, have been discussed 
separately. The text on the bryoph:y-te material is a contribution of ] . H. Dick-
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son, Ph.D., from Cambridge University, who has also identified the subfossil 
moss spec1es. 
Lycopodium. - Spores of Lycopodium have been found in all the pollen 
zones. The periods for the main occurrence, however, seem to have been the 
Late-glacial, especially Zones I and III. The spores of the different species 
have not been separated with the exception of Lycopodium selago with its 
easily identifiable spores. They, too, have, however, been included under 
the common heading )>Lycopodium)> in the diagrams. With the sole exception 
of Zone V, spores of L. selago have been found in all the Late-glacial and Post-
glacial zones. 
Selaginella selaginoides. - Both megaspores and microspores of this species 
have been encountered in the present material. The finds seem to concentrate 
rather clearly in the Younger Dryas. The highest values for Selaginella come 
from Drymen (Zone III and late Zone II). This factalso stands in good agree-
ment with the concept of Late-glacial and Early Post-glacial rich fen vege-
tation there, conveyed us by the moss assemblages (cf. pp. 62 & 65) . There 
is a recurrence of Selaginella in the Sub-atlantic period, obviously a reflection 
of the wide spread disforestation. 
I soetes. - The bulk of the I soetes material contained in this study is formed 
by microspores which were not identified to the species. The mutual pro-
portians of the megaspores of I. lacustris and I. echinospora give, however, 
reason to believe that most of the microspores belong to I. lacustris and ac-
cordingly they have been referred to it in the following. 
The oldest finds of I soetes are a few microspores from the Zone I and II 
deposits in Loch of Park. The spores from the Zone I deposits even leave one 
with a feeling of uncertainty whether the quillwart really did grow then in 
the loch. The more common occurrence of I soetes does not begin before the 
onset of the Post-glacial period, Zone III-IV, and only in the Borealperiod 
has it evidently acquired any more significant status in the vegetation of the 
Iochs in question. In Loch Kinord I soetes was formerly never very conspicious 
despite the fact that it now flourishes there (cf. SPENCE 1964, Figs 47 and 
54 a). In the loch near Drymen it was even lacking. In the other three cases, 
however, I soetes evidently formed quite an important component of the vege-
tation. There is a remarkable regularity in its record as it always begins to 
occur as microspores and the megaspores appear only much later, even after 
the microspore maxima. A very good example in this respect is afforded by 
Loch of Park. 
The marked rise in the curves for I soetes microspores happens during the 
Boreal period, in Skye already during the Zone V, in Loch of Park somewhat 
later, in Zone VI. The rise of the numbers of megaspores follows in Loch of 
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Park in Zone VII a, in Loch Cuithir a little later, in Zone \-II b. In Loch 
Fada no such megaspare maximum occurred and also the continuous presence 
of microspores endecl in Zone VII a, without any observable change in the 
general Sedimentation conclitions. In Loch Cuithir I soetes surTind the drastic 
change in the loch apparent as a layer of sterile clay, it clisappears, howe,·er . 
from the subfossil record when the sampling site becomes o\·er-grown ancl the 
authors clid not succeed in finding it in the loch in 1963. 
The only recorcl of J soetes cchinospora comes from Loch of Park, from 
Zone VI. 
Eq·uisetum fluviatile. - It can be statecl " ·ith a fair clegree of probabi1ity 
that most, if not all macroscopic remains of Equiseturn are to be referred to 
E. fluviatile. Its presence in Scotlancl for the whole Late- ancl Post-glacial 
time is thus firmly establishecl. 
Pteridium aquilinum. - The spores of bracken which \Yere originally countecl 
separately have been incluclecl in the pollen ancl spore cliagrarns among the 
spores of Filicales ( = Polypodiaceae). In accordance with what has been known 
earlier about the past history of the bracken, most of the fincls clate from the 
later parts of the Post-glacial, frorn the Boreal (in Loch Cuithir) to the Sub-
atlantic (cf. GoDWIN 1956, p. 282). It is interesting to note that the earliest 
Post-glacial recorcl (Zone VI) is from the Isle of Skye ancl of the same age a~ 
the hitherto earliest find, of BLACKBlJRX (1946) from Outer Hebricles. 
The established status of the bracken in Scotland is, ho\venr, brought 
much further back in time by the finds of senrat spores in _.\11eröd cleposits 
in Loch Kinorcl series. Its presence in the ngetation of that time is a further 
indication of the relative milclness of the climate and of the openness of the 
vegetation at that time. 
Polypodium vulgare. - .-\s was the case with bracken, the spores of the 
polypody, too, were included among the total of Filicales ( = Polypodiaceae) 
spores in the pollen and spore diagrams despite the fact that they had origi-
nally been counted separately. Polypodium spore have been found in all the 
pollen zones. In other studies of the Quaternary of Scotland it has similarly 
been found tobe reasonably common in sub-fossil state (DOC\"XER 1957 & 1962; 
KIRK & GoDWIN 1963) . GODWIX (1956, p. 283) draw attention to ~>the plant' ,.: 
present preference for the oceanic wesb. 
Pinus sylvestris. - The past history of the Scots pine in the British I sle,.: 
has been a much discussed subject in the pa1aeobotanical Iiterature and b y 
now it is also rather weil known in its main lines (see Gonwrx 1956, pp. 27S-
281; STEVEN & CARLISLE 1959, pp. 6--60; ::\Ic\·EAx 1964 b). 
A detailed following of the immigration process of the Scots pine is , howewr. 
made very clifficult by the fact that the pine belongs to the heavy pollen 
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producers and that its pollen is especially well suited for long-dist ance trans-
portation (cf. e.g. F AEGRI & I vERSEX 1 96~ ) . Thus it has al:oo remairred un-
certain whether pine had reached Scotland before the Pre-boreal period (Zone 
IV) a lthough there is good reason to suppose that further south in the Brit ish 
Isles it hacl been growing alreacly in Alleröcl time (Gomn x 19S6, pp . 2/ 0-
280; STEVEN & CARLISLE 1959, p. 33; :.\IcVEAX 1 96~ b, p . S62). 
In the present stucly Loch Kinorcl has revealecl the fullest recorcl for t he 
pine. The oielest p ine macrosubfossils, t wo neeclles, were fo uncl there in clepo-
sits of Alleröcl age. This seemingly proves that pine hacl t hen grown in t hat 
a rea notwithst ancling the fact t hat the pollen frequencies in the corresponcling 
pollen samples were extremely low, only 2 ° ~ on the average , ,,·hich is much 
lower than 10 0, 0 , the pollen percentage usually regarcled as the minimum for 
to inclicate the presence of pine in an area (F AEGRI & IvERSEX 1 96~ . pp. 11 / 
- 118). At Drymen we have the same average figure for pine pollen, at Loch 
of P ark a n even higher one, viz. S 0 0 . Still , we cannot st ate with certainty 
anything else about the occurrence of pine in the Alleröcl periocl than that 
then there were pines not far from Loch Kino rcl. 
In the Younger Dryas cleposits the numbers of pine pollen grains are 
throughout lugher than in t hose of the Alleröcl era . Still , there has been fo und 
no proof in the form of macrosubfossils fo r the occurrence of pine in that time 
ancl it seems quite possible that the cold climatic oscillation really expellecl 
pine from Scotlancl for a while. F or the P ost-glacial operring zone III- I V t he 
few neeclles found in the cleposits of Loch Kinorcl prove the come-back of pine. 
this clespite the still rather low pollen counts of it. From now on there is also 
a continuous recorcl fo r p ine macrosubfossils in Loch Kinorcl . This is also of 
great general interest as it p roves that despite the native presence of the pine 
its pollen frequencies may still fail t o reach t he critical 10 0," Iimit , this might 
be of special significance with regarcl of t he fo rest ed periods. 
The macrosubfossil fi nds have thus provecl the presence of pine in the area 
a rouncl Loch Kinorcl cluring the Alleröd a ncl thereafter cluring t he whole Post-
glacial period . In the question of the other sites t he lack of macroscopic fincls 
leacls t o conclusions ba:oecl entirely upon pollen recorcls. A.t lJrymen the exis-
t ence of p ine arouncl the change from t he Boreal t o the .-\ t lantic periocl can 
be assumecl quite safely on the basis of t he high pollen counts (DoxxER 1% / , 
Fig. 7). For the other sites, t he question is somewhat rnore difficult. At Loch 
of P ark the average pine pollen values are fo r all zoncs below 10 0, ~, . On th·~ 
other hand , the case of Loch Kinord proved convincingly that the pine pollen 
values may be much lower than 10 % in spite of the presence of pint in t he 
area. GonwrN (1956, p . 278) also points t o the fact that even within pine 
sturnp layers in bogs the pine pollen frequencies may remain surprisingly low. 
H e attributes this t o the possibility t hat the pollen spectra are likely t o reflect 
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the proportions of different trees within a wider area, where pine was rather 
rare, whereas the pine trunks etc. represent only local stands of pine on bogs, 
not reflected in the pollen rain. What we may thus safely assume isthat pine 
was certainly not an important component in the forests around Loch of Park 
and in the Isle of Skye. Whether it was to be found in the neighbourhood of 
those places remains, however, still open, although it may weil look rather 
unlikely. The find of one single, worn-out conifer needle in Loch of Park can 
not be regarded a sufficient proof of the presence of pine there. 
It is interesting to compare the results obtained in this study with the 
concept of McVEAN & RATCLIFFE (1962) about the forest pattern in Scotland 
under the present climatic conditions but without any influence of Man 
(op.cit., Folding Map B and Map 3; McVEAN 1964 c, Fig. 61) . The results 
show that in the case of Loch Kinord which at present lies in the area of >>Pre-
dominant pine forest with birch and pine>  and close to the native pinewood 
at Glentanar (cf. STEVEN & CARLISLE 1959), the pedigree of pinewoods reaches 
back to the earliest Post-glacial. (This would also lend some support to the 
concept that the mixed birch and pinewood near Cambus o' May were indeed 
a relic stand; cf. STEVEN & CARLISLE 1959, p. 94). Loch of Park, within the 
boundaries of the area of > Predominant pine forest with birch and oak» but 
outside the Highlands perhaps never supported any pinewoods and neither 
were they likely to have existed in the Isle of Skye, now within the area of 
>Predominant Birch Foresb> (cf., however, FLENLEY & PEARSON 1967). Dry-
men, at the boundary between the areas of oak and pine forests only saw the 
existence of pinewoods at the change from the Boreal to the Atlantic period, 
thereafter the woodlands there were composed of deciduous trees. 
Juniperus communis. -High frequencies of juniper pollenform a feature 
characteristic of the Late-glacial and early Post-glacial parts of the pollen 
diagrams in question. Following the example of GüDWL'l" (1956, pp. 273-274) 
all the juniper pollen has been assurned to be ]. commwnis which also occurs 
in the present material in the form of seeds and needles. 
In more recent times when juniper pollen has been taken into account in 
pollen analysis it has turned out that a regularly fluctuating juniper pollen 
curve is also generally very characteristic for the Late-glacial and early Post-
glacial pollen diagrams. 
It is tobe noticed, however, that juniper does not behave in quite a similar 
way everywhere - a few references may elucidate these differences. In East 
Prussia and Tyrol (IVERSEN 1954, p. 102; ZAGWIJx 1952) juniper had low 
values in Zones II and IV >>and a clear maximum in Zone III>> . The Zone III 
maximum often shows a twofold division with a minimum in the middle of 
the zone; this same phenomenon was found also in Bornholm. In Bornholm 
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there had been also an earlier juniper maximum, viz. one during the Alleröd. 
The most pronounced juniper maximum in Denmark belongs, however, to 
the zone border III-IV (!VERSE~ 1954, pp. 102-103), and this is also the 
case in Tyrol (ZAGWIJ~ 1952) and in Blekinge, southeastern Sweden (BERG-
LUND 1966, p. 102). In the Netherlands a corresponding phase was much 
earlier, in the Older Dryas (VAN DER RAMMEN 1952, p. 108). In Yorkshire, 
England, a juniper maximum similarly has been found to have occurred in 
the Older Dryas, in sub-zones I b and I c (BARTLEY 1962, pp. 282-283), 
whereas in Ireland the main period for it was as late as in Denmark, at the 
transition from Zone III to Zone IV (SMITH 1961 a; WATTS 1963). There is 
also a smaller maximum in Ireland during the Alleröd period (SMITH 1961 a, 
Plate XXI) but it does not occur quite constantly everywhere as sometimes 
the earlier maximum belongs to the end of Zone I (WATTS 1963). In any case, 
Zone III is marked by a break in the pollen curves of juniper in the Irish 
diagrams mentioned above. It may be worth noticing in this context that in 
the recent studies made in Eastern and N ortheastern Finland by V ASARI 
(1962, 1965, VASARI et al. 1963), SORSA (1965), TOLONEN (1967) and REPO 
& TYNNI (1967) no high frequencies of juniper were found in the Late-glacial 
and early Post-glacial. 
The present material shows two very marked maxima for juniper pollen, 
viz . first one in the Alleröd (Zone II) and then, after a clear minimum another 
one in the transition Zone III- IV. In the Isle of Skye this last mentioned 
one lasts weil into Zone IV. 
Because of the evident importance of juniper in Scotland at an early time 
the following considerations on its ecology and history may be allowed here. 
Juniper is ecologicaily a plant of extremely wide amplitude and accord-
ingly a poor ecological indicator (cf. e.g. ORDHAGEN 1943, p. 137; KUJALA 
1958) . There are, however, some factors which clearly favour its thriving, 
leading in extreme cases to a very wide expanse of juniper scrub: 1) Although 
it can thrive within forests, especially vvithin pine and birch forests, juniper 
still shows a clear preference for open, light vegetation (KUJ.UA 1958, p. 154; 
IvERSE~ 1954, p. 103). 2) It reaches maturity very quickly and it is able to 
grow weil on a relatively unstable ground (NORDHAGEN 1943, p. 136) and 
accordingly it is very weil suited to occupy new ground before the real forest 
trees (KUJALA loc.cit. ). 3) Under a severe climate juniper is highly dependent 
upon the protection of a sufficient snow cover (cf. e.g. SöYRINKI 1939, p. 1; 
!VERSEN 1954, pp. 102-103). ORDHAGEX (1943, p. 137) has found that in 
the sub-alpine areas of Jorway juniper endures a somewhat langer lasting 
snow cover than the fjell birch, Betula tortuosa. 4) The best climatic conditions 
for juniper are afforded by a humid maritime climate (VAGA & EICHWALD 
1960, p. 238). The preferenceforamaritime climate is also shown by the fact 
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that juniper often forms either a very substantial part of the ngetation or 
even !arge pure stands along the \Yest and south,wst coasts of Finland (cf . 
e.g. SKULT 1956, p . 90; VAAHTORA);T.-\ 1964, pp. 301- 303 and 308; H .-1.\ .. b 
J 967, pp. 320-322). 
The above mentioned ecological characteristics of the juniper make it 
easily understandable that it was one of the first tree plants to colonise ne,,· 
ground in the Late-glacial time in oceanic area . The absence of juniper scrub 
in the Late-glacial of the continental East Finland, where the sno\\· co,·er wa~ 
evidently very thin, is in this connection highly instructin. 
!VERSE); (195-'1 , p. 103) has made a pollen analysis >> from a recent gyttja 
from a valley in Greenland, in which Juniperus is frequent but d\\'arfed>> . The 
result was as little as only 3 % of juniper pollen. In order to check further 
the degree in which juniper pollen found in pollen analysis can gi,-e an idea 
of its röle in the vegetation the author Yrjö Vasari made some analyses of 
surface samples of two different habitats \\'here Juniperus i especially abun-
dant, viz. in the first forests inhabiting the rising ground along the uplift 
shores of the Gulf of Bothnia (cf. HABS 1967, p . 320) and in the open rich 
fens of Northern Finland (cf. e.g. CAJA);DER 1913, pp. 13 '1- 135; LuKK.-\1..\ & 
KOTILAI);EX 195'1, pp. 16- 17). 
The juniper rich seashore forests are represented by three samples frolll 
Varjakka in the parish of Lumijoki about 50 km from Oulu , taken in the 
autumn 1966 (2.XI). The samples consist of recent mo s and litter carpeting 
the floor of the forest. In all three big surface samples \Yere taken and treated 
in the way described by ERDTMAN (1943b, p. 38). All the three samples are frolll 
birch dominated fore t st ands. N :o 1 represents a mixed , young Betula pubc-
TADLE I. Camparisoll of rece11/ vegetation a 11d pollen rain in ! 'arjakka , Lumijok i . 
R ccent pla nt con~ r 
Samples : 1 2 3 
Betula . . . . ....... . . .... ........... . . . . 
Ainus 
Pinus .... . ... .. . .... .. .. . . .......... . 
Picea .. . ...... . . .. . .. . . . ............ . 
Juniperus ....... . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . .. . 
Salix ............... . ...... . .. . ... . . . 
:\Iyrica gale . ........ . . ...... . .. . . . .. . 
E rica les ..... ... .. ......... .. . .... . . . . 
Gramineae .. . ........................ . 
Cyperaceae . ........ . ..... . .......... . . 
Herbs .......... . ....... . . ...... .. ... . 
Lycopodium ........... . ............. . 
Brown mosses ....................... . 
Sphagnum ............ .. ......... .... . 
50 
50 
10 90 
Pollen composition 
( ·. of AP - :'\AP) 
1 2 : ~ 
:30 77 ~ ( j 
-IS -1 2 
\) li I 
5 2 
() :I 
2 5 
+ -;-
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TABLE 2. R ecenl pollen rain as reflecled by surjace samples from R eposuo, Kuusamo 
Pollen % 
!'ollen types Samples: 1 2 
HeL\a ........ ... . . .............. .... . .................... . . 35 10 
Ainus 2 16 
Pinus ... .. . ............... . ....... . ... ........ . .... . . ..... . 29 13 
Picea .. ... .. .. . .......... . ............... . . . ............ . . . 1 2 
Juniperus .. . ..... .. . . . . ........... . . . . .................... . -1 45 
Salix ... . .... . ..... .. . . .. . . .. . . ........ . .. . . . .... .. .... . + 
Ericaceae + 
Empetrum .... . ............ . ................ . . .. . .. . ... . ... . + 
r:ramineae . . .. . . . .... . .. . ...... . .. . . ...... .. . .............. . 9 4 
Cyperaceac ............ . .. . . ...... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . ........... . 17 4 
Artcutisia .. . ..... .. . . ...... . .. .. . . ... ... . . ................ . 1 + 
Chenopodiaccac ... . . .. . . ...... . ... . ......... . ... . . ..... .. ... . + 
Rosaceae ... . ....... . . . . ........ .................. .. . .... . . + 4 
Rumex . .. . .. . ... .. ........ . .. . ... ...... . . . .. ......... .... . 1 + 
Umbelliferae ..... .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. .... .. . ... .... .. . .. .... . 1 
Polypocliaceae ... . ......... . ....... .. . .... ...... . ....... . . . . + 
Selaginella . . .. . .. . .. . ........... . . .. .. ...... ... . .... . ...... . 4 4 
Sphagnum .... . . . ...... . .. . .. .. .............. . ............. . 48 4 
scens-Alnus incana coppice with rather a lus.urious under-growth. Within a 
radius of about 100m 6 pines were found growing and one spruce was found 
about 200 m from the spot. Sampie n:o 2 was taken from a >>mature>>, rather 
light birch forest with plenty of J uniperus and Vaccinium vitis-idaea and a 
conr of about 30-40 % of mosses (mainly Hylocomium splendens and Pleuro-
ziwn schreberi). The third sample l.c. is from a closed, rather young birch 
forest. 
The follO\Ying compilation combines the main features of the recent vege-
tation on these spots and the results of corresponding pollen analyses. 
The samples in question represent the succession from young, mixed 
Betula pubescens-Alnus incana coppices (1) Yia youngish but pure birch for-
ests (3) to mature, rather light birch forests (2). In all these stands juniper is 
very abundant and in the oldest one also dwarf shrubs are important com-
ponents of the vegetation. (See Fig. 20). 
In order to illustrate the pollen rain of juniper-rich fens, too , two samples 
were collected in the late autumn 1967 (by Prof. Paavo Havas) from Reposuo 
in Kuusamo (close to site II of VA SARI 1962). Both of these samples consisted 
of mosses collected from under the juniper scrubs growing in open fen. The 
conr of the juniper scrub on the fen i about 50~ 0 , the plant next to it in 
abundance is Betula nana (coYer about 15 °0 ). The samples were taken about 
50 m from each other and there \Yere a few spruces (height about 2 m) rather 
close to both of them. Close to the site of Sampie 2 there were also hYo speci-
mens of A lnus incana . The vegetation co\·er can be characterized in the fol-
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lowing way: Shrubs about 50 %, mainly juniper but also Salix myrsinites etc., 
dwarf-shrubs about 20 %, mainly Bet~da nana, herbs and grasses about 70 % 
(the most dominant species M olinia coerulea, Carex juncella, Potentilla erecta, 
Trichophorum alpinum, T. caespitosum and Carex panicea; mosses about 80 %, 
mainly Sphagnum warnstorjii, Campylium stellatum, Camptothecium nitens 
and Pleurozium schreberi. - The surrounding forests are mainly dominated 
by Picea abies. (See Fig. 21). 
The results of these two analyses appear from Table 2. (Figures based on 
a total of 250 pollen grains). 
The juniper pollen counts, as visible in Tables 1 and 2, are in most cases 
surprisingly low by comparison with the recent röle of juniper in the vegeta-
tion. Only in the second sample from Reposuo did the juniper pollen frequency 
reflect truly the present conditions; even there, however, this was not the case 
in the first sample taken under quite similar circumstances very near by. 
All the available material thus shows very consistently that juniper is gener-
ally under-represented. A true reflection of the real significance of juniper can 
evidently be obtained only when there is open, treeless vegetation under 
conditions where the vigour of juniper is not restricted by too severe a climate. 
But, as is shown by the first example from Reposuo, even then the juniper 
counts may remain surprisingly low. 
!VERSEN (1954, pp. 102-103) has evidently given a most pertinent ex-
planation for the behaviour of juniper in Late-glacial and Early Post-glacial. 
According to him the rise of the juniper curve first indicates an improvement 
of the climate which allows the formerly dwarfed junipers to grow above the 
protecting snow cover and to produce and disperse more pollen. The sub-
sequent fall of the juniper curve is in turn a consequence of the suppression 
of juniper by dense forest. As is seen e.g. from the example of the birch-juniper 
stands along the Gulf of Bothnia it is not so much a question of the total 
suppression of the juniper which is weil able to grow within the forest (cf. also 
KUJALA 1958, p. 154) but of the losing of much of its flowering vigour. The 
values from open fen rich in juniper also showed much higher pollen counts! 
The available data thus allow the following picture to be drawn of the 
early history of Juniperus in Scotland: It was rather common in the ice-free 
areas of Scotland already during the Older Dryas period, but only with the 
climatic amelioration of the Alleröd did the real juniper phase begin. The 
cold Younger Dryas oscillation caused a regression of the juniper. It recovered, 
however, during the transitional zone III-IV reaching an abundance, greater 
than it had had in the Alleröd. The maximal values are from Loch Cuithir 
and Drymen 47 % and 57 % of the AP, respectively. During the birch forest 
period of Zone IV juniper was still quite an important component of the vege-
tation, especially so in the west, in the Isle of l.)·e. The onset of the Boreal 
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period caused the juniper to lose its former, important röle; only near Loch 
Cuithir did it still remain fairly abundant. The Boreal diminishing of juniper 
stands is very likely to be closely connected with the spread of hazel scrub. 
This new scrub now replaced juniper in the light birch forests ofthat time and 
possibly drove juniper away from many non-woodland places, too (cf. MCVEA."< 
1964 b, p. 563) . From now on juniperwas expelled to the high ground within 
or above the forest limit, to places where it is still holding its ground although 
since then evidently much reduced in area by forest fires, active bog-growth 
and finally grazing (POORE & M:CVEAN 1957; 11ICVEA."< 1961; 1964 a). 
Occasionally, however, J uniperus is still found as the dominant of the shrub 
layer (cf. McVEru'< 1964 a, p. 151 and Plate 23) - these may weil give us some 
idea of the early Post-glacial birch-juniper woods. The t emporally different 
behaviour of juniper in different areas (cf. pp. 42-4.3 above) must be a result 
of climatic differences in those times. 
Nymphaea sp. - The only species of the genus Nymphaea growing in the 
British Isles at the present time is N. alba L. (CLAPHAM, TuTIN & WARBURG 
1962, pp. 91-92). Certain small populations in the west of Ireland and in 
Scotland were regarded as a different species, N . occidentalis, by Moss (1920) . 
Later it has, however, been established that N . occidentalis does not merit 
specific rank (VOLANDE H ESLOP-HARRlSO)< 1955, p. 730; TuTIN et al. 1964, 
p. 205). On the basis of the present conditions, the sub-fossil finds could thus 
be called N. alba. GODWI)< (1956, p. 81), however, points to the possibility 
that also N. candida might be found in Glacial or Late-glacial beds in Britain. 
The distinguishing of the species N. alba and N . candida as subfossils is, how-
ever, a most difficult t ask; according to the statement of LINDBERG (HJELT 
1906, p. 276) they are almostimpossible to recognise on the basis of seeds and 
also the pollen grains are very variable even within one species (cf. GLü CK 
1924, also GüDW!)< 1959, p. 143). VALLE (1927, pp. 216-217 and 230-231) 
has, however, shown that it would be possible to differentiate N . alba and 
N. candida on the basis of their pollen structure: the surface extensions of 
N . candida are never spine-like but only small warts (cf. also ERDTMAN 1943, 
pp. 110- 111) . It appears thus that a distinction bet ween N. alba and N. can-
hida could perhaps have been made on the basis of their pollen structure. This 
das, however, not been attempted and accordingly Nymphaea has been treated 
throughout on generic level only. I n the opinion of the authors the question 
is in this study of Nymphaea alba, although this has not been proved. 
The first record of Nymphaea comes from the Alleröd deposits in the Dry-
men series. Thereafter it has been found in all zones. A feature worth noticing 
in its temporal distribution is that in the cases of the Skye series the continuous 
occurrence of Nymphaea does not begin before the Boreal period. GoDWIN 
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(1956, p. 81) regards it as probable that Nymphaea "·as favoured in the 
British I sles by the climatic improvement d ur ing the Boreal period. 
Ceratophyllum sp. - The characteristic spines from the leaf margins of 
Ceratophyllum \Yere found in the sediments of a ll the lochs studied, with the 
only exception of Loch Kinord . U nfortunately, no fruits were found and thus 
the question of the species remains open. The present distribution pattern of 
Ceratophyllmn demersum and C. submersum in the British Isles (cf. PERRI:-<G & 
WALTERS 1962, p. 28) suggests, howenr, that C. demersum is the more likely 
species to have left the spines now fou nd as subfossils. In L och of Park and 
near Drymen the occurrence of Ceratophyllum falls at the change from Late-
glacial to Post-glacial, into zones III , III- 1\- and n -. Similarly, the finds 
of Ceratophyllum made by l\IITCHELL (1948) from the deposits of Whitrig 
Bog in Berwickshire originate from the Pre-boreal period. In Skye the oc-
currence of Ceratophyllum spines begins in the Boreal period a nd last s until 
the Sub-boreal (Zone VII b). This can \Yell be in connection with the basaltic 
bedrock of the I sle of Skye where the loch water retained the high base status 
suitable for this exacting species (cf. SPEXCE 1967) Ionger than elsewhere. 
Helianthem~tm sp. - Pollengrains of Helianthemum, a t ypical representative 
of L at e-glacial flora (cf. GonwiN 1956, pp. 86-87), ha;-e been found in the 
cleposits of Zone I and II. 
Montia jontana. - As has been shom1 by WALTERS (1953) and }IOORE 
(1963), seeds afford excellent means for distinguishing between the lower 
taxonomic units within the highly variable species A1ontia fontana. They pre-
serYe their characteristics weil in sub-fossil state, too , and accordingly an 
analysis of the seed material could be performecl. 
The bulk of the subfossil seeds of M ontia jontana were found to belang to 
the subspecies jontana. Also the earliest finds of the blinks, from the Late-
glacial and earliest Post-glacial (Zones III- I\' and I\') deposits in the Isle 
of Skye belonged to it. Out of the t otal of 20 seeds 6 were those of the other 
subspecies, viz. 5 of the ssp. intermedia and 1 of a type nearest to the ssp. 
;}ariabilis. 
The seeds of the ssp. intermedia were found in t he uppermost (Zone VII b) 
sample of the Loch of Park series (2 seeds) and in the uppermost (Zone VIII) 
sample of the Loch F adaseries (3 seeds). The only seed of the M. jontana cf. 
variabilis type originates from the sample 16 (Zone \ -I ) of the Drymen series. 
The mutual relationship of the ssp. fontana and ssp. 1··ntermed·ia stand in the 
subfossil record in quite a good accorclance with the present distribution 
pattern of the resp . subspecies. M. fontana ssp. jontana is the more northerly 
of these two (cf. MoORE 1963, pp. 26--27) being also common in Scotland and 
N . England while ssp. intermedia in the Great Britain is common northwards 
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only to Bute and Perth (CLAPHAM et al. 1962, p. 268). The subfossil find from 
southern Aberdeenshire is thus a little to the north of its present area. Ac-
cording to CLAPHAM et al. (loc.cit. ) ssp. variabilis occurs >>throughout the area 
where both ssp. fontana and ssp. intermedia are found>>. 
Tilia sp. - The pollen finds of Tilia are almost certainly referable to 
T. cordata (cf. GüDWIN 1956, pp. 98-99). The pollen grains of lime are remark-
ably rare in Scottish deposits (cf. also ERDTMAN 1924 b, p. 496; Dül\TNER 1957, 
p. 256; DuRNO 1957, p. 180; 1958, p. 133). Quite evidently, the pollen finds 
recorded thus far are inadequate to prove the presence of lime in Scotland, 
outside its present range (cf. PERRJ!\G & WALTERS 1962, p. 87) during the 
Post-glacial (cf. also DoNXER, loc.cit.). 
Oxalis acetosella. - From the Loch K.inord series one seed of the wood-
sorrel was found. There are not many records of this species from the British 
Quaternary (cf. GonwrN 1956, p. 101). 
Frangula alnus. - The alder buckthorn was a member of the carr vegeta-
tion on the shore of Loch Kinord during the Atlantic period (Zone VII a; see 
Fig. 7). This find is worth of special attention because Scotland is nowadays 
outside the range of Frangula alnus (cf. FRASER & GonwrN, 1955, p. 221; 
PERRING & \V ALTERS 1962, p. 98). 
Prunus padus. - Like the previous species, also the bird-cherry belonged 
to the carr vegetation on the shore of Loch Kinord in Zone VII b. 
Sorbus aucuparia. - In all 3 seeds of the rowan were found from the Sub-
atlantic samples of Loch K.inord. Previously there are not many seed records 
of this common shrub from the British Isles (cf. GüDWIN 1956, p. 119). 
Hippophae rhamnoides. - Two pollen grains of the sea buckthorn were 
found in the old deposits of Loch of Park, viz. one in the Alleröd and another 
in the Pre-boreal. They originate thus from periods when this shrub, extremely 
susceptible to competition of shade tolerant species, could have thriven in-
land. In the interpretation of the meaning of these pollen grains caution is, 
however, needed as they may also be due to long-distance transportation. 
llfyriophyllum spicatum - verticillatum. The pollen grains of both M. spi-
catum and M. verticillatum are very alike and they are usually treated as a 
collective pollentype (cf. e.g. FAEGRJ & I VERSEN 1964, p . 191). DüNNER has 
distinguished between these two species on the basis of their pollen structure 
as he records from Scotland one find of M. verticillatum (1957, Fig. 21) (Zones 
V-VI) and 3 finds of M. spicatum (1957, Figs. 6, 9, 12; 1962, Fig. 6) (Zones 
II, IV, VII b-VIII). He does not, however, give any closer description of 
the characteristics on which his identifications are based. The present author 
Yrjö Vasari has also had to be content \vith treating pollen grains of both of 
4 
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these species as a collectiYe type, and as there are no macrosubfossil finds of 
them , we do not know " ·hich exactly " ·as the species in question. On the basi,-
of the present distribution pattern (P ERRIXG & \\.ALTER , 1962, p . I SO) JJ. spi-
caturn seems the more likely alternatiYe. It grows a lso a t the present time in 
Scottish waters being an cxacting hydrophyte (cf. \\.EST 1910 b , p. -1 95; SPE:--.-CI-: 
196ft, p. 321 , 1967, p. 157). P ollenofthis type were found in Loch Kinord in 
the cleposits of Zones III- 1\· ancl \ ' I, and near Drymen from Zone III- I\ ' 
to Zone \" . - The concept of JJ. spicatum being the main producer of pollen 
of this type in Scotland is further corroborated by the fact that :-IrTCHELL 
(1952, p. 281) has found fruits of JJ. spicatum in the derosits of Zones II and 
III at Gar~cadden :-ra ins, nea r Gla~gow (cf. al~ o Do:--.-xER 1957, p . 239). 
JJ. altemiflorum. - The alternate-flo\Yered \Yater-milfoil is ore of tht: 
most common subfossils of aquatic plants. In the material of the present 
authors it occurs in all the series studied. Only in the case of the Drymen 
series it was not found in the pollen zone I. .:-.roreo\'er, it occurs also in all the 
profiles studied by DoxxER (1957 & 1962) ,,·ith the sole exception of Garra l 
Hill , Keith. The contraction in rang·~ of this ubiquitous specie , mentioned hy 
GoDwrx (1956, p. 127) and eYident also on the ba~is of its recent Iack U) in 
Loch Cuithir where it had formerly been growing, seems to he of rather re-
cent origin. 
Hippuris vulgaris. - Hippun:s ~-ulgaris has at pre~ent a rathe r scattered 
clistribution in Scotland (PERRIXG & \\-.-\LTERS 1962 , p. ISO). owhere, with 
perhaps the exception of the southern part of Outer H ebr ides and the Nairn-
Moray area can it be said t obe common. The obserYations of WEST (1905 . 
p. 972; 1910 a, p . SS) seem to point to a slight aYoidar:ce of this species of acid . 
peaty waters . The subfossil finds are a !~o remarkably rare and confined only 
to Loch of Park, where this plant occurred in the earliest Late-glacial timt'c 
and then in the Late Post -glacial. 
Callitriche. - If well clenloped (and presernd), the fruits of Callitriche 
are well suited for identifying the different srecies of this genus. \'ery often . 
however, they lose in the subfossil state their characteristic features, as e.g. 
the wings, and are thus referable to the genus only. In the pre~ent ca!'Oe the 
fruits from the Loch Cuithir series (Zor.e \'III) as weil as thm:e from Loch of 
Park (Zones VII a and YII b) could be recognized from their broad wing,; 
as those of C. herrnaphroditica (cf. Gomnx 19SG, p. 12 ; CuPH.-\::\1 et al. 19fi2 . 
pp. 487-490). This subfossil record al~o fits weil together with the presen . 
northern distribution pattem of this srecies (Gomnx, loc.cit.) . 
Cornaceae - Pollen grains referable to the Comaceae type were found in 
the Late-glacial deposits of Loch of P ark and Loch Kinord ancl in the deposit:,; 
of Zones VI ar.d VII a in Loch Kinord. (in Zone \'II aal o in Loch of Park). 
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Galium sp. - The preference of Late-glacial conditions exhibited by the 
bedstra,,·s (cf. Gonwrx 1956, p. 140) is clearly e\·ident also in the present 
material. In the eastern pollen diagrams (I & II) it seems as if Galium pollen 
appeared again in connection with the forest clearance period. 
I\ oenigia. islandica . - Pollen of 1\owigia islandica which one has only rather 
la tely begun to recognize, was found from the other sites except for - curiously 
enough! - the I sle of Skye where it grows at present (Gonwrx 1956, p. 174). 
This, at the first sight strange, situation eYidently finds its explanation in the 
fact that far less pollen were counted from the samples taken from Skye than 
from elsewhere. It seems anyway e,·ident that Koenigia was quite common 
all over Scotland during the Late-glacial. The wide extent of 1\.oenigia islan-
dica. in Scotland during the Alleröd and Yow1ger Dryas is interesting because 
it is one of those plants the distribution of \Yhich is correlated with the mean 
annual maximum summer temperatures (DAHL 1951 , 1963). From the works 
of Dahl it is evident that the mean annual maximum summer temperature in 
Northern Scotland during the Late-glacial cannot han exceeded + 2LI °C and 
it is nry likely to have remained below + 20°C, at least in the more humid 
western areas (see DAHL 1963, pp. 191- 192 and 205). 
Rumex. - Rumex pollen is one of the characteristic pollen types of the 
Late-glacial and earliest Post-glacial , especially common in zones I and III , 
less so in zones II and III- I\'. In far lesser numbers it is found again in 
zones \'II b and VIII. Besides pollen, also macroscopic remains were found in 
the present material, viz. one fruit of R . acetosa (Zone III- IV in Loch Cuithir) 
and seYeral fruits of R. acetosella agg. in the Aberdeenshire and Drymen series. 
The Rumex acetosella fruits also sho\\· a clear concentration in the Late-glacial 
and earliest Post-glacial. 
In the early forties A. Löve studied the collecti,·e species R. acetosella in-
cluding both tetraploid and hexaploid forms and \Yas able to distinguish be-
tween a tetraploid species, R. tenuifolius and a hexaploid species, R. acetosella 
s.str. by several features (A. LöYE 1943) . One of the differentiating features 
was the size of the fruits, as R. tenmfolius has somewhat smaller fruits (0. !1----
1. 3 mm) than R. acetosella (1. J-1. s mm) (op.cit., pp. 105-106; ]ALAS 1965. 
p. 147). Since the authors had collected a reasonable number of subfossil fruits 
of R . acetosella agg. , the author Annikki \ 'asari decided to try the applicability 
of this characteristic in ubfo sil studies by measuring the length of the fruits 
found. In all, 14 fruits were measured, and 13 of them were found to be of a 
rather small type, 0. 9-1.2 mm (4 X 0. 9; 3 X 1. oo; 5 X 1. 1 and 1 X 1. 2) and one 
was clearly bigger, 1. ·I mm. This bigger fruit was also of quite another age 
than the other, Late-glacial ones, as it originated from the uppermost, Sub-
boreal , sample in the Loch of Park series. 
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According to this size analysis, the majority of the fruits of the R. acetosella 
agg. would belong to R. tenuifolius and the youngest fruit only to R. acetosella 
s.str. 
Of these two species R. tenuijolius has a more northern distribution. It is 
perhaps most common in Northern Europe and Siberia, it reaches also the 
Arctic and is likely tobe the only native representatiYe of the Acetosella group 
in Fennoscandian fjell areas . R . acetosella s.str. is more southern. This is 
especially clear in Fennoscandia where it is also mainly associated with cul-
tivated areas (cf. A. LövE 1943; CLAPHA..\1 et al. 1962, p. 553; ] ALAS 1965, pp. 
146-149). Ecologically these two species also seem to differ from each other 
as R. tenuif olius is likely to grow on poorer, more acid soils whereas R. aceto-
sella shows a clear preference for better soils (loc.cit. ). 
The sub-fossil records correlate well with the present distribution pattern 
of these species. It seems quite evident that the main Rumex species in the 
Late-glacial and earliest Post-glacial was R. tenuifolius which is the true 
native species. Its correlation with acid soils also affords an explanation for 
its scarcity on the basaltic soils of the I sle of Skye, in the east it was far more 
common. It is also worth noticing that near Drymen where the bedrock was 
naturally not very acid the Rumex peaks fall quite at the end of Zones I and 
III. Obviously it could become common only when the soils had become suf-
ficiently leached. In the beginning of the Post-glacial it then succumbed to 
competition of the closed vegetation and lost its former importance. With the 
beginning of the human era a new species, R. acetosella s.str. appeared on 
the stage and occupied much of the open ground suited for weeds. 
Betula . - The advancement of pollen identification techniques has by now 
made it possible to distinguish the pollen grains of different birch species (see 
KELLY 1964, pp. 572- 574 and the literature cited therein). In this case fol-
lowing the relations between Betz,za nana and the tree birches (B. >>alba>>) is, 
however, still based solely on macrosubfossil identifications, upon the char-
acteristic shapes of the cone scales and winged fruits. In most cases the wings 
had, unfortunately, been worn away and then the remnants of the tree birches 
(B. pendula and B . pubescens) (which always could be kept separate from those 
of B. nana) had tobe treated in a collective sense, under the heading B. >>alba>>. 
This collective species comprises thus both B. pendula and B. pubescens. 
Determination of the subspecies of the very variable B. pubescens was not 
attempted. The collective name B. >>alba>> is the only title for the tree birch 
remains in the diagrams because such a great part of the material was un-
suited for a specific identification. KELLY (loc.cit. ) has pointed out that 
B. pubescens is likely to be the species better represented in the macrosub-
fossil material. This did not seem, however, to be any very serious handicap 
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in the present context - much worse was the often poor preservation of the 
remams. 
All in all, the macrosubfossil finds prove that 1) tree birches occurred in 
Eastern Aberdeenshire right from Zone I onwards. In the neighbourhood of 
Loch of Park both B. pendula and B. pubescens evidently began to occur at 
the same time, in the case of Loch Kinord the first records of B. pendula are 
only from Zone III-IV, 2) at Drymen, where tree birches were not encountered 
in deposits from Zones I and III , the only identifications possible (samples 
11 and 14) concerned B. pubescens, 3) in the Isle of Skye the first macrosub-
fossil record of tree birches is from Zone III- IV (Loch Cuithir), the continuous 
occurrence however, does not begin before the Boreal (Zone V). In the case 
of Loch Cuithir quite the major part of the identifiable macrosubfossils be-
longs to B. pubescens whereas from Loch Fada also B. pendula was found 
quite often. 
Betula has been by far the most important tree in the history of the forests 
in Northern Scotland, this is evident from both the present pollen analyses 
and from earlier works on the Scottish forest history (cf. e.g. ERDTMAN 1924 b, 
pp. 494 and 496-497; FRASER & GOD\VL'\ 1955, p. 217; GODWIN 1956, p. 188; 
DURKO 1956, pp. 184-185; DONKER 1957). In the case of Loch of Park birch 
pollen comprises always (with the sole exception of Zone I ) at least 2/5 of the 
total tree pollen. In Loch Kinord series a similar situation lasted to the Boreal 
period (Zone VI b), thereafter the Scots pine became the dominant tree there 
(in Zone VIII tagether with the alder). In the Isle of Skye the time of Betula 
dominance begins somewhat later, in early Post-glacial. The Loch Fadaseries 
does not imply a very great importance of birch as a tree of the surroundings. 
At Drymen the birch dominance is restricted to parts of the Late-glacial 
period (Zones II and III) and the Pre-boreal (Zone IV). In the later Post-
glacial the other important trees there were Scots pine and alder (see DoNNER 
1957, Fig. 7, also p . 256) . 
Betula nana. - The dwarf birch, now confined mainly to the Central Scot-
tish Highlands (PERRIKG & WALTERS 1962, p. 184) has a rather lang subfossil 
record in Scotland (see Gon~ 1956, pp. 190-191). The present material 
adds five more localities into those where subfossils of it have formerly been 
found. With evidently some preference for milder conditions it was present 
in East Aberdeenshire up to the Pre-boreal (Zone IV), from Drymen it is found 
only in Alleröd deposits whereas in Skye it appears in Zones V and VII b. 
Alnus glutinosa. - According to GODWD< (1956, p. 193) ,>it is probably 
safe to presume that all sub-fossil remains of Alnus in the Post-glacial period 
belong to this species. l> With regard to the macrosubfossil finds this has clearly 
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been proved to be the case in this n·ork and the pollen finds have all been 
taken as representing this species. 
The earliest record of the alder is a somewhat uncertain identification of a 
fruit in the Alleröd deposits of Loch Kinord, in sediments where no alder 
pollen was found. The first convincing proofs of the existence of Alnzts gluti-
nosa come from the Zone VI deposits from the Aberdeenshire sites (I and II). 
During the time of the earliest macrosubfossil occurrence the pollen of alder 
11·as rather scanty, only in Zone VII a did the alder pollen curve get to any 
lügher level. Both the macrosubfossil and pollen evidences gi1'e reason to 
suppose that the alder appeared earlier in northeastern Scotland than in the 
Inner Hebrides, in the West. In accordance with Goowrx's statement (1956, 
p. 195) of the more gradual rise in the alder pollen frequencies in the north 
and west than in the east (of Britain) the alder pollen curves really seem to 
rise rather gradually in the Scottish pollen diagrams. In the case of Loch 
Fada a Sub-atlantic recession of alder can be observed, in the profiles \Yhere 
also the Sub-atlantic period is represented in the diagrams (Sit es II and III) 
there is an increase of alder pollen frequencies, contrary to what is generally 
found (cf. GoD\YIX, loc.cit. ). This may be taken as a sign of the lack of effec-
ti,·e human influence close to these places (cf. pp. 96- 9 ). 
Corylus avellana . - In accordance with the general behaviour of the hazel 
(cf. GoowrN 1956, pp. 196-201 ), the Boreal period (Zones V and VI) re-
presents the time of its maximum extent in the present material. In the Loch 
Cuithir series there is a secondary maximum of hazel pollen in Zone \'III ancl 
also in the other pollen diagram from Skye hazel has high Yalues in the later 
part of the Post-glacial (Zones VII b ancl \ ' III). 
It has to be mentionecl here that pollen grains of Jlyrica gale may belong 
to the pollen type callecl >>Corylus>> in this work since no attempts were macle 
of distinguishing these hYo components of the >>coryloid>  pollen type. 
Quercus sp. - The rather meagre representation of the oak in the present 
pollen diagrams evidently testifies to a relative unimportance of mixed oak 
fo rests in Northern Scotland in Post-glacial time, a fact well-known already 
to other pollen analysts working with Scottish deposits (cf. e.g. DURXO 1%6, 
p. 185). 
Populus. - The pollen of Populus 11·as not taken into account in pollen 
analyses. The finds of the catkin scales of Populus tremula in the deposits of 
Zones IV and VI in the Loch Kinord series proYes, howe1·er, that aspen had 
been growing in the forests of the surrounding . It is also likely to ha1·e been 
quite common in the light forests of the Early Post-glacial in Scotland as 
elsewhere in Europe, e.g. in Denmark {cf. IVER EX 1954 , p. 99). 
Salix. - The pollen diagrams under consideration all indicate quite a 
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ubstantial röJe of willows in the ,·eget ation surrounding the sampling sites, 
not only in the Late-glacial but also in the Post-glacial. The periods of the 
mai n occurrence of willcnYs \\·ere the Zones I and III but as late as in the Pre-
boreal (Zone I\') willows formed a n ry important component of the vegetation. 
~o doubt, a great part of the Salix pollen was produced by the small arctic-
alpine species as is also sh0\\"11 by the existence of leaves of Salix herbacea in 
the Late-glacial deposits of Loch of Park and Loch Kinord. GonwrN (1956, 
pp.213-2J4 ) draws attention to the fact that the distribution of Salix her-
l,acea ''"as shown by DAHL (195 1) t o be limited by the + 26°C maximum sum-
mer isotherm in F ennoscandia which makes it evident that Scotland as well 
as northern England remained on the >>colder side>> of this + 26°C isotherm in 
the Late-glacial. An enn lo\Yer temperature is suggested by the finds of the 
pollen of 1\.oenigia (cf. p. 51) . 
Ca/luna vulgaris. - The bulk of the macrosubfossils of Calluna vulgaris 
originate from the later part of the Post-glacial period, from the beginning 
of Zone \'II a up\Yards. They come thus mainly from the time when the heather 
has been fo und to ha,·e been common in Britain (see GonwrN 1956, p. 152). 
The pollen of Calluna \Yas not counted separately in connexion with the pollen 
analyses , the author Yrj ö Vasari has, however, got a very strong impression 
that the ma in part of the Ericaceae pollen so characteristic for the Late Post-
~?;lac i a l originates from Calluna. 
::>ome early records of Calüma macrosubfossils have been found for example 
at Ihymen from Zone II in the Late-glacial and Zones III- IV and VI in the 
Post-glacial. It is worth emphasizing that the Late-glacial finds were derived 
from the •>heath period>> of the Alleröd. 
Erica tetrali:x. - The oceanic bog heather has been present near Loch 
h.inord right from the Zone I up t o the present time. An interesting fact with 
regard to its earliest occurrence is, besides the well-known preference for 
oceanic climate, its probable confinement to the altitudinal zone of potential 
fores t (cf. B.-\.XXISTER 1966, p. 797). I ts presence near Loch Kinord in the Late-
glacial time thus corroborates the Yie\Y of the thriYing of (birch) forest s there 
at such an early date. 
l "accinium vitis-idaea. - It is an interesting detail that the sole fin d of 
the cowberry in the present materia l should originate from those dcposits 
(Zone YII b/Loch I(inord) where the pine pollen percentage is at its highest. 
According to RrTCHIE (1955, p. 704) Vaccinium vitis-idaea is in the British 
Isles primarily a woodland species reaching its maximum den·lopment in 
pine\\·oods. 
Vaccinium rnyrtillus. - Bilberry has not often been found i:1 th~ sub-fossil 
tate in the British I sles (cf. Gonwrx 1956, p . 150). All the mo:-c surprising, 
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therefore, is the find of one of its characteristic seeds from the Younger Dryas 
deposits in the Isle of Skye because it is a distinct >>humus plant» (cf. RITCHIE 
1956, p. 293) not likely to have grown on the raw mineral soils of the Late-
glacial. 
Vaccinium oxycoccos. - The rich fens at Drymen in Younger Dryas and 
Early Post-glacial harboured among other plants also the cranberry. In Fen-
noscandia it is at present not common in Lapland (HuLTE::-< 1950, ~Iap 1382), 
and in orthern Scotland it is also quite rare (PERRIXG & WALTERS 1962, p. 
196) . Thus it certainly cannot be regarded as an indicator of a particularly 
cold climate. 
Empetrum sp. - The pollen and macrosubfossil ( = seed) finds of Empe-
trum have in this context been brought under a collective heading Empetrum 
sp. It was not attempted to distinguish the species E. nigrum and E. herma-
phroditum although the question of the species would certainly have been of 
quite great interest. It was, however, regarded as rather a detail falling out-
side the main scope of the present work and accordingly it was not given any 
special notice. 
In the oceanic areas of North-western Europe Empetrum was a very im-
portant vegetational component in Late-glacial and Early Post-glacial (cf. 
e.g. ]ESSEN, 1949; GODWI::-< 1956; FIRBAS 1949, pp. 307-308; Vll .. ~ .. DER HA:Ii-
MEN 1951, pp. 110-113; IVERSE::-< 1954). ] ESSEX (1949) supposed a wide 
expansion of Empetrum heaths in north-west Ireland during Zones II and III. 
Similarly, DoNNER (1957, p. 253; 1962, pp. 17-18) is of the opinion that in 
Scotland there must have been during the Late-glacial and early Post-glacial 
periods extensive heaths rich in Empetrum. In the more southern parts of the 
British Isles, in England, Empetmm evidently played quite an insignificant 
röle in the early phases of vegetational development (cf. GoDwrx 1956, Fig. 
71, also e.g. GoDWIN et al. 1957; GoDwrx 1959; ÜLDFIELD 1960; BA.RTLEY 
1962; PIGOTT & PIGOTT 1963; BELL..<\MY et al. 1966). In the continental north-
west Europe (the Netherlands and orth-west Germany) the time of the 
maximum expansion of Empetrmn heaths was, according to FIRBAS (1949, 
pp. 307-308) and VAN DER RAMME:-< (e.g. 1951, pp. 110-113), the Younger 
Dryas. The Danish investigations have shown that the Empetrz'm heaths first 
expanded in late Alleröd and then again, after a temporary recession, in the 
Zone III-IV transition. 
In later times the original concept of ]ESSEX (1949) has become subject 
to some modification as a result of more sophisticated pollen-analytical tech-
niques. According to the statement of '\"ATTS (1963, p. 374) &lt seems possible 
that ]ESSEN exaggerated the importance of Empetmm as j tmiperus was not 
then recognised. >> A very similar opinion had already been expressed by SIDTH 
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(1961 a, p. 375) with regard to Northern Ireland, although there are quite 
high frequencies of Ernpetrum pollen in his material. He regards the Ernpetrum 
maximum as a feature characteristic of the transition Zone III-IV. \VATTS 
(op.cit.), while recognising the same early Post-glacial Ernpetrum maximum 
reports also another, earlier one, viz. one from Zone I. In Zone III there is 
a minimum of Ernpetrum pollen in his material. In the paper of SINGH (1963) 
dealing with a Late-glacial site from orthern Ireland a rise of Ernpetrum is 
taken as an indication of a progressive warming of the climate, i.e. the begin-
ning of the Alleröd period (op.cit., pp. 470-471). KIRK & GonwrN (1963) 
report a find of a most interesting organic layer from Loch Droma, Ross and 
Cromarty, of a Late-glacial age, representing a mild interstadial (either Böl-
ling or Alleröd). The pollen spectra representing this climatically favourable 
Late-glacial phase are characterized, among others, by high Ernpetrum pollen 
counts. 
In the present material Ernpetrum shows well-marked maxima in Zones II 
and III- IV, in the case of Loch Kinord the Ernpetrum pollen frequencies 
were found to be rather high in Zones I and IV, too (cf. pp. 10, 23-24, 71 ). 
Zone III appears as a well-marked minimum between the Alleröd and early 
Post-glacial maxima. In the present case the strengest representation of Em-
petrum is found in the Northeastern area (Sites I and II), at Drymen Empe-
trum was evidently not equally important and the weakest occurrence of 
Ernpetrum was found in the most oceanic areas, in the Isle of Skye (Sites III 
and IV). At Loch Fada Empetrum decreased somewhat from Zone III to III 
-IV. 
Not even in the case of the Aberdeenshire coastal area seems there to be 
real reason to attribute a great significance to Ernpetrum heaths, and quite 
definitely they were not characteristic of the western areas. It seems as if the 
occurrence of Ernpetrum had been in close correlation with edaphic factors, 
as has also been pointed out earlier (see e.g. ! VERSEN 1954, also FrRBAS 1949). 
At Loch Kinord where the soils evidently were of the most acid type (cf. pp. 
19 & 85) the thriving of Ernpetrum could begin earlier than elsewhere where-
as at Loch of Park and Drymen it was not possible before the leaching of the 
soils had proceeded far enough. During the later part of the Alleröd the growth 
of the shrubs restricted the area of Empetrum heaths (cf. p. 72). The unstable 
soil conditions of the Younger Dryas with e.g. much solifluction seriously 
hampered the growth of Empetrum. A new period favourable for Ernpetrum 
began at the onset of the Post-glacial, before the spread of forests in the area, 
actually not Iasting Ionger than the general spread of juniper scrub in the 
areas in question . In the Isle of Skye with its basaltic bedrock and also at 
Drymen where the bedrock is rather rich in lime the soils were not favourable 
for Ernpetrum and accordingly it remained rather unimportant all the time. 
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Fraxinus excelsiar. - The present material brings two more localities to 
those listed by DuRxo (1958 a) as places where ash pollen \\'ere found in Nortb-
ern Scotland (north of 57° N Lat. ). These new localities represent both of the 
geographical groups distinguished by DuRxo, Yiz. the north-west and the 
coastal belt of Abercleenshire. The time range of the new finds extends from 
Zone VI (Loch Kinord) to Zone VII b. The rather great number of pollen 
grains (5) from Loch Cuithir deserns a special notice when \Ye recall the pres-
ent r61e of ash in the very poorly forested Isle of Skye (cf. :.rcvEA~ 1964 , pp. 
:)77- 578). - A third group of Scottish Fraxinus pollen fincls has been re-
ported by DoxKER (1962) from the southem borderland of the Grampians, 
and a fourth one by ICHOLS (1967 b) in South-west Scotland. 
J,f enyanthes trifaliata. - The relatin scantiness of seeds of JJ enyanthes 
tnjaliata and the Iack of its pollen in the present material is a somewhat 
astanishing feature , especially so when \\'e recall its present commonness in 
the swamp and fen communities around Scottish fresbwater Iochs (SPEXCE 
1 96!1, Table !19) ancl the fact that its easily recognizable seeds must weil be 
includecl among the most abundant Quaternary plant sub-fossils (cf. e.g. 
Gonwrx 1956, p. 158; VASARI 1962). It al o appears quite late in the sediment 
s ucce~swn . 
Lycapus eurapaeus. - The belanging of the gipsy-wort to the former swamp 
Yegetation near Loch Kinord is a feature somewhat strange to orth-East 
Scotlancl wh>:n considerecl in relation to present time (PERRIXG & \\.ALTERS 
HJ62, p. 242). In the light of its present rarity in the most parts of Scotlancl 
it is rather surprising that the fi rst fincls at Loch Kinord should originate from 
Zone III ! 
Plantaga media-nwjar. - Plantain pollen of this collectiYe type, charac-
terized by inclistinctly ringecl pores and a \'igorous surface sculpture (cf. Gon-
WIN 1956, p. 167) shows a clear concentration in the early Post-glacial, Zones 
III- IY - \ ·. There are, howe,-er, also records from Zone III on the one 
hand ancl Zone \ -III on the other. - It may haYe happened that also some 
Littarella pollen grains are included in this type. 
Plantaga lancealata. - Ribwort, the classical indicator of early human 
influence upon natural Yegetation, begins to occur in the pollen diagrams as 
early as in Zone V from whereafter there is a continuous record of its existence 
a rouncl the Iochs studied. It does not, however, become more common before 
the Sub-boreal (VII b) when there are quite a few ribwort pollen grains in 
the deposits of Loch of Park and Loch Cuithir, and it is clearly concentratecl 
in Zone VIII. Its behaviour in this material thus agrees weil with the lines 
~ketchecl out earlier by DoxxER (1962) for the Grampian Highlands. 
Plantaga maritima. - There are Plantaga maritima pollen grains in all 
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pollen zones in this material except from zones III and VII b. They are clearly 
concentrated in the early Post-glacial , Zones III- I\', IV and V, in the same 
,,·ay as Plantaga media-major. On the sites further away from the seashore 
there are no records of it after the Early Boreal (Zone V) whereas in the middle 
of the Isle of Skye it was recorded almost through the whole of the Post-
glacial period. 
Succisa pratensis. - A remarkable feature is the absence of the pollen of 
Succisa pratensis in the pollen diagrams from Aberdeenshire, Loch of Park 
and Loch Kinord, whereas in Skye and also on the other side of the Grampian 
Highlands (DoxxER 1057, 1962) it was a rather important constituent of the 
pollen flora, especially during the later Post-glacial. It seems very likely that 
this is an indication of the density of forests in the northeastern coastal area 
as Succisa is a plant rather fayouring treeless habitats (cf. ADAMS 1955) . 
Potamogeton. - It is possible that there has been some confusion of the 
pollen of Potamogeton and Sparganium during the pollen analyses. This was 
not, however , regarded as of much importance because by far the most im-
portant thing is the specific identification based on the >>fruit stones>>. In 
identifying the species the a uthor _-\ nnikki \' asari reliecl, besides upon her 
knowledge acquired when studying Finnish sub-fossil P otamogeton, also upon 
the works of ]ESSEX (191,9 ancl195S) . .-\. minor part of the material hacl to be 
left uniclentified because of immaturity of the seeds, poor preserYation etc. 
P. natans. - With the exception of Loch Cuithir P . nata11s belongs to the 
sub-fossil flora of all the other sites of the present work. The earliest recorcls 
of it are from Zone II in Loch Kinorcl ancl Zone III- IV in Muir Park Reser-
Yoir. From Zone n · onwarcls it occurs rather constantly. The most abundant 
finds \Yere made from the deposits of Zones IV and V near Drymen. MIT-
CHELL (1952) also reports P. cf. na/ans from Zones II (cc! ) and III from Gar-
scaclden :.rains, near Glasgow. 
P. polygonijolius . - This species , fayouring acid, shallow waters (Cr.AP-
HAM et' al. 1962, p. 9tl 7), was found only in Loch Kinord , in Zones VII b 
ancl VIII. 
P. gramineus. - The only finds of P. aramineus are from late Post-glacial 
deposits (Zones YII a and YII b) from Loch of Park. GoDwrx (1956, p. 230) 
draws attention to the scarcity to the records of this species in the Post-glacial 
cleposits. This may be a result of the high germination rate of the seeds of this 
species (cf., howeYer, also the results of :.IGEXSCHER, 1936). 
P . alpinus. - P. a!pinus was not found in the material of the present 
authors. MrTCHELL (1952), howenr, reports fruit stones of this type (>>ef. 
a!pinus>>) from Garscadclen :.rains, near Glasgo\Y (Zone II cc! ancl Zone III). 
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P. praelongus. - Save for the Iochs of the Isle of Skye P. praelongus has 
been found in the other Iochs studied, as weil in Late-glacial (Zones I and II) 
as in the Post-glacial {Zones III- IV, IV, Y, YII a and YIII). l\llTCHELL 
(1948) also reports finds of P . cf. prael01zgus from Zones III (top) and IV 
from the Whitrig Bog, Berkwickshire. 
P . perfoliatus. - Positive identification of P. perjo!t"atus comes only from 
the deposits of Loch of Park (Zone VII b). However, fruit stones likely to 
represent this species have been found in Loch Cuithir (Zones III , VI, VII a 
and VII b) and Garscadden Mains, near Glasgow PIITCHELL 1952) . 
P. obtusijolius . - Fruit stones of P. obtusijolius were found in the Boreal 
(Zone VI ) deposits of Loch Fada. Previously l\liTCHELL (1952) reported fruit 
stones of P. cf. obtusijolius from Late-glacial deposits in Garscadden l\Iains. 
P . berchtoldii. - Save for Loch Cuithir, P. berchtoldii occurs in all the 
Iochs studied for this work. The most comprehensive record comes from Loch 
of Park where it has occurred throughout the history of that loch. Before 
Zone V the finds there were more or less sporadic, but from that time onwards 
it has a record without interruptions and during Zones VII a and VII b it 
was evidently one of the most important plants. In the other places it was 
never equally abundant . 
P. jiliformis. - Fruit stones of P . cf. jilijormis were found in Zone VII b 
deposits of Loch Cuithir. l\liTCHELL (1952) had earlier found them in rather 
great quantities in the Late-glacial at Gar~cadden :Mains, near Glasgow, and 
also in Whitrig Bog, Berwickshire. The lack of any Late-glacial finds in the 
present material is rather striking when one recalls the concept of its relative 
commonness during the Late-glacial in the British Isles in general (cf. Goo-
WIN 1956, pp. 234-235) and also elsewhere, as. e.g. in Kuusamo, North East 
Finland (VASARI 1962). It can be regarded as yet another proof of the mari-
time character of the climate in Northern Scotland enn in Late-glacial times 
which did not favour the existence of alkahne inland waters. 
P. pectinatus . - P. pectinatus was not found by the authors, l\liTCHELL 
(1952), however, reports fruit stones of P. cf. pectinatus from the rich Late-
glacial deposits at Garscadden Mains. 
Najas flexilis . -In 1958 DUlL"O reported the firstfind of subfossil/\-ajas 
flexilis in Scotland, in North Ayrshire (DUR.~O 195 b). The present work has 
revealed two more localities, both of them in Aberdeenshire where r ajas 
flexilis no Ionger grows. These new finds proYe the continuous existence of 
N ajas flexilis in Scotland right from Zone I to at least Zone VII b. In Loch 
of Park it was in the later time (from Zone V to Zone \1I b) one of the most 
important constituents of the aquatic vegetation. In Loch Kinord it appeared 
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slightly later (in Zone II) and never became quite as abundant although there 
is a clear maximum in Zone VI. The latest find of Najas flexilis from Loch 
Kinord , from Zone VII b, is somewhat doubtful in origin. The behaviour of 
N ajas flexilis as evident from the present material seems to be in accordance 
'vvith the concept of GODWIN (1956, p . 239) that the diminishing of this species 
in the British I sles could have been mainly due to climatic deterioration. 
Sparganium sp. - Sparganium is rather troublesome a genus in subfossil 
studies. A closer identification even of fruit stones is usually impossible, also 
in this case the fruit stones found in the young deposits in Loch Cuithir and 
Loch Facla hacl to be left uncleterminecl and also the pollen grains can be easily 
mi...,.ecl up with pollen of Typha angustifolia and even Potamogeton. 
Typha latifolz·a. - Typha latifolia \Yhich was one of the characteristic species 
of the early colonization periocl of the waters of the Kuusamo district in North 
East F inlancl, proved to be remarkably rare in the Late- and Post-glacial of 
Scotland. The authors' material does not include any recorcl of Typha latifolia. 
Do::-<NER (1957 ancl 1962) has founcl pollen of it only at Drymen and Oban 1 
series, in Zones II, I V, V-VI and YII b-VIII. This rarity is rather curious 
when one recalls that Typha latifolia belongs to-day to the flora of Scotlancl 
(PERRING & WALTERS 1962, p. 346), even to the vegetation of Loch of Park 
(It has, however, appeared there only very lately, cf. p. 11 above). 
Schoenoplectus lacustris. - Schoenoplectus lacustris, at the present time a 
rather rare plant in Northern Scotland, was founcl in three of the five Iochs 
stucliecl . In Loch of Park, where it first appeared in the Alleröd period, it never 
playecl any greater röle whereas in Loch Facla as weil as Muir Park Reservoir, 
near Drymen, it was one of the major components of the vegetation for a 
while. In Loch Facla the time of its mostabundant occurrence comprises Zones 
VI and VII a , in Zone VII b it hacl already markeclly diminished. At Drymen 
the maximal occurrence of Schoenoplectus lacustris falls within the Zone V. 
Carex lepidocarpa. - The find of Carex lepidocarpa in the Alleröd deposits 
of Loch Kinord is interesting because it indicates a former high base status 
of the now poor soil (cf. PAL:MGRE::-< 1958, p. 718; CLAPHAM et al. 1962, p. 
1086). 
C. rostrata.- There a re a few positive finds of utricles of this species among 
the present material, viz. from Zones I and VII b in Loch of Park and Zone 
VIII in Loch Fada. The other identifications, all from late Post-glacial time, 
are based on seeds and cannot be regarded as quite certain. 
C. filiforrnis . - There is an almost continuous record of C. filiformis -
at present not a too common plant in the British Isles (cf. P ERRING & WAL-
TERS 1962, p . 361)- in Loch Kinorcl from Zone IV to Zone VIII. At Drymen 
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it appeared in Zone V and became rather abundant in Zone VI. It is quite 
an indifferent plant showing, however, rather a clear preference for poor soi l 
conditions (cf. e.g. TUOMIKOSKI 1958; SPE).TCE 1964, p. 347). 
C. paniculata. - C. paniculata which, as stated also by Gonwrx (1956, p. 
253), >>is decidedly southern in its Scandinavian distribution >> first appeared 
in the sediment sequence of Loch Cuithir as early as during the Zone III and 
thereafter it was found there in Zones III- I\', \ ' I ,\'II band \'III. At present 
it is not known from the Isle of Skye (PERRIXG & \\'ALTERS 1962, p. 3fl5) . 
2. Bryophyte material' 
TADLE 3. Bryophyte subfossils: D istribution on si fes and zones . (LP - Loch of Park; LKa 
& LKb- Loch Kiuordseries A & B; LC- Loch Cuithir; LF- Loch Fada; D- Drymen) 
Acrocladium cordifolium (Hedw.) Rich. & Wall. - Lka: \"Ib, \"Ilb 
A. cuspidatum (Hedw. ) Lindb. - LC; \ ' Ilb, \"III ; LF: \"III 
A. gigauteum (Schimp .) Rich & Wall. - LKb: III; D : II, III-I\', n·, \·, \"I 
A. trifarium (Web. & Mohr. ) Rich. & Wall. - D : n ·, \' 
Antitrichia curtipendula (H edw.) Brid. - LC: n·, \"Ila 
Bryum cf. pseudotriquetrum (Hedw. ) Schwaegr. - D: \" , \'I 
B. sp. or spp. - LP: I ; LC: III-IV, \"Ila; LF: III-1\·, \ ' III 
Camptothecium lutescens (Hedw. ) B., S. & G. or C. sericeum (Hedw.) Kindb. - LC 
VI, VIIa 
C. nitens (Hedw.) Schimp. - D: II 
Cinclidotus cf. fontinaloides (Hedw. ) P. Beau\·. - LC: \"IIa 
Cratoneuron commutatum (Hedw.) Roth. - LF: III-I\" 
C. filicinum (Hedw.) Spruce - LC: III-I\", \"Ilb; LF: I\" 
Dichodontium p ellucidum (H edw. ) Schimp. - LF: III-1\· 
D icranella sp. - LF: VIII 
Drepanocladus exannulatus (B., S . & G .) ·warnst. LP: VII a; LKa: 11 , III; LKb: lli 
D. revolvens (Turn.) Warnst. - LP: I ; LC: III , VIIb, \'III 
Eurhynchium riparioides (H edw.) Rieb . - LC: I\' 
Fontinalis sp. - LP: I, II; LC: VIIb; LF: \ ' , \"I 
Hylocomiurn splendens (H edw.) B., S. & G . - LC: III - I\', \"Ila; LF : III- I\', \' , \ ' Ill 
Hypnum cupressiforme H edw. - LC: \" , \ ' I , \ ' Ila 
H. sp . - LC: III 
Mnium cf. Iongirostrum Brid . - LF: n· 
M. sp. - LP: II 
Philonotis fontana (Hedw.) Brid. - LC: \"I, \"Ila, \"III 
Ph. sp. - LF: III-IV 
Pleurozium schreberi (Brid. ) l\Iitt. - D: II 
Pohlia sp. - LC: IV 
Polytrichum formosum H ed\\'. - LF: \ ' III 
P. sp. - LP: I ; LKa: II 
Rhacomitrium sp. or spp. - LP: II; LC: III , III-I\", I\", \", \"III; LF: III, III-I\'; D : 
II , III 
Rhytidiadelphus loreus (Hedw. ) Warnst. - LC: \", \"I, \ ' Ilb; LF: \'III 
Rhytidium rugosum {Sull. ) Kindb . - LF: \', \"III 
Scorpidium scorpioides (H edw.) Limbr. - D: II, n ·, \', \"I 
Spbagnum sp. - LKa: III; D: VI 
Thuidium delicatulum (H edw. ) :\litt. - LC: \"; LF: \"III 
Calyptra - LC: VI 
1 A contribution of J. H. Dickson , Pb. D. 
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A. Loch oj Par!? and L och I\in ord 
Because the sub-fossils are scanty and poorly preserYed many of the iden-
tifications have been made only to the generic lenl. Therefore little can be 
said about these assem blages. All the species have been recorded on ,-anous 
occasions from British Quaternary deposits (DICKSOX Hl65). 
B. Loch C uithir and Loch F ada 
Until the moss assemblages from Loch Cuithir and Loch Fada were studied 
the Late-glacial and Post-glacial moss flora of Skye was unknown; indeed , 
very little is known of the Quaternary moss flora of the \\·estern islands of 
Scotland as a whole, an area of great bryological interest. BI.ACKBURX ( 1 9~fi) 
recorded Anthoceros spores from a zone \.I deposit on Barra, an island of the 
Outer Hebrides where the genus is unknown in the living state. A few iden-
tifications of widespread species from a Post-glacial deposit on Canna a re 
given by FLEXLEY & PEARSOX (1967). 
As is yery often the case \Vhen sub-fossils recovered from lacustrine deposits 
are studied, it is clear that both assemblages consist of species derived from 
a variety of habitats including terrestrial and aquatic ones. Amongst the most 
noteworthy terrestrial species (including soil , epixylous and saxicolous species) 
are A ·ntitrichia cu.rtipe11dula, P olytriel111m formosum, Rhytidium rugosum and 
Thu.idiwm delicatulum. 
Antitrich?"a curtipendula zones I\' and \·rr a Loch Cuithir. 
At present in the British I sles A. cu.rtipendula has an extensive but patchy 
distribution (WARBURG 1963); the most frequent habitats are rocks and tree 
trunks. There are many British Quaternary records of A. cu.rtipendula which 
is now known to haYe been widespread in western Britain since Late-glacia l 
times if not earlier (DICKSOX 196:'>) . 
P oly trielzum formo sum zone VIII Loch Fada. 
Only one fragment was found. However, the few leaYes clearly shO\Y the 
long cells of the sheath and the apical cells of the lamellae characteristic of 
this species. This is the first British Quaternary record of P. jormosu.m , at 
present a plant often found in woodland on acid soil. 
Rhy tidium ru.gosum zone V (or \'I) Loch Fada. 
This is perhaps the discovery of most bryogeographical interest. The ma-
terial consists of one fragment, 7 mm long, with a few leaYes torn or \Vith the 
apices missing. However, the single nerYe, recun·ed margin and small incrassate 
basal cells of the leaves can be seen readily. The determination is certain. 
Rhy tidium is mainly a plant of dry calcareous rocks and grassland. At pres-
ent in the British I sles, it has scattered localities in northern and western 
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regions with an outlying area in the grassland of East Anglia (STIRLING 1966). 
Apart from the Loch Fada sub-fossil the species is known in the H ebrides 
only from a single locality in Mull. Sub-fossil Rhytidium has been discovered 
twice before in Britain. The first was that given in a list given by BENXIE 
(1894); the provenance may be Hailes or Corstorphine near Edinburgh and 
the age is probably Late-glacial (GoDWIN 1956, p. 66). 
The second comes from the zone III deposit at Whitrig Bog, Berwickshire 
(A. P. CoNOLLY, unpublished). Numerous leaves and short pieces of leafy 
stem have been found. 
These three records point to a wider and more continuous range in Late-
glacial and early Post-glacial times than at present. 
Thuidium delicatulum zone V Loch Cuithir and zone VIII Loch Fada. 
Several detached leaves and one stem (badly preserved though some stem 
and brauch leaves are intact) were recovered from Loch Cuithir and one weil 
preserved stem makes up the Loch Fada material. The determinations rest on 
characters discussed by TALLIS (1961) , who regards the characteristic habitat 
of T. delicatulum as >>wet , shaded siliceous rocks, in woods or on mountains>> . 
Of the two previous Post-glacial discoveries of this species, one is Roman 
(RoEDER 1898) and the other (Fort William) may be as early as zone V or as 
late as zone VII a (DrxoN 1910) . 
Cinclidotus cf. fontinaloides zone VII a Loch Cuithir. 
Amongst the species of aquatic habitats the outstanding record is that of 
Cinclidotus cf. jontinaloides . As far as the author is aware no sub-fossils of the 
genus Cinclidot2ts have been found in the British Isles before now. GA1>1:S 
(1932) noted the lack of this genus from the Quaternary; this was an absence 
striking because of the aquatic or sub-aquatic habitats of all the members 
of the genus. 
Two badly preserved fragments, some 5 mm long were discovered. Species 
of Cinclidotus have a very distinctive areolation; there is no doubt about the 
generic determination. Perhaps the species is open to question; 'vV ARBURG 
(1958) has described the difficulty often encountered in distinguishing C. jon-
tinaloides from C. nigricans. However, the latter is a non-British species. The 
cautious determination as C. cf. fontinaloides is best. 
All the species excepting Rhytidi~tm occur on Skye at present and almost 
all are common throughout the British I sles. Thuidittm delicatulum is con-
fined to northern and western areas (map in TALLIS 1961). Both assemblages 
are such as one might expect to find in the variety of fluviatile, mire, rock 
and woodland habitats on Skye at present. 
In view of the location of the deposits in such bryologically rich environs 
it is a disappointment that no markedly oceanic species were discovered; 
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species such as Campylopus shawii Wils. ex Braithw. and Myurium hebridarum 
Schimp., two of the most phyto-geographically remarkable members of the 
British moss flora, occur on Skye. Oceanic species are represented feebly as 
sub-fossils . However, records such as those of Breutelia chrysocoma and Hylo-
comium umbratum (Seathwaite Tarn , zone VIII, DICKSO)< 1965; see PE)<NING-
TO)< 196!1) and Hyocomium flagellare from the second last interglacial deposit 
at Gort, Co. Galway {]ESSEX et al. 1959), from Fort William (zone V, VI or 
VII a, DIXO)< 1910) and from Cromwell Bottom, Yorkshire (zone VII b, 
BARTLEY 1964) hold out the promise that more discoveries of greater phyto-
geographical importance will yet be made. 
C. Dry men 
Possibly with the exception of zone III rich fen communities were present 
in the vicinity of the lake throughout the period represented by the samples. 
With the exception of Acrocladium trifarium all the species are vvell known 
from British Quaternary deposits (DICKSO)< 1965). There are only two previous 
records of subfossils of A. trifarium from Britain. Both are unsatisfactory. The 
species was first recorded from a Late-glacial site near Edinburgh. The exact 
age is uncertain as is the locality which is either Hailes or Corstorphine (BEN-
XIE 1894). As yet it has pro\·ed impossible to trace the provenance of the other 
record given by GODWI)<(1956, p. 331) as surface peat, Woodwalton Fen. The 
material of A. trifarium from Drymen is plentiful and well preserved. 
At present in Britain A . trifarium is a rare, disjunct species almost restricted 
to the Scottish mountains. However, there was one locality in East Anglia 
(now extinct) and recently the species was found in Ireland (PROCTOR 1959 & 
1963). 
A . trifarium is an expected addition to the flora of early Post-glacial times 
when, in company with such frequent present day associates as Camptothe-
cium nitens and Cinclidium stygium, it may well have had a range extending 
to many areas from which it has now \·anished. The past history of the boreal 
species A. trifarium in Eastern Fennoscandia has been quite thoroughly treated 
by KOTILAI:-<EN (1929). 
IV. The changing pattern of loch egetation within the framework 
of the general vegetational hi tory of Northern Scotland 
l. General considerations 
The phytosociological arrangement is far less manifest among the plants 
of aquatic habitats than is the case with terrestrial vegetation (cf. e.g. ALM-
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QUIST 1929, pp. 58-62; VAARAMA 1938, pp. 44-61; HOR).T AF RA).TTZIE).T 1951, 
p. 484). The aquatic plant communities of a given, reasonably uniform, area 
form a continuum rather than a weil definable system of clearly discrete 
groups of communities (SWINDALE & CuRTIS 1957, p. 404). Attempts aiming 
at the classification of aquatic vegetation into communities is liable to lead 
either to numerous overlappings of the distinguished communities (cf. e.g. 
SPENCE 1964), a strictly synusiological approach of the question (cf. e.g. VAA-
RAMA 1938, pp. 61-72 and the Iiterature therein; HORX AF RASTZIEN 1951) 
or to the admittance of the fact that >>The variations in structure and floristic 
composition of aquatic vegetation both within a single stand and between 
stands at different lakes were suchthat any definition would be highly artificial 
and of slight practical value>> (SEDDO).T 1965 b). SEDDOX (op.cit.) accordingly 
came to the conclusion that >>the flora of a lake considered as a whole appeared 
to offer better prospects for comparisom> and consequently >>the total floristic 
assemblage of a lake can be treated as an index of its ecological potential.>> 
A very similar point of view has also led many earlier investigators to the 
recognition of botanical Iake types (for the treatment of this subject, see 
:NIArusTo 1941, pp. 3--8). A very good example of a work along such lines is 
afforded by the very work of MARISTO (1941) in which he presented a system 
for the classification of the lakes of Finland on floristic and vegetation physiog-
nomical basis. His work had quite a strong practical connotation and he pur-
posefully attempted to erect as simple and clear a system as possible so that 
it would be possible to determine the type or at least the type group into which 
a given Iake was to be classified on the basis of relatively limited observations 
only (op. cit., pp. 10- 11). This Iake type system of l\IARISTO which his un-
timely death in the war prevented him from refining further has also been 
found to be of Iasting value and to form a sound basis for further work on 
the higher flora and vegetation of the Finnish lakes (cf. e.g. VAARAMA 1961, 
p. 38) . Moreover, of particular significance in the present context is the fact 
that the works of VASARI (1962) on the development of the macrophytic lake 
vegetation have proved it to be very weil suited for such purposes. 
The first studies on the macrophytic flora of cottish Iochs were those 
made by WEST (1905, 1908, 1910 a & b). The main contribution provided by 
his works for the present study is the distinguishing of two major Iake types 
in Scotland, >>the Highland Iochs>> and >>the Lowland Iochs>> which in their 
occurrence are not only dependant upon height factor but rather upon the 
nutrient supply, exposure to winds and qualities of the shores (cf. e.g. WEsT 
1910 b, pp. 167-168). He also makes some mention of the occurrence of an 
intermediate type, >>Iochs of a semi-highland character» (1910 a). 
After WEST, the plant life in Scottish Jochs was only touched by MAT-
THEWS (1914) before the great work of SPEXCE, half a century later, on the 
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macrophytic vegetation of the Scottish Iochs and the adjoining wet ground. 
The main weight in his study was put upon the classification of the vegetation 
entities and upon the ecological factors responsible for the occurrence of the 
plant communities. He has also continued the elucidation of the ecological 
factors in a later paper (SPENCE 1967). In his investigations SPENCE comes to 
underline the fundamental significance of water chemistry as a factor deter-
mining the possibilities of the gro,vth of plant species in a water body. He 
classifies the sampled Iochs by their alkalinity into poor, moderately rich and 
rich. The degree of alkalinity of the Iochs is found to be closely related to the 
physical and chemical nature of the littoral soils, which in turn stands in 
direct connection with the origin and development of the loch basin and to 
its morphometry (SPENCE 1967, pp. 148-153). There has been found to exist 
a fair measure of agreement but also considerable overlap between the classes 
distinguished by SPENCE on the basis of the alkalinity and those classified by 
BROOK (1964) by their trophic status, indicated by their phytoplankton quo-
tients as eutrophic, mesotrophic or oligotrophic (SPENCE 1967, p. 157). It is 
to be hoped that with the progress of studies a classification of the Scottish 
Iochs will be obtained which will meet the demands of the different branches 
of biological and limnological sciences. ~Ieanwhile, the following classification 
of the Scottish Iochs and their vegetation may be used as a basis for the attempt 
at solving their Late-Quaternary development. This brief summary is based 
main!y on SPENCE (1964 and 1967): 
1. Poor Iochs, the water of which is almest always brown in colour as a consequence 
of the presence of allochthonous organic matter. 'Vhen this allochthonous organic matter 
settles down on the bottom of the Iochs it forms sediments known as dy . This class is by 
far the most important in Scotland including the majority of the Scottish Iochs and, among 
others the four of the largest ones. l'lfost of the Iochs of this group have been formed in 
glacial or t ectonic reck basins and accordingly they occur mainly in the Highlands com-
prising the majority of the Iochs there. The shores are mainly bare and the Substrates of 
the littoral or photic zone are usually coarse and nutrient-poor. The greater the loch the 
greater is the turbulence and the deeper down one must go to find any finer sediments. 
Brown muds weil suited for plant liie exist within the photic rone even in best cases as 
narrow strips only. The changes in hydrosere are extremely slow; the situation almest 
is static. The inflow is a lso bound to maintain this static situation bringing as it does 
only very little nutrients and some dissolYed or colloidal organic matter. The macrophytic 
vegetation of these Iochs is usually rather poor and has a number of species clearly con-
fined to the peculiar environment of poor waters, like Elatine hexandra, Eleogitonfluitans, 
I soetes lacustris, Subularia aquafica, Ranunculus flammula, J uncus bulbosus f. fluitans and 
Lobelia dortmanna. 
This group of Iochs coincides in all the essential points with the tHighland lochst of 
'VEST and it will also in the following be called tthe Highland typet. No doubt, separate 
botanical types could be distinguished, as is the case with the dystrophic lakes character-
izing Lake Finland (MARISTO 19-11, VAAR..U!A 1961). 
2. Moderately rich Iochs. This is an intermediate group between the two major types 
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(nos. 1 & 3) and somewhat difficult to characterize specifically. Their water ,·aries from 
brown t o clear, alkalinity as m-eq HC03 p er litre from 0. 3-1. 2. Their ma in occurrence 
is confined towards the borders of Highlands with poor Iochs as the preYailing type on 
the one hand and Lowland areas with their rieb water Iochs on the other. Also BROOK 
(1964, p . 292) m entions as especially good examples of this category tthe increasing eutro-
phic series of Iochs e~:i:ending from the edge of the Highland faultat Dunkeld into the rich 
agricultural land around Blairgowrie>> , and to isolated Iimestone outcrops in the High-
lands, as are found e.g. in central Pertshire (op.cit. , p. 29-l). 
3. Rieb Iochs with no brown colouration of the water. Alka linity as m-eq HC03 per litre 
> 1.2. These Iochs have usually been formed in kettle-holes in flu,·io-glacial driit . In such 
a basin much fine mineragenie material , silt and clay, plus soluble matter is proYided 
for the water filling and eroding it and additions are continuously brought in with the in-
flow. The basins a re usually shallow and thus the Sedimentation can proceed p eacefully 
without the disturbance of much turbulence. The fine-grained sediments of kettle-hole 
Iochs are often rich in nutrients and as a consequence of fa,·ourable chemical and physical 
circurustances a ri ch life is likely to develop in them. This in turn adds much to accumu-
lating sediments, often a typical black mud, and hence the ,·egetational change is often 
quite conspicuous. As is the case with the other groups of Iochs, this, too , is a ve ry collec-
th·e one likely to be divisible into different types. One such type is e\"idently formed by 
the Iochs between Nairn and the Cu! bin Sand Hills, described by \\'F.ST ( 1905, p. 969), 
another by the peculiar Iimestone Iochs, biologically termed as mesotrophic by BROOK 
(196-l, p. 294) with stands of Potamogetonjilijomzis-Chara association. \ "ery good examples 
of them are afforded by the Iochs in the Iimestone a reas of Durness and Lismore occupy-
ing solution depressions. This last-mentioned type is likely to be rather closely related 
to the alkaline lakes of the Potanzogelan jilijomzis-Chara type in Finland (::IIARISTO 19-l l ). 
SPENCE (1967, p. 157) lists as macrophytes confined in Scotland to rich waters Cerato-
phyllum demersum, Chara papillosa, Cinclidotus fontinaloides, J!yriophyllum spicatum ancl 
Potamogeton lucens. Plants of rieb and moderately rieb , often slightly saline, waters are 
further P. jiliformis, P. pectinahts and P. praelongus. 
In a collective sense the group of rieb Iochs is called, following \\"F.ST, ~the Lowlancl 
type». 
Of the Iochs included in the present study only Loch of Park reserubles to 
some degree the rich Lowland loch . Perhaps it is best to regarded as an ex-
ample of the >>moderately rich Iochs>>. All the others may weil be designated as 
pour Highland Iochs. Both of the Aberdeenshire sites, Loch of Park and Loch 
Kinord are within the potential area of predominant pine forest with birch 
and oak (MCVEAN & R ATCLIFFE 1962, ::\Iap B; ::.\ICVEAX 1964 C, Fig. 61). Loch 
of Park in the Dee valley is weil within the cultivated coastal a rea, Loch 
Kinord in the eastern foreland of the Grampian ::.\Iountains is clearly within 
the potential pinewood area, close to the Deeside group of urvi,·ing nati,·e 
pinewoods (STEVEN &CARLISLE 1959) . The site \" at Drymen comes very close 
to the southwestern corner of this same potential pine forest area. It is just 
on border zone between the areas of >>predominant oak forest with birch>> and 
>>pine forest with birch and oak>>. Loch Cuithir and Loch Fada in the Isle of 
Skye are situated within an area where the natural woocllands under present 
climatic conditions would be formed of hazel, birch and rowan (~\ICVEAC\' & 
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RATCLIFFE, l\Iap B; l\IcVEAX 1964 c, Fig. 61). Sites I and II, III and IV and 
lastly V thus represent three different kinds of environment under present 
climatic conditions and this regional background will be used in following the 
development of the floristic assemblages of the lochs under the changing pat-
tern of forest history. Additional information concerning the eastern area is 
afforded by the works of DoxxER (1957: Garral Hili; 1960; 1962: Loch Greagh, 
Lochan nan Cat), DuRNO (1956: St Fergus 1Ioss, Netherley Moss; 1957; 1959; 
1961), FRASER & GODWIN (1955), K.'OX (19511) and VON POST (1946). The 
forest history of islands off the coast of Jorthwestern Scotland and adjacent 
mainland is elucidated by pollen diagrams of ERDTMAN (1924 a & b, 1928), 
BLACKBURN (in GODWI::-< 1943; BLACKBURN 1946), DURNO & MCVEAN (1959), 
KIRK & GODWIN (1963), FLE~LEY & PEARSOK (1967), NICHOLS (1967 b) and 
the works of LEwrs (1905-1911). Data concerning vegetational development 
within the southwestern borderland between the areas of pine forest and oak 
forest are found in ERDTMAK (1928), l\IrTCHELL (1952), FRASER & Gonwrx 
(1955), DURNO (1956 and 1965) and DOXXER (1957 and 1958). 
As the main scope of the present work is to elucidate the development of 
the loch vegetation in Northern Scotland no more attention is given to the 
forest history than is necessary for this work. 
2. The loch vegetation 
A. Zone I, Older Dryas 
In 1957 DONNER published a work on the Late-glacial retreat stages in 
Scotland in which he presented a dating, based on pollen-analytical studies, 
for the great marginal formations in Scotland, distinguished and mapped by 
earlier investigators (see e.g. CHARLESWORTH 1955 and SYNGE 1952 & 1956). 
The two major Late-glacial readvance stages in Scotland, the Aberdeen-
Perth Readvance (AR) and the Highland Readvance (HR) were dated by 
Do::-<::-<ER (op.cit.) as belanging to Older Dryas (Zone I ) and Younger Dryas 
(Zone III), respectively. The area between these two majormarginal formations 
had become de-glaciated during the Alleröd period. This concept seemed well 
supported by pollen-analytical studies along the southern and south-western 
boundaries of the AR and HR. Somewhat later DO::-<NER (1959), however, 
suggested an older, Zone I, age for the north-western part of the >>Ivh stage of 
CHARLESWORTH (1955) (cf. also KrRK & Gon~ 1963, p. 234). In late 1957 a 
surprising find was made in the Jorthwestern Scotland, in Ross and Cromarty, 
as an organic layer embedded in silt, was found weil within the boundaries 
of the 'l\Ioraine Glaciation (Stage ::\I)' of CHARLESWORTH [(1955; earlier equated 
with the Highland Readvance by Do:-.c-.'ER (1957)], and dated by C14 method 
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to 12,814 ± 155 B.P. (GODWIN & WILLIS 1961; Dül'<"KER 1962; KlRK & Gon-
WI:::-< 1963). This find cast new light upon the concept of the age of the differ-
ent retreat stages in Scotland, already somewhat shattered in the North-
west by the discrepancies between the pollen-analytical datings and those 
based on raised beaches (cf. KrRK & Gonwm 1963, p. 234) and made it seem 
evident that >>The correlation of the various end-morairres in different parts 
of Scotland is still tentative and their dating uncertain until more pollen 
analytical results are available» (Do:::-<NER 1962, pp. 5-6). In this connection 
DONNER (loc. cit.) regarded the Highland Readvance especially liable to 
modifications as >the date of the Loch Droma sample either indicates that the 
Highland Readvance morairre stage is older than the Zone II period, or that 
in many areas, particularly north of the Great Glen, the moraine does not 
correspond to the Highland Readvance moraine south and south-west of the 
Grampian Highlands where it was mapped in detail by SIMPSO:::-< (1933) .>> 
Accordingly, he concluded that it is not yet time to draw a line marking the 
outer boundary of the Highland Readvance and said that >>it is obvious that 
the area covered by ice during the Zone III period was more restricted in 
Scotland than previously assumed>> (op. cit., p. 26). 
The Aberdeenshire sites contained in the present study give a clear corrob-
oration to the above prediction of Do:-..1\'ER about the possibility of new dat-
ings for the Scottish marginal systems. Both Loch of Park and Loch Kinord 
are within the area of the Aberdeen - Perth Readvance, formerly equated 
with the Older Dryas (DoxNER 1957) and in both of them the sequence be-
gins with Zone I deposits! 
The oldest deposits, as far as can be judged by pollen analysis, were formed 
at Loch of Park where clay, attributed tentatively to Zone I a , was encoun-
tered. This suggests that already before the time of the Bölling oscillation the 
glacier had receded that far from the outermost lirnits of the Last Glaciation 
likely to be marked by the terminal moraine of the >>Aberdeen Readvance.>> 
The climate evidently improved very rapidly; SYKGE (1956, p. 140) remarks 
that >>By the time the snout of the Dee Glacier had receded to Banchory ex-
treme arctic conditions may have disappeared for good. This is suggested by 
the distribution of frost wedges which have not been observed above Durris>> 
(2. 5 km to the south of Loch of Park). >>Such structures only form to-day in 
arctic localities with a mean annual temperature between -5°C and -12°C, 
and a continental climate.>>- The plantremains found in the Zone I deposits 
of Loch of Park also confirm the concept of climatic improvement at about 
the time when the glacier stood in this area suggesting as they do rather a 
sub-arctic type of climate (cf. pp. 16-17). - It is further interesting to 
notice in this context that the marine deposits at Garscadden :Mains, near 
Glasgow, which were placed by J\1ITCHELL (1952, p. 2 2) on stratigraphical 
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grounds at the end of Zone I contain a mollusc fauna afiiliat ed with the fauna 
of the '100 ft. clays' of the Clyde region, >>eertainly not arctic in characten> 
(see Addendum of ANDERSON & SrMPSON to MITCHELL 1952). 
According to SYNGE (1956, Fig. 3 and p. 138) the limit of the Dinnet Re-
advance (called the Highland Readvance by Do:-<NER, 1957) is in the Dee 
valley aboYe Dinnet (close to Loch Kinord). The belanging of the bottom 
sediments in the Loch Kinord series to the Older Dryas period gives reason to 
suppose that despite its massiveness the terminal morairre above Dinnet was 
formed only during a standstill of the glacier in that period. It might perhaps 
reflect the cold oscillation known as the sub-zone I c, and the bottom deposits 
of Loch Kinord would then really originate from the change of Older Dryas 
to the Alleröd( cf. p. 23). 
With the sole exception of Loch of Park our information concerning Zone 
I , its general vegetation pattern and the character of lochs is very scanty, 
and even in the case of Loch of Park the division of the macrosubfossil samples 
does not allow their full use for characterizing the different sub-zones (cf. 
Fig. 5 & p. 17). One has thus to be content with a more general picture of this 
interesting period with main emphasis upon the last part of it. 
The presence of tree birches (Betula pubescens) lends the landscape a park-
tundra appearance. The willow scrub with a fair admixture of juniper covers 
vast stretches of country. A characteristic feature is formed by the common-
ness of Rumex, evidently a sign of the generally open character of the vege-
tation and rather marked oceanity of the climate (cf. pp. 52 & 72). The 
high count for Empetrum pollen in the Loch Kinord series distinguishes it 
from the other sites. It may be taken as a sign of the inherited poverty of the 
soil on that site from the very beginning onwards (cf. p. 85). 
From Western Ross and Cromarty KrRK & GODWIN (1963) have given a 
very detailed description of Late-glacial vegetation, based on material from 
an organic layer formed either during the Bölling oscillation or during the 
Alleröd. The cu age obtained for that deposit, 12,810 ± 155 B.P. , suggests 
rather the Bölling and also the lack of juniper pollen and the relative impor-
tance of Salix would tend to make this as the more likely altemative (cf. be-
low, p . 72). 
With the exception of Loch of Park the present material does not afford 
much opportunity for a reconstruction of the lacustrine conditions. - The 
higher macrophyte flora in Loch of Park was quite rich in this initial phase 
when silting was very rapid in the basin. An inspection of the ratio between 
sub-merged aquatics and swamp species shows the main weight to lie upon 
the side of the submerged plants as agairrst the long list of the first mentioned 
ones (Nitella, Chara, Myriophyllum alternijloru·m, Potamogeton berchtoldii and 
l\ ajas flexilis) the latter have to show but three species: Equisetum fluviatile , 
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Hippuris vulgaris and Carex rostrata. This ratio might perhaps be taken as 
an illustration of the fact that the deposits likely to han formed in deep 
water are liable to reflect more truly the deep water than the shallow water 
flora. One cannot, however, aYoid noticing that this is a typically »northerm> 
combination of a rich submerged flora and only a few helophytes (cf. e.g. 
l\IARISTO 1941, pp. 2ft7-253). Besides, all these helophytes have a wide 
northern range (cf. HuLT:E~ 1950, :.raps 12, 414 and 1,300) and Eqzüsetum 
fluviatile is known to have a greater ability to resist the ice erosion than for 
example either Phragmites communis or Schoenoplectus lacu tris . - The flor-
istic assemblage of Loch of Park in the Older Dryas period thus gives us a 
picture of a rich water (cf. also ALHOXEX '1968) under seYere, but not arctic, 
climatic conditions. Of the other two lakes not so much can be said; there is 
no reason to suppose that Loch Kinord had been anything else than poor 
whereas the presence of Potamogeton praelongus and the abundance of Chara 
oospores would seem to imply that the water body known at the present time 
as the l\Iuir Park Reservoir had then been rich, or at least moderately rich 
(cf. SPENCE 1967, p. 157) . 
A characteristic feature of the lochs studied in cotland is that perhaps in 
most cases there has not been any an alkaline phase at the beginning of the 
development as was customary e.g. in East Finland. Thus e.g. the markedly 
alkaliphilic Potamogeton jilijormis (cf. e.g. I vER EX 1929, p. 29 ), a character-
istic species of the early alkaline lakes of Kuusamo, has been found in Zone I 
only at Garscadden Mains, near Glasgo\v (:.IITCHELL 1952). The flora of the 
Older Dryas included plants with clear tendencies for maritime areas, as e.g. 
Erica tetralix, and the whole curious combination, in quite a marked form, of 
plants with northern and southern affinities, like e.g. alix herbacea on the 
one hand and Betula >>alba>> and Najas flexilis on the other implies a rather 
high degree of oceanity of the climate even then (cf. EUROLA 1967, p. 105). 
B . Zone II , Alleröd 
The heralding of the Alieröd period saw no marked change in the physiog-
nomy of the vegetation - the tree birches present along the eastern and 
southern margins of the retreating glacier continuously existed as scattered 
copses only, without forming any real forests. On the eastern foreland of the 
Grampians, at Loch Kinord, some pines also occurred. The former open vege-
tation with R~tmex as a very important plant was replaced by a more closed 
one with Empetrum as quite an important component, especially so at Loch 
Kinord (cf. pp. 56-57). Towards the end of the Alieröd juniper, which now 
had substituted willows as the dominant of shrub layer, evidently expanded 
to such a degree as to conquer the existing heaths and to characterize the whole 
landscape together with the scattered tree copses. 
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Almost contemporaneously with the change from the more or less open 
Older Dryas vegetation to the closed Alleröd vegetation the formation of pre-
eminently silty deposits in the loch basins had been substituded by gyttja 
deposition. The upper litho-stratigraphical boundary of the Alleröd period 
does not, however, generally coincide with the vegetational change but in 
most cases the formation of pre-eminently mineragenie deposits begins below 
the pollen analytical zone boundary II /III, similarly as e.g. at Kentmere 
(WALKER 1955) and at Witherslack (SMITH 1958 b). Only at site B of Loch 
Kinord this pollen analytical zone boundary is below the litho-stratigraphical 
one. This regularity observed in the cases studied by the present authors 
evidently gives full justification to the conduct of earlier investigators with 
regard to the boundary I /II as coincident with litho-stratigraphical boundary 
between pre-eminently mineragenie and organogenic deposits (DONNER 1957, 
1958, 1962; l\liTCHELL 1948, 1952; WEST 1963, Table V). The difference be-
tween the two dating methods becomes most marked in connection with zone 
III deposits only. 
The bulk of the hydrophytes encountered in the Alleröd are still submerged 
ones, perhaps as an indication of the deep water facies (cf. p. 72). In Loch 
of Park the flora is quite rich and contains among others, Potamogeton prae-
longus, a rich water species (SPE::\CE 1967, p. 157), and Najasjlexilis, a species 
with a strong preference for eutrophic waters although often driven by com-
petition to poorer habitats (cf. LuTHER 1945). On the basis of these indications 
as weil as the abundance of Chara one would be inclined to regard Loch of 
Park in the Alleröd period as an at least moderately rich loch. This concept 
is also corroborated by the results of diatarn analysis (ALHONE~ 1968) , which 
seemingly support the regarding of Loch of Park as a eutrophic loch. Much 
on the same way one would feel justified to call the loch at Drymen a rich 
one, a view strenghtened by the presence of rich fen communities in the close 
surroundings of the loch (cf. pp. 62 and 65).- It is a well known fact that the 
trophic state of a Iake can be evaluated fairly accurately on the basis of the 
surrounding vegetation and flora (cf. e.g. VALLE 1929 and LOHAM.MAR 1938, 
pp. 239-241). 
Loch Kinord, regarded to have been earlier a poor water loch now supported 
N ajas jlexilis as a member of its macrophyte flora. On the other hand in view 
of the general meagreness of its flora and the preponderance of Nitella over 
Chara it can hardly be regarded better than a moderately rich Joch; it is likely 
to have been rather poor even then. 
\Vith regard to the former loch at Garscadden Mains the existent ample 
rnacro- and microsubfossil material (:.\liTCHELL 1952; DoxxER 1957, pp. 238 
-240) allows it tobe stated that there was a rich loch at that time. The macro-
subfossil Iist of l\liTCHELL, augmented by the pollen analysis of DONNER, 
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bears a close resemblance to the floras of the limestone Iochs of Lismore (see 
WEST 1905) and to the floristic composition of the l>Potamogeton filiformis-
Chara aspera associatiom>; limited to waters of moderate to high alkalinity 
(SPENCE 1964, cf. also SPENCE 1967). The only notable difference between the 
flora of the form er loch at Garscadden lVIains and the l>Potamogeton filiformis-
Chara aspera associatiom> is the absence of Littorella uniflora from Garscadden 
lVIains. 
For Schoenoplectus lacustris the first records come from the Alleröd period 
(Loch of Park and Garscadden l\Iains) and another big swamp species, Typha 
latifolia, was then also growing on the shores of some Iochs in the southwestern 
borderland of the Highlands (Drymen: Dol\~""ER 1957, p. 236 and Loch l\Ia-
haick: DONNER 1958, p. 184). The great reedmace, however, never had such 
a time of rapid expansion in Scotland as it did in North-Eastern Finland (cf. 
VASARI 1962) at the boundary Late-glacialfPost-glacial. 
C. Zone III , Younger Dryas 
The change from the Alleröd period to the Younger Dryas can be broadly 
defined as a reversion to the conditions of the Older Dryas. The copses of tree 
birches evidently persisted, although they decreased in number, but pine is 
likely to have receded from its habitat at Loch .Kinord. Otherwise the character 
of the vegetation, however, changed markedly as the patches of mineral 
ground became more nurnerous again and the extensive juniper scrub was 
replaced by willow stands. There are some indications that the climate of the 
Younger Dryas, at least in the beginning, was even more severe than that of 
the Older Dryas (especially towards its end). Thus e.g. juniper was far less 
significant than it had been during the Older Dryas and similarly was Empe-
trum at Loch Kinord, and Helianthemum, a heliophyte with southern affinities, 
became perhaps totally eliminated. Also the climate of Younger Dryas seem 
to have affected the loch vegetation more markedly than did the Older Dryas 
(cf. below, p. 75). 
On similar grounds to the Older Dryas (cf. pp. 71-72) one can regard 
the climate as having been rather oceanic. It is interesting to notice that, 
mainly on geomorphological and palaeoclimatological grounds, MMTI.EY (1959) 
has reached the conclusion that l) ••• in .\V. England the average annual pre-
cipitation during the post-Alleröd recession ... , was very nearly as great as 
to-day . ... As the air was colder ... it seems fair to suggest that the climate 
was more unsettled than to-day and that precipitation feil more often. In 
virtue of the low temperature and high precipitation, the air would be pre-
vailingly damp, with much low cloud at all season (op.cit., p. 206). This 
description must fit weil with the conditions prevailing in cotland, too, at 
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that time. '!'he concentration of I<oenigia pollen in this zone (p. 51) is also 
easily understandable in this light as I<oenigia is a plant of moist, unstable 
mineral ground in cold climate (cf. K.A.LLIO 1965) and a climate such as de-
scribed above would certainly favour a water-saturation of the unstable, bare 
mineral ground and hence also make it liable to (amorphous) solifluction (cf. 
A~DERSE~ 1961, p. 86) . 
In the west, on the Isle of Skye, the conditions for plant life were extremely 
difficult during the Younger Dryas, as can be seen from both the pollen and 
the macrosubfossil data. The general character of the vegetation was much 
the same as further east, only there are no indications of the precence of any 
trees and also the willow scrubs seem to have been very restricted. The plant 
life in the !ochs was very meagre indeed. The somewhat surprising occurrence 
of the relatively southern Carex paniculata must be regarded as due to the 
relative mildness of the winters here, in the maritime west of Scotland (cf. 
ULVINE~ 1958, p. 644). 
In the loch basins the climatic deterioration led to an increase of inorganic 
sedimentation either as a result of solifluction or of an increase of the open 
ground liable to wind transportation. In Loch of Park the abundant silting 
and the climatic deterioration tagether affected the aquatic life in a disastraus 
way as is evident both from the macrosubfossil (Fig. 5) and the diatarn ana-
lysis (ALHül\'EN 1968). A curious feature of the diatom analysis is the prob-
ably acidophilic association belanging to zone III. This may at first glance 
seem difficult to associate with the abundance of the fresh sediment brought 
in the lake basin by the solifluction. The likeliest explanation, however, may 
weil be sought in this very solifluction phenomenon which brought the leached 
surface layers of the surrounding ground, covered formerly by heath-like 
vegetation, into the loch thus causing a falling of its pH. Consistent with this 
impoverishment phenomenon also Nitella becomes more abundant than 
Chara, although it, too, is much restricted in number, and the same obser-
vation can be made also at Drymen, where this zone in other respects is a 
zone of marked poverty. In Loch Kinord :Vajas flexilis disappears temporarily 
from the macrosubfossil record. This plant may weil have become extinct 
in the Loch Kinord whereas in the Lowland loch, Loch of Park, it exists 
continuously even through this disastraus period of retraction. 
The data concerning the former loch at Garscadden Mains, near Glasgow, 
(illiTCHELL 1952) seem to suggest some irnponrishment to have taken place. 
Plants that no Ionger exist in the zone III deposits (Upper clay-rnud, sand 
and clay) are Eleocharis cf. uniglumis, Potamogeton cf. pectinatus, and plants 
that have become less abundant than they were during the Alleröd are Po-
tentilla palt,stris, Myriophyllu,m spicatt,m, Potamogeton cf. alpinus, P. cf. fili-
formis, P. cf. natans, P. cf. obtusifolius, P. cf. perfoliatus. Only Hippuris vul-
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garis, Ranunculus aquatilis agg. and Scirpus lacustris are more abundant 
than earlier. The diminishing seems to have affected especially the highly 
alkaline element. 
At the first signs of the impending climatic improvement there appear 
towards the end of Zone III in and around the lochs ·warmth requiring hydro-
phytes and helophytes, Myriophyllum spicatum (-verticillatum) (Sites II & V), 
Lycop~ts europaeus (Site II), Ceratophylhtm demersum (Sites I & V), Schoeno-
plectus lacustris (Site V). The plant cover of the dry ground reacts somewhat 
more slowly. 
D. Zone 11!-IV, Transition zone 
At the onset of the Post-glacial vegetational changes Yery similar to those 
characteristic for the Alleröd interstadial recurred with successin Empetrum, 
J uniperus and Betula maxima visible in pollen diagrams, similarly as in 
Northern and Western Ireland (SMITH 1961 a; WATTS 1963) . It is thus easily 
understandable that DONNER, without the evidence provided by the macro-
subfossil finds for the presence of tree birches, is of the opinion that >>there 
was an open, woodless vegetation during the Alleröd period, Zone II, as weil 
as during the beginning of the Zone IV period> (1962, p. 17) and he very aptly 
remarks that >>There is no significant difference between the non-tree pollen 
in Zones II and IV>> (1957, p. 255) . It is also quite evident from pollen analyses 
that Northern Scotland was at that time only very sparsely forested there 
being only scattered birch copses or perhaps only dense scrubs, like in Southern 
Greenland at present (cf. KELLY 1964, p . 580) and the dominant features of 
the vegetation were formed first by Ernpetrum heaths and later by juniper 
scrub. 
The present material seems rather to indicate the e:s:istence of at least 
three different types of vegetation. On the eastern coastal land, represented 
by Loch of Park, birches were much moreabundant than elsewhere although 
the prevailing vegetation is still aptly called »park-tundra>  and the common-
ness of juniper must be noticed. The other extreme is represented by the Isle 
of Skye where the landscape must still have been almost treeless and where 
willows were quite important components of the vegetation along with juniper. 
Only in sheltered localities, like in the Loch Cuithir valley, some birches may 
have been present but one has to notice also the very strong representation 
of juniper just there. Empetntm seems to have been far less common than on 
the eastern coast. The remairring type of vegetation is reflected in the pollen 
diagrams from the eastem and southern foreland of the Grampians (Loch 
Kinord; DONNER 1958 & 1962). According to pollen data the vegetation was 
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here of a n intermediate type - a typical open >>park-tundra>> la ndscape with 
a wide expanse of Empetrum heaths and juniper scrub. It is of a partiewar 
interest to notice , however , that upon the evidence of macrosubfossil finds 
pine, too, was included in this park-tundra vegetation at Loch Kinord. It 
had withdrawn therefrom during the seYere phase of the Younger Dryas, t o 
return very quickly . 
The formation of predominantly mineragenie deposits had come to an 
end as early as the end of Zone III or at the Zone boundary III/III- IV in 
Sites I , II a nd V. In the I sle of Skye it continued, however, almost t o the 
end of the zone III- I V as a clear indication of the difference in prevailing 
veget ational conditions. The aquatic vegetation was there also quite poor, 
Nitella being the dominant. The finds of remains of shore and land plants 
suggest, howenr, that the dominance of Nitella is not an apparent phenom-
enon, an indication of deep water facies only, but a real fact , due to the 
extreme poverty of the loch vegetation in general. It may be worth pointing 
out that the occurrence of M ontia jontana ssp. jontana, a plant vvith an evi-
dent preference for rather cool and humid climate (cf. MooRE 1963) is in this 
time solely confined to the I sle of Skye. 
The subfossil finds from the other lochs give evidence of rather rieb waters, 
Potamogeton praelongus is p resent in all three remairring lochs, even in Loch 
Kinord, and Ceratophyllum grows in Loch of P a rk and at Drymen and Myrio-
phyllum spicat-um (-verticillatum) at Drymen. In Loch Kinord Chara oospores 
are for a while moreabundant than those of Nitella and also Najas Jlexilis is 
found there. Despite these finds it is , however, best t o define Loch Kinord 
as a mesotrophic loch with perhaps moderately rich water whereas Loch of 
Pa rk and l\Iuir Park Reservoir eYidently were rich water lochs. This is also 
confirmed by the resu1ts of dia t arn analyses from Loch of Park (cf. ALHONEN 
1968). 
The apparent eutrophication that took place in the eastern and southern 
lochs is best be traced back t o the effect of the raw, more or less base rich soils 
which were laid bare by various erosive agencies during the Younger Dryas. 
This fact, combined with the climatic improvement at the beginning of the 
P ost-glacial period led to a rather rich >>thermoeutrophic>> phase in the devel-
opment of lochs. It is a curious feature t hat the first exacting, rather thermo-
philaus hydrophytes appear as early as the end of Zone III ! 
In the later part of the zone III- I V spores of I soetes begirr to appear in 
the Loch of Park succession and this cou1d easily be taken as a sign of initiat-
ing process of impoverishment. The thriYing of Ceratophyllum, however, 
contradicts this concept and it is to be remernbered that, if not hindered by 
competition, both I soetes echinospora and I. lacustris grow weil in eutrophic 
lochs, t oo (cf. SEnno:--r 1965 a, p. 74 and the references therein). 
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E. Zone IV, Pre-boreal 
It has been pointed out by several authors that in the northern and western 
parts of the British Isles great difficulties are often connected with attempts 
at delimiting the different zones of the Early Post-glacial period, IV, V and VI 
(cf. WALKER 1955 a; DüNNER 1957; SMITH 1958 b, 1961 a , 1965; WATTS 1963). 
With regard to zone IV it is to be born in mind that in the present work a 
distinction has been made between the transition zone III-IV, comprising 
the Empetrum and J uniperus maxima, and the zone IV proper, comprising 
the Betula maximum before the rise of the hazel curYe. This distinction has, 
for obvious reasons, not been made by earlier authors in Scotland and there-
fore some confusion of dating cannot be avoided within Early Post-glacial. 
Zone IV, as understood in this study, forms an easily distinguishable phase 
in the vegetational development of Northern Scotland. Along the southern 
and eastern boundaries of the Grampians the former open type of vegetation 
was replaced by forests, almost pure birch forests "'ith, however, also some 
pine (Loch Kinord!). Quite naturally, the forests were very light and accord-
ingly a dense scrub formed by juniper and willows flourished under the upper 
canopy of birches (Betula pubescens and B. verrucosa). The proportion of herbs 
typical of the Late-glacial is, however, rapidly declining showing thus that 
the vegetation of the field layer changed essentially. 
In the extreme west, in the I sle of Skye the situation is, however, widely 
different from what has been outlined aboYe. The tree layer is obviously 
very much sparser if not entirely lacking and the landscape was evidently 
very similar to the open park-tundra of the more eastern areas in earlier 
times, with also a very strong representation of juniper and willow scrub. 
The weak represent ation of the actual bare ground indicators (Artemisia, 
Caryophyllaceae, Plantago, Rumex) suggests a relatively closed field layer, 
which can also be deduced from the stratigraphy ofthelochs because gyttjas 
are now deposited instead of predominantly mineregenie deposits. The first 
rise of the curve for Sphagnum spores indicates the beginning of bog formation. 
The life in the lochs is still extremely poor. Myriophyllum alterniflonm~ and 
some unidentified Potamogetons are the most important vascular plants and 
Nitella was evidently the dominant plant in both ofthelochs studied. In Canna 
the former loch studied by FLENLEY & PEARSON in 1963 (FLE.i:\L.EY & PEAR-
SON 1967) probably dates from this period. They report therefrom abundant 
finds of Chara oospores and Potatnogeton pollen. 
In Loch of Park the richest facies, characterized by the presence of P ota-
mogeton praelongus and Ceratophyllum demers11m seems to have come to an 
end and instead there is found an assemblage of plants where floating-leaved 
species, Nymphaea sp. and Potamogeton natans, are typical but where also i.a. 
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N ajas flexilis, Chara and I soetes lacustris belong. Some degree of impoverish-
ment which is visible from the above description and Figs. 4 and 5 is also 
revealed by diatom analysis (ALHOXEN 1968) as an acidophilic plankton 
phase was found to prevail then in Loch of Park. 
In the other Iochs (Sites II and V), where a rather detailed following of 
the development is possible, it is found to have been rather similar to that 
of Loch of Park. In the loch near Drymen the impoverishment was evidently 
not quite so clear as elsewhere and the prevalencle of rich fen communities in 
the vicinity of the loch is also a feature worth noticing. 
The relatively few finds of aquatic pollen reported by Do:r-.TNER from Gart-
more, Drymen and the Oban area (1957) as well as from the southern border 
area of the Grampians (1958 and 1962) fit well with the results obtained by 
the present authors and seem to point towards the general prevalence of rather 
poor-medium rich conditions in Iochs. Noteworthy ieatures are the abundance 
of Myriophyllum alterniflorum and floating-leaved plants, especially Nym-
phaea, but also Sparganium during this period and the rarity of Typha lati-
folia which has been encountered in only one out of the 14 studied loch de-
posits of this age. In Kuusamo, North East Finland, its frequency at a cor-
responding time was 8/14! (VASARI 1962, Table 29) . 
A picture strongly deviating from this rather poor aspect of the Scottish 
Iochs is afforded by the Whitrig Bog basin in Berwickshire, in the area of 
sedimentary rocks studied by 1\irTCHELL (1948). There marl was deposited in 
probably the same period and a very rich aquatic flora flourished in the loch 
including Ceratophyllum, Myriophyllum sp., Potamogeton jilijormis, P. cf. 
praelongus, Ranunculus aquatilis and Characeae. Also the rich mollusc fauna 
and quite notably the species Planorbis crista and Pl. laevis indicate a rather 
high degree of hardness in the v>ater there. 
F. Zone V, Early Boreal 
At the onset of the Boreal period the Iandscape of Northern Scotland 
undervvent a great change as hazel thickets began to spread over the country. 
The advancing hazel not only conquered some of the previously forestless 
ground, but it also attacked the light birch-juniper forests replacing them to 
some degree and becoming especially fatal to juniper which earlier thrived 
well in the light forests and on open ground. \Villows which were likely to be 
concentrated more on the wet ground did not at first suffer so much from the 
expansion of hazel and their pollen counts remain consistently reason-
ably high. Pine still held its very subordinate position among the trees even 
at Loch Kinord where it is likely to have grown, although no direct proof of 
its existence has been found. 
The general character of the vegetation in Skye still differed quite markedly 
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from that of the mainland Scotland. The proportion AP/NAP shows a far 
lesser extent of forests in the Isle of Skye where some kind of a rather mesic 
meadow vegetation evidently was dominant. Characteristic features of the 
pollen rain are the high frequencies of Gramineae-Cyperaceae and Rosaceae (al-
most exclusively Filipendula) pollen and the numerous finds of the pollen 
grains of Plantago, R~tmex, Thalictrum and Umbelliferae on the one hand (N. B. 
also the presence of Valeriana) and the relative scantiness of the Empetrum 
and Ericaceae pollen on the other. As a possible correlation with the present-
day vegetation the TaU Herb Nodum of :.\IcVEA-> & RATCLIFFE (1962, pp. 
80-82 and Table 38) might be suggested (cf. also the moss lists of DrcKsox 
from this zone, Table 3). 
The vegetation on the mainland was evidently of a quite uniform type. A 
survey of the available pollen data (DüX").""ER 1957, 1958 & 1962; DuRXO 1956, 
1957) only seems to indicate that hazel may have been more abundant on the 
southern borders of the Grampians than it was in the east; Loch Kinord where 
also the soil conditions must have been rather unfavourable for hazel also 
shows the smallest counts for hazel pollen. 
The subfossil finds from the lochs in Skye suggest a better trophic state 
than earlier. The aquatic flora includes in all 11 items, viz. Nitella and Chara, 
Fontinalis, Isoetes, Myriophyllum alterniflontm, Nymphaea, Potamogeton na-
tans and P. berchtoldii, Ceratophyllum, Equisetum fluviatile and Schoenoplectus 
lacustris. Especially notable features are the abundance of Chara in Loch 
Cuithir and the presence of Ceratophyllum in both Loch Cuithir and Loch Fada. 
Despite the evident improvement in the trophic status these Hebrideau lochs 
must, however, still have looked quite poor outwardly. 
In the other Iochs studied the general vegetational pattern remains much 
the same as before. The richest vegetation is still to be found in the loch near 
Drymen where the hydrophyte flora (of 13 >>species>>) includes among others 
such fairly exacting plants as Chara, Potamogeton praelongus and Myriophyl-
lum spicatum. Also the generally rather rich appearance with a lu.."\:uriant 
reedswamp and floating-leaved vegetation deserves due notice. Loch Kinord 
still remained in a state which perhaps can best be characterized as meso-
trophic and so also clearly is the case with Loch of Park. On the basis of the 
most abundant types the sub-fossil assemblage there can be called a Nitella-
Chara-Najas jlexilis-Eq11isetwm Jlttviatile facies. -On the basis of the pollen 
data available from elsewhere in orthern cotland (D üX").'"ER 1957, 1958 and 
1962) the most common aquatics of the Early Boreal were Jfyriophyllum 
alternijlontm and Nymphaea sp. Only in one place, Lochan Dubh near Oban 
(Oban 3) a eutrophic species, Uyriophyllum verticillatwn, was encountered 
(DONNER 1957, Fig. 21). As a whole, there seem to have prevailed generally 
medium rich conditions in the Iochs of Northern cotland. 
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G. Zone V I, Late Boreal 
It has been pointed out by DOKXER (1957, p . 231) tbat it is not possible to 
differentiate between zones V and VI in Scotland. DuR."o (1956 & 1957) has, 
however, ventured to do so, as have the present autbors. vVith this bound-
ary it has been attempted to distinguish within the Boreal between a lower, 
birch-hazel period and an upper period with a marked representation of 
mi.-.,;:ed-oak-forest trees before the Atlantic rise of alder (cf. GODWIN 1956, p . 
52). The recognition of such phases has also seemed fairly easy and the limit 
has often come to coincide with the rational limit for Ulmus, which often is 
also contemperaneous with Q 0 • An exception is, however, formed by the dia-
grams from the Isle of Skye where a delimitation of the two periods within the 
Boreal bas been extremely difficult. It is by no means certain that the zones 
V and VI are in fact equivalent to those generally used in the British zoning 
system. On tbe other hand tbey satisfy the demand that is to be presupposed 
of a proper pollen-analytical zone, as they quite evidently represent inde-
pendent phases in the vegetional development (cf. e.g. FAEGRI & IVERSEN 
1964 , pp. 137-138) and therefore their use also seems fully justified. 
Thus understood, the late Boreal period means in the Isle of Skye an ex-
pansion of the forest vegetation in the strict sense: the birch stands both 
expand and become denser and cause a pressure upon the scrub vegetation 
leading to tbe restriction of hazel and juniper, although the first mentioned 
one still continues to play quite an important röle in the vegetation. Juniper, 
however, entirely loses its earlier position, whereas willows, mainly growing 
on wet ground, maintain their position much better. The undergrowth in the 
birch-hazel forests as weil as the treeless vegetation evidently still retained 
its mesic character, beingrather similar to the TaU Herb odum of McVEAN & 
RATCLIFFE (1962). From the pollen density figures as weil as from the very 
high numbers of Cyperaceae pollen it is evident that the Loch Fada samples 
are strongly influenced by the local vegetation on the shores of the sheltered 
bay. Loch Cuithir apparently represents better the general vegetation type 
although, on the other hand, the influence of the vegetation of the surrounding 
mountains is more strongly felt as is evident e.g. from the rather high Erica-
ceae-Empetrum percentages. Thus also the likeliest explanation for the rela-
tively high frequencies of pine and oak pollen in Loch Cuithir deposits is 
perhaps long-distance transportation. The presence of pine in the late Boreal 
vegetation and even its dominant position as supposed by Fr.ENLEY & PEAR-
so~ (1967) with respect to Canna and the adjacent areas would, in the authors' 
opinion, seem rather unlikely and neitber does the pine percentages encountered 
in the Canna peat call for such an explanation in the autbors' opinion. On the 
other band one does not have to go very far east before getting into the pine 
6 
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forest area, in fact it begins after quite a narrow strip (cf. ERDT:'.LL'\ 1924 a & 
b; 1928; DURXO & McVEAN 1959). 
It has been discovered, e.g. in the English Lake District, that under the 
prevalence of stable vegetation and soil conditions leaching process is rapid 
and leads to an accumulation of soluble bases in the lakes (:\IACKERETH 1965; 
PENNINGTON 1965, p. 311) . It is evidently because of this accumulation of 
valuable bases in the lochs as well as the favourable climatic conditions that 
the lochs of Skye had a period of maximal luxuriance in the Boreal. Cerato-
phyllum still grew in Loch Cuithir and Chara and .Yitella similarly formed 
extensive stands there tobe replaced, howenr, towards the end of this period 
by dense I soetes mats. I soetes was also common in Loch Fa da where it had 
become abundant somewhat earlier, during zone V. It is interesting to note 
that the combination Ceratophyllum- Carex paniculata was found by WEST 
only once during his extensive studies, in Otterston Loch in Fife and Kinross, 
in the climatically relatively continental area of calcareous sedimentary rocks 
(WEsT 1910 b). During the Boreal period the southern bay of Loch Fada be-
came more and more shallow as is also indicated by the eYidently ltL"'Curiant 
growth of Equisetum fluviatile and Schoenoplectus lacustris there. 
In those British and Irish pollen diagrams v.·here a Boreal pine maximum 
is visible zone VI is often divisible in three sub-zones. This division has not 
previously been applied to Scottish pollen diagrams. In the case of the Loch 
Kinord series, however, a three-fold division seems so appropriate that it has 
also been marked in the pollendiagram although, of course, no full correspond-
ence with the sub-zones of the English pollen diagrams can be claimed. Sub-
zones a and b, both of them representing a birch-hazel period arerather similar 
to each other. There is, however, a somewhat stronger representation of elm 
in the lower sub-zone than in the upper one and mainly on the basis of this 
as well as the very slight falling tendency observable in the hazel pollen curve 
these sub-zones have been separated. These sub-zones differ, howe\·er, also 
stratigraphically from each other as the gyttja became of a clearly coarser 
type. At this same level the macrosubfossil diagram also reveals well marked 
changes in the floristic composition of the samples (cf. below pp. 5-86). 
Sub-zone c is, however, very markedly different from the pre\·ious phases, 
typified notably by the beginning of the pine maximum and a simultaneous 
clear fall in the curves for birch and hazel, and the beginning of the (almost) 
continuous curve for alder. Quite evidently pine forests now got the upper 
hand over the previous birch-hazel forests. At the ame time oak pollen 
grains also became more numerous than tho e of elm and on the wet ground 
alder evidently took part of the former röle of willow . This change in the 
general forest composition was accompanied by changes in the lower vegeta-
tion layers. An increase in Ericaceae pollen is indicatin of the characteristic 
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dwarf-shrub field layer of pine woods and among the spores the proportion of 
Sphagnum spores is markedly increased at the expense of ferns. This Loch 
Kinord series is especially interesting as it shows clearly the extension of an 
ancient local colony of pine following some favourable change in outer con-
ditions (cf. GüDWIN 1956, p. 60; also S:'lfiTH 1965, pp. 339-340). Somewhat 
before the beginning of this sub-zone the former aquatic plant communities 
were replaced by carr vegetation, with birch, alder and pine as components 
of the tree layer (cf. below, p . 85). 
In the Loch of Park series rather close by no corresponding sub-division 
can be seen, only the beginning of a continuous curve for oak differentiates 
an upper part of the zone from the lower with no oak pollen, but with a slight 
rise in the elm pollen curve. At Loch of Park zone VI consistently represents 
a birch-hazel period augmented by some elm and oak. The hazel has even in-
creased in amount whereas at Loch Kinord Zone VI heralds the period of the 
maximum expanse of forests. 
This simultaneaus existence of pine forests and hazel-birch vegetation in 
different places as exemplified for Zone VI by Loch Kinord and Loch of Park 
is a feature typical for Northern Scotland from now on (cf. later, pp. 87-88; 
Do::-<KER 1957, p. 256 and DuRxo 1959). DURxo (1957) has already shown for 
North-East Scotland that during Zone VI pine tended to hold a stronger 
position inland whereas on coastal areas hazel was more significant. The re-
sults of the pollen analyses from the deposits of Loch Kinord and Loch of Park 
thus also fit this general pattern. 
In most places in the southern and eastern fringes of the Grampians the 
Boreal period was throughout, including its later phases, a birch-hazel period; 
in only relatively few places was pine sometimes a major component of the 
vegetation. The following sites may be listed as such: Inveroran, Argyllshire 
(ERDTMAN 1928, Fig. 47), Kingsteps Quarry, Nairn (KNOX 1954), Strichen 
l\Ioss, Aberdeenshire (FRASER & Gonwr::-< 19S5, Fig. 2 a), Drymen, Oban 1 a, 
1 b and 2 (Do::-..-xER 1957, Figs 7, 14, 16, 18), :.ross l\faud, etherley l\1oss, 
Fir Bog and Goyle Hili (DUR.'\0 1961 and 19S9, Fig. 3), Loch Creagh and Lochan 
nan Cat (DoxxER 1962, Figs 5 & 7). In some of the sites listed above pine 
appeared for a very short period only, and in some of them it must have been 
quite unimportant although it eYidently did grow near by. Consistent with 
differences in forest composition there were evidently differences in other 
vegetation types and probably in areas of pine forests there existed poorer 
types of vegetation associated ·with more acid ground. 
Loch of Park which serves us as a )>Lowland loch)> within the coastal area 
of lush hazel-birch forests evidently continued in its medium rich state. Al-
ready during zone V acidophilic forms had characterized the plankton (cf. 
ALHONE::-< 1968) and the macrosubfossil evidence suggests that no alteration 
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in the general character of the loch occurred. The strong decrease of the Chara 
oospores would even seem to point to an impoverishment of the loch. Perhaps 
this is, however, only a reflection of changes in the mosaic-like pattern of the 
bottom vegetation as the number of oospores increases again in the following 
zone. - A curious feature is formed by the rise of the number of the Najas 
flexilis seeds. It had begun as early as the previous zone and continues in this 
zone. lVIerely on the basis of this phenomenon one would perhaps be inclined 
t o think of a eutrophication process to have occurred in the loch basin. The 
diminishing of the number of Chara oospores is, however, somewhat Contra-
dietory to this and the likeliest explanation seems to be sought among biotic 
factors. Najas jlexilis is known t obe a biotically weak species which is gener-
ally expelled by stronger plants either t o great depths or to poorer habitats 
(LuTHER 1945, p. 73). If, because of a sudden lowering of the \vater, Najas is 
again situated in shallow water , it expands at first vigorously only t o be 
suppressed lat er by competition. Its sub-fossil maxima can therefore be regarded 
as indications of either deep water communities or more or less sudden lower-
ings of the water Ievel. The decision as to which is the underlying cause fo r the 
maxima of Najas seeds can often be made on the basis of the accompanying 
aquatic flora (WATTS & WINTER 1960, pp. 1350-1351). 
The following aquatic plants were found to accompany Najas Jlexilis in 
Loch of Park during its first, Boreal, maximum: "'i tella and Chara spp., I soe-
tes lacustris, I. echinospora, Nymphaea sp., My r·iophyllum alternijlon1m, Pota-
mogeton berchtoldii, Equisetum fluviatile . It is interesting t o notice that, with 
very minor exceptions only, all these plants are associated with N ajas Jlexilis 
a t the p resent in Eastern Fennoscandia (LUTHER 1945), in Särkijärvi, Liperi 
in East-central Finland (MARISTO 1941, Site 123; BACKMAI."f 1950, p. 33), in 
the Scanian (Sweden) lakes, Ringsjön and Västra Sorrödssjön (SAMUELSSON 
1934, pp. 112-113; LILLIEROTH 19!13) and in Esthwaite \Vater in England 
(PEARSALL 1917, 1918 a) and also in the past (see BACID1A."f 1948, pp. 31-32; 
VASARI 1962). The flora list above also demonstrates the often strange com-
bination of plants of both eutrophic and oligotrophic affinities in the company 
of Najas Jlexilis. 
The stratigraphy of Loch of Park does not imply any drastic change in the 
water Ievel, but the deposition of gyttja proceeded peacefully. It can well be 
imagined that as a consequence of the deposition of gyttja the loch basin has 
become more and more shallow and eventually a stage has been reached on 
the sampling site which enables ajas flexilis, which has been growing in the 
loch ever since the Older Dryas, to expand vigorously. I n the Iack of aggressive 
competitors it was t hen also able to form dense stands long hereafter (cf. Fig. 
5) . - It may be worth mentioning that in Finland, in the Post-glacial centre 
of the Najas jlexilis occurrences (BACK.t\Lo\X 194 , p. 35), such great amounts 
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of sub-fossil seeds as were found in Loch of Park are extremely few (BACK-
MAN 1948, see also VASARI 1962 and ToLOxEN 1967) . This is certainly a sign 
of the prevalence of conditions extremely favourable for Najas in Loch of Park. 
In Loch Kinord, the eastern >>Highland loch>>, zone VI is a period of curious 
changes. During the first part of this zone (VI a) the trophic state of the loch 
was evidently at its best. Abundant Clzara, Najas flexilis, Potamogeton natans 
and Equisetum fluviatile characterize this facies in the development of the loch. 
During the next sub-stage, however, when the water became shallower (d. 
pp. 83 & 89), the overa11 dominance is gained by Potamogeton natans and 
Equisetum fluviatile, and Clzara disappears entirely from the sub-fossil record 
and finally, during the last sub-stage VI c, carr vegetation occupies this site, 
perhaps as a result of the dryness of the climate. 
The carr was rather densely wooded, as is evident from the amount of va-
rious tree fragments. There was, however, a dense undergrowth of Equisetum 
fluviatile, and other helophytes present were Filipendula ulmaria, Potentilla 
palttstris, Menyanthes trifoliata, Lycopus europaeus and Carex lasiocarpa. The 
finding of fruitstones of Potamogeton natans in this zone proves the existence 
of open water pools within the carr. The tree layer was constituted of birch, 
alder and pine, and to the shrub layer there belonged at least Juniperus com-
munis. The presence of pine is now a feature strange for British carr vegeta-
tion. GüDWIN (1956, pp. 276-277), however, calls attention to the fact that 
the >>Kiefernzwischenmoore> formerly formed a very characteristic habitat 
for pine not only in the British Isles but also in !arge areas elsewhere in North-
western Europe. He correlates them ·with the >> Kiefemzwischenmoore>> described 
by STEFFEN (1931) from East Prussia, and there is indeed rather a far reaching 
similarity between e.g. the vegetation described by STEFFEN (op. cit., pp. 170 
- 173) as >>l\lischwaldzwischenmoore ohne überwiegende Fichte>> and the late 
Boreal (- Atlantic) carr at Loch Kinord. It seems that the latter was 
of quite great stability and long duration in its mi.. ... ed composition and was 
not merely a succession of phases dominated by either alder, birch or pine. 
At the site where the present authors made borings on the shore of ~Iuir 
Park Reservoir, near Drymen, (Bryales) peat (for floristic combination of it, 
see the contribution of DICKSON, pp. 62 & 65) advanced over former water 
during this period thus depriving us of the opportunity of following closely 
the development of the loch. The profile studied by DONNER (1957) also im-
plies a period of overgrowth (by alder carr peat). Higher up, however, he found 
a gyttja layer which allows a glimpse into the status of the loch in a time prob-
ably corresponding to the Sub-Atlantic. 
The bedrock influencing Loch Kinord and its surroundings is of acid type 
and not naturally suited to support a richer vegetation. At first when the soil 
was little leached a birch-hazel vegetation could develop and the inflow even 
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accumulated plant nutrients in the loch itself. With progressiYe leaching the 
quality of the soil, however, deteriorated to such a degree as to attain a stage 
best suited for pine forests . Gradually the inflow of plant nutrients in the loch 
diminished and it came under the full influence of the acidity of the surround-
ings. Thus, as early as during the late Boreal, Loch Kinord attained its present 
poor stage while pine dominated the landscape, growing both on dry and on 
wetter ground, in the latter at first together with birch. 
This must have been a common course of deYelopment in much of the 
Northern Scotland. The information obtainable from pollen finds of aquatic 
species from zone VI unanimously suggests the preYalence of poor conditions 
towards the end of this period. The frequencies of the pollen of aquatic plants 
among the material of DONXER (1957 & 1962), based upon material from 8 
Iochs are as follows: Nymphaea sp. 75 % . Jiyriophyllum alternijlorum 63 % . 
M enyanthes trijoliata and Eqztisetztm 38 %, Typha latijolia and Potamogeton 
25 % and Sparganium and Nuplzar 13 %-
H. Zone VII a, Atlantic 
The rise in the pollen curve for Alnus, generally used as the zone boundary 
VI/VII a, has in several Connections been pro\·ed often to be metachronous 
and as such rather ill-suited for this purpose (cf. e.g. ]ORGEXSE:-< 1954, pp. 
176-178; HAFSTEN 1956, pp. 63-65; Gonwrx 1956, pp. 52 & 58 and ÜLD-
FIELD & STATHAM 1963, p. 57). For Scotland, DURXO (1956, p. 1 1) and Do"'-
NER (1957, p. 231), however, find it an applicable zone boundary, the latter 
even pointing out that >>taking into account the curves for Betula and Salix 
and the tree pollenfnon-tree pollen ratio , it is probably the clearest of all Post-
glacial transitions>>. Because of the mostly very pronounced character of the 
rise of alder as weil as of the Iack of any other characteristic changes suitable 
to mark the zone boundary VI/Y1I it has been used also in the present con-
text and in the authors' opinion there is hardly any rea on to suspect any 
greater metachronism of it within the area in question. 
In southern parts of the British Isles >>the expansion of the alder was 
clearly at the expense chiefly of pine and birch>> (GoD\\"TX 1956, p. 5 ). On the 
basis of the present material it appears that when alder came on the scene 
the main loser was hazel. It could be supposed that as a result of a climatic 
shift from a rather continental type to a maritime one at the Boreal-Atlantic 
transition the area of permanently moist ground greatly increased thus af-
fording generally better opportunities for the establishment of seedlings of 
alder which at least near Loch Kinord is knmm to haYe been present long 
before its becoming general. Much of the new, wet ground now available for 
alder had until then been covered by the birch-hazel vegetation. In competi-
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tion with the previously existing trees alder eventually suppressed hazel, 
mainly because of its greater size and longeYity (cf. also :r.IcVEAN 1956 a , p. 
329). 
The most marked changes among the sites studied happen at Loch of Park 
where Corylus falls from an earlier rather high level, indicative of a co-domi-
nance with Betula, to an insignificant position while the proportion of alder 
and of components of Quercetum mixturn correspondingly increases. A far 
less marked change is Observable at Loch Kinord where the general prevalence 
of acid soils evidently seriously hampered the expansion of alder which in 
some degree may have taken place at the expense of pine. The pine forests , 
however, unquestionably retained their dominant position within that area. 
In the Western Islands both hazel and willows seem to be affected by the 
spread of alder. Characteristically, however, alder remains clearly in a sub-
ordinate position compared with hazel (Sites III and IV; BLACKBURN 1946; 
HESLOP HARRISO~ & BLACKBUR.'\ 1946; FLE::-.L.EY & PEARSON 1967; in the 
pollen diagrams of ERDTMA).T 1924 a & b this phenomenon is not to be seen). 
For a very great part the spread of alder was evidently confined upon perma-
nently wet ground \Vhich until then had been occupied by willows; on drier 
ground the hazel held its ground quite well and did not loose much to alder. 
This is ,-ery likely an indication of the unfavourable factors of an Atlantic 
climate for alder, mainly perhaps of tbe incidence of strong winds at time of 
flowering (::\IcVEA).T 1956 b , p. 332). According to ERDTMA).T (1928, p. 187) it is 
>>evident that the forests in the Scottish I sles had their maximum extension 
during boreal and early atlantic time>> . The old description of LEWIS (1906, 
p. 353) about the conditions prevailing in Skye and North Uist at these times 
must still be regarded as particularly fitting and accordingly it is repeated 
here: >>The character of the basal layers of peat would seem to indicate more 
genial and drier conditions than obtain at present; for the greater part of 
Skye and orth Uist (about 75 per cent. in one and 90 per cent. in the other) 
now covered with peat was clothed with thick woods of birch and hazel , with 
some alder. Such a type of Yegetation is hardly represented in the islands at 
the present day. Allowance must, however, be made for the fact that when 
this woodland period existed the peat was extremely thin and presumably 
better drained than now>> . - As stated already bef0re, the concept presented 
by FLEXLEY & PEARSOX (1967) about the presence of pines in the island of 
Canna, Inner Hebrides in Post-glacial time may not be quite correct. On the 
mainland the forests had a rather varied composition. Pine forests were some-
what reduced in e:\.1:ent and driven away from much of the ground they had 
held in late Boreal in the Lowlands and part of Highlands. A great part of 
the Highlands was, however, to remain co\'ered by pine forests even after the 
Boreal period, all through the Atlantic and up to the time of the human dis-
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forestation (DURNO 1957, p. 180, 1958 c & 1959; DL"'R);"O & ~Ic\.EA);" 1959; 
DOC\TNER 1962, pp. 19-20). 
An interesting detail is found in the Loch of Park series where the pine 
curve, which is generally at a low level, rises for a while and where a badly 
preserved conifer needle, most likely that of pine, is also found. It seems that 
pine had for a while established itself in the area (d., however, also p. 42). 
- The low lying areas of Northem Scotland were, on the other hand, covered 
by deciduous forests where birch, alder and hazel were the dominating trees, 
and also oak and elm were quite important. Besides these trees, also Acer 
and Fraxinus are likely to have belonged to the Scottish forests during this 
period (cf. Do~'NER 1962, pp. 19-20) . These forests were inhabited also by a 
small nurober of Mesolithic hunter-fisherfolk supporting themselves mainly 
rather passively on the gifts of the natural environment. Occasionally, how-
ever, they modified their surroundings somewhat, usually to a very small 
degree. In this they felled trees for their needs and employed fire for making 
clearances in the wood and possibly also for hunting purposes (NrcHOLS 1967 b, 
p. 177). It is possible that some of these ~Iesolithic people even were at a kind 
of semiagricultural stage and made forest clearances to feed their cattle (l\IoR-
RISON 1959, p. 190). There are in the Loch of Park series some signs during 
the Atlantic which would seem to indicate a slight human influence this early. 
There is a decline in the Ulmt~s curve and at the sametime there appear pollen 
of Caryophyllaceae, Compositae, Plantaga lanceolata and Rttmex. The concept 
of the existence of rather open Yegetation is further strengtherred by the finds 
of macroscopic remains of such plants as Pteridium aquilint~m, Ranunculus 
sp., Crucijerae sp., Rumex acetosella s.str. and Callttna vulgaris. In all this we 
have a clear correlation with the signs described e.g. by ~IORR!SOX (1959) from 
Northeastem Ireland and NrCHOLS (1967 b) from Southwestem Scotland as 
evidence for l\fesolithic occupation. 
In Loch of Park, situated within the coastal area of lu:ruriant deciduous 
forests, the silting led during this phase to a rather shallow phase enabling 
the deposition of coarse gyttja instead of the former finer sediment. One 
possible explanation for this change in the sedimentation pattern might per-
haps be, that it was the result of the first lowering of the water level in the 
Loch of Park basin. In this relatively shallow water there flourished an abun-
dant aquatic vegetation with Nitella, Isoeies lawstris, Potamogeton perjolia-
tt-ts, Najas flexilis and Equisetu,m flu.viatile as dominants. The presence of 
Chara (in greater amount than during the preceding period), plants with 
floating leaves, like Nymphaea, Potamogeton natans and P. gramineus as weil 
as several swamp species, Afontia fontana (ssp. jo-ntana and ssp. intermedia), 
Hippuris vulgaris and Schoenoplectus lacttstris is further characteristic for 
this phase. The plant life in the loch was thus evidently rich; there seems, 
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however, no reason to suppose that the loch had been more than moderately 
rich. 
On the sampling site on shore of Loch Kinord there still existed a mixed 
alder-pine-birch swamp wood very much alike that described for the 
earlier period, VI c. Of the true hydrophytes l\-itella, Nymphaea, Potamogeton 
natans and P. berchtoldii were found; the finds of various shore plants more or 
less restricted to moist ground are far more numerous. As notable features 
there can be mentioned the continued dominance of Equisetum fluviatile and 
the presence of most of the helophytes of the preYious phaseplus Stachys sp., 
Frangula alnus and Corylus avellana. 
The lochs of the Isle of Skye, Loch Cuithir and Loch Fada, seem to differ 
somewhat from each other as to their aquatic vegetation. Sub-fossil data from 
Loch Cuithir reveal a submerged facies with I soetes (lacustris?) as the domin-
ant and Nitella, Chara, Myriophyllwn alterniflorum and Potamogeton cf. per-
foliatus as tbe other hydrophytes; no helophytes from near the shores were 
found. There is further a somewhat uncertain identification of a Ceratophyl-
lum spine from this period. The occurrence of this species in Loch Cuithir at 
such a late date needs, however, further verification. In the case of Loch Fada 
the main weight is entirely upon the more shallow water facies: The dominant 
plants were Equiseü.tm fluviatile and Schoenoplectus lacustris; Carex rostrata 
evidently belonged to their company as a sub-ordinate species, the other 
hydrophytes encountered were Nymphaea sp., Potamogeton natans, Myrio-
phyllum alterniflorum and I soetes sp. The last mentioned species became dur-
ing this period much rarer - the continuous curve for I soetes which until 
now had stayed on a relatively high level ends rather abruptly to continue 
further up in a discontinuous form. There is thus nothing to suggest better 
than relatively poor conditions for both of these lochs, and evidently the 
beginning of the even more pronouncedly oceanic phase was telling upon the 
trophic status of the surrounding ground and hence upon that of the lochs. 
Loch of Park, the eastern )>Lowland Locw> was, upon all indications, con-
sistently a moderately rich or meso-eutrophic loch. 
The dryness towards the end of the Borealperiod must have accelerated 
the growing-over process ofthelochs (cf. GonWD< 1956, p . 330) and once well 
on the way, it continued also during the following times. Thus we see that 
many of the sites which previously afforded information on aquatic vegeta-
tion now represent fens or fen-woods: Drymen, Oban 2 (DONNER 1957) and 
Loch Kinord are e..'l:amples of this. The material of DoNNER (1957 & 1962) 
still, however, contains information of limnic deposits from 7 places and the 
aquatic macrophytes, listed from them in the order of frequency (in brackets 
the frequencies, % pro 7) are: ympha.ea (71 %), Equisetum fluviatile (57 %), 
Jtfyriophyllum alterniflorum (57 %), t.tphar (29 %) , Pota.mogeton (29 %) , 
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Menyanthes (14 %) and Sparganium (14 %). A general poverty thus char-
acterized the lochs of Northern Scotland in the Atlantic. 
I. Zone VII b, Sub-boreal 
The boundary between zones VII a and \·n b, the Atlantic and Sub-
boreal periods, is best marked in Scotland, as elsewhere in the British Isles, 
by a small but quite appreciable fall in the curve for elm (DURNO 1956, p. 
181; DoNNER 1957, p. 231). The reasons behind this phenomenon, common 
throughout Northwestern Europe (cf. S:.nTH 1961 b, p. 38), even Finland in-
cluded (LAPPALAI::'<EN 1966) and very often associated with pollen analytical 
features likely to be attributable to the influence of 1\Ian, are still rather mys-
terious, and many workers have, indeed, been invoh·ed in the discussion around 
this topic (for a comprehensive list of literature, see Sl\IITH 1961-2, p. 17); 
SMJTH has dealt with the present stage of the question in a most instructive 
manner in several papers (1961 b, 1961-2, 1964). He summarizes his con-
iderations in the following way (1961 b, p. 47): >The most reasonable broad 
view, at the moment, appears to be that climatic change, human activity and 
perhaps disease have been primarily responsible for the Yegetational changes 
at the AtlanticJSub-boreal transition; but that the importance of these factors 
may well have varied from region to region, and doubtless their effects have 
been modified by the more local factors of soil conditions and ecological com-
petition.>> 
In Scotland the elm decline is a very general phenomenon, not always 
associated with clear evidence of human actiYity (cf. the diagrams of Do~R 
1957, from the Oban area and Do:xxER 1962, pp. 23-24) although sometimes 
it is clearly connected with (other) signs of a »landnam> phase (DUR.'\0 1965). 
In connection with the pollen analyses included in the present study there was 
no special attempt at elucidating the questions connected with the boundary 
AtlanticfSub-boreal. The samples are no closer together than is generally 
the case; neither were more pollen grains counted. Nevertheless they seem to 
bring some new information about the early röle of human influence and as 
such to deserve some discussion. 
The pollen diagrams, all exhibiting clearly the elm decline, seem to be 
grouped in two categories. The other one is formed of the Loch Kinord dia-
gram solely. I n it the elm decline is not accompanied by any signs of activities 
disturbing the natural state of vegetation. The marked change in the propor-
tion birchfpine in the favour of pine is easily explicable as a result of increas-
ing podsolization in the surroundings and the generally greater competitive 
power of the pine. Pine may also have become more dominant in the swamp-
forest adjacent to the loch shores as the proportians of alder and willows are 
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also somewhat reduced. The elm decline at Loch Kinord is, no doubt, attribu-
table to some factor other than human influence as is likely to be the case with 
the Grampian Highlands in general (cf. DOXXER 1962, pp. 23-2!•) . And as 
far as Loch Kinord is concerned, it 'vas definitely not particularly well suited 
for Neolithic settlement being as it is surrounded by areas of acid soils. 
The fact that Loch Kinord is situated rather far inland is not evidently a 
sufficient explanation for the absence of human settlement there as we have 
another site, Dalnaglar, studied by DURXO (1965) deep inland, in Gien Shee, 
Pertshire, at an ele,·ation of 1,000 feet, where a clear >>landnam >> phase could 
be demonstrated pollen-analytically at the beginning of zone VII b. The best 
signs of cultural activities there at that time were a decline of elm (and birch) 
and an increase of alder, Gramineae, Plantaga (lancealata.') and Campasitae . 
During a subsequent stage of forest recovery birch increased very markedly. 
DURt"'\0 (op.cit.) regards this as a consequence of the >>slash and burm> method 
practised by these early settlers. 
In the other three cases studied by the present authors some evidence of 
early human activities can be seen, least clearly so with Loch Fada. The pollen 
sequence of Loch Park, , ·ery unfortunately, ends already early in zone VII b. 
Enn then, it clearly exhibits the familiar signs usually associated with a 
>>landnam >> phase: an elm decline and contemporaneously with it a rise in the 
Quercus curve, and the increase of non-tree pollen with Grarnineae, Ericaceae, 
Campasitae, Galium, Plantaga lancealata and Rumex as very typical represen-
tatives. - It is interesting to notice that early in zone VII b sand becomes 
admixed with the gyttja of Loch Park (cf. below, pp. 92 & 97). 
At Loch of Park the tree pollen production as a whole was not seriously 
reduced at this phase, or at least the forest soon recovered from the »blow>> it 
had experienced (cf. Fig. 4). The matter was different in the Isle of Skye where 
the forests were evidently greatly restricted from their maximum extent of 
the Boreal-Atlantic time. Elm disappeared totally from the pollen sequence 
for a while. At Loch Cuithir the relations of different trees did not change 
much whereas the reverse is true of Loch Fada, where Betula, Quercus and 
Salix decreased and Carylus and Alnus increased. Characteristically, Fraxi-
nus, a tree with very high light-requirements (cf. e.g. l\IoRRISO:-l" 1959, p . 196) 
and often seen to be associated with the Sub-boreal, be it then as a result of 
its light-requirements or climatic change towards a type more fitting for it 
(cf. Gonwr.-< 1956, pp. 156-157, 336-339; I VERSE:-l" 1960, p. 18; SMITH 
1961 b , pp. 39-41) occurs nry regularly in the zone VII b at Loch Cuithir. 
The behaviour of the trees around Loch Fada as described above fits quite 
well tagether with the earlier results (from 1 orthern Ireland and Scotland). 
Generally, alder has been found to show an increase in connection with >>Land-
nam> phases, presumably as a result of the fact that the wetter ground with 
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alder stands was not touched during the first phases of agricultural activities 
(cf. e.g. SMITH 1958 a, p. 336; 1961-62, p. 17; DURXO 1965, p. 18). lt would 
thus be a more or less apparent phenomenon whereas the increase of hazel is 
a real fact, an indication of its expansion following the forest clearance (S::mTH 
1961-62, p. 18; 1964, p. 461; DuRxo 1965, p. 18). The decrease of birch in 
connection with >>Landnam> is a phenomenon \Yhich has been found also else-
where in areas around the North Channel, at Fallahogy Td. in Northern Ire-
land (SMITH 1958 a), at Peelhill, Lanarkshire (DuRxo 1965, p. 18) and at 
Aros l\Ioss, near Campbeltown, Kintyre ( JrCHOLS 1967 b, p. 177). It contrasts 
with the evidence from Denmark where birch was found to profit greatly 
from the fires used by Neolithic Maninforest clearance (cf. e.g. IVERSEX 1941 
and 1949). DURKO (loc.cit.) explains this as evidence of the preference shown 
by the primitive farmers for drier soils carrying birchwood (cf. also SMITH 
1958 a, p. 336 and NrcHOLS, loc.cit.) . In the Loch Cuithir diagram where the 
only sign of possible human inference exhibited by the tree pollen was its 
general decrease, we have, however, among the non-tree pollen several indi-
cations of changes in vegetational pattern, apparently due to l\Ian's influence. 
As such may be listed the increase of Gramineae, Plantaga lanceolata and 
Urtica and the re-appearance of Artetnisia, Compositae, Rantmculaceae and 
Caryophyllaceae. In the Loch Fada series similar indications are the increase 
of Gramineae, Ericaceae and Succisa and the re-occurrence of Compositae and 
Valeriana. To summarize the data from the I sie of SJ...·ye we see a marked 
restriction of the area of forests together with a corresponding expansion of 
meadow vegetation and the disappearance (?) of Ulmus. The meadows of 
this time were no Ionger of the same lm..'llrious type as earlier (cf. pp. 80--81) 
but a very important component in them was formed by smaller, light de-
manding plants, often confined to bare mineral soil. The erosive forces were 
met with less resistance and consequently there was occasional rapid silting 
of mineragenie material in the loch basins as is shown by the clay-gyttja 
layer in Loch Cuithir. - A sign of this same phenomenon is, no doubt, the 
sand admixture in Loch of Park. 
In the case of Drymen (Dom.TER 1957, Figs. 7 & ) the zone boundary 
VII afVII b would rather naturally seem to belong at the 300 cms Ievel. The 
phenomena associated with this Ievel and the subsequent period are very 
similar to those described above. 
KlRK (1957) has called attention to the regional differences in the primary 
agricultural colonisation of Scotland. According to him, there is a basic dif-
ference between the eastern >>Continental Scotland~ "ith immigrants mainly 
from Northeastern England and the western, »Atlantic cotland& with cultural 
connections with Northeastern Ireland and even :.\Iediterranean. Bothofthese 
population groups practised mixed farming with an apparent emphasis on 
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pastoralism. In the west people tended to keep close to the seashore (op. cit. , 
p . 69) and the pre-existing forest vegetation they had to face was of a com-
paratively light character whereas people in the east who derived their main 
livelyhood from pastoral agriculture lived among a much denser forest vege-
tation. They, naturally, attempted to avoid the most difficult areas and 
their main settlement was concentrated on areas of )>well-drained soils of a 
light to medium characten> (op. cit., p . 79 and Fig. 4). The Aberdeen region 
seems to have been especially thickly populated. 
Because of the fundamental vegetational differences within these two 
operational theatres and also because of the different habits of human exploi-
tation the reaction of the Yegetation to the Neolithic culture became different 
within these two areas. In the west where the early existing vegetation was of 
a rather light character the forests experienced a drastic restriction and much 
of their former röle was taken over by different open meadow and heath-land 
communities. In the east the forests evidently did not suffer such a general 
restriction but the early agriculture led to the creation of smaller open areas 
within them and to the formation of light forest-pastureland, evidently sim-
ilar to grass-herb forest meadows, )>lövängarna)>, which still can be found 
e.g. on the Aland islands where such a seral stage between meadows and grass-
herb forests with a lu..11:uriant field layer and bushes of Corylus, Fraxinus, 
Quercus etc. were purposefully favoured for pasturage (see PALMGREN 1915). 
On lighter soil, the clearance was followed, not by this kind of semicultural 
vegetation, but by birch-wood which thus gained a wider expanse than it 
had had earlier (cf. the example of Dalnaglar; DUR.'{O 1965). 
Similar reflections were also presented by !VERSEN in his already classical 
work on Land occupation in Denmark's Stone Age (1941, pp. 55-56). 
The paludification process was also rather intensive during this period as 
can be seen from the general increase of the Sphagnum spores. 
The aquatic vegetation in Loch of Park remained in a stage of stability. 
The information to be obtained from the pollen and macrosubfossil diagrams 
(Figs. 4 and 5) shows hardly any changes compared with the previous phase. 
The only difference is perhaps the marked decrease of Chara oospores. The 
same Iack of change characterizes also the local vegetation of Loch Kinord. 
Zone VII b is very similar to zone \'TI a in the macrosubfossil diagram (Fig. 
7) (and also in the pollen diagram). At the end of the Sub-boreal period an 
increase of hydrophytes can, however, be noticed, probably as a result of the 
rising water level associated with the change of the climate towards a more 
humid type. The one seed of Najas flexilis found in the uppermost sample of 
this period is most likely due to contamination or to secondary deposition, 
due to the reworking of earlier deposited sediments. 
In Loch Cuithir the Sub-boreal period begins with a Nitella-I soetes facies 
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with Myriophyllum alterniflorum, J-.:ymphaea, Ceratophyllnm (!) and Equise-
tum fluviatile as the other aquatic associates. Contemporaneously "ith the 
depositing of clay-gyttja in the loch basin drastic changes happen in the aquat-
ic vegetation. Chara becomes a member of the local plant community and 
even gains a very important position while Nitella also remains abundant, 
and I soetes (lacustris) increases very markedly. The dominants within Loch 
Cuithir during this later half of the Sub-boreal \Yere thus Isoeies lacustris, 
Nitella and Chara. Other hydrophytes andfor helophytes present at the same 
time are Nymphaea, Batrachiu.m, .Menyanthes, Potamogeton cf. perfoliatus, P. cf. 
filiformis and Equiset1tm fluviatile. It seems e\ident that the inflow of fine 
mineragenie material into the loch had caused a marked increase of the nutri-
ents available to plants and consequently the plant life of the loch became 
much more abundant than earlier and there appeared even such an exacting 
plant as Potamogeton filiformis. 
The conditions within and around Loch Fada were much more stabil and 
consequently there did not occur much change in the aquatic vegetation either. 
The plants growing there are I soetes (lawstris?), Batrachium sp., Nymphaea sp., 
Myriophylhtm alterniflorum, Callitriche sp., Potamogeton natans, Spargani1~m 
sp., Equisetum fluviatile, M ontia fontana ssp. fontana, Polenti/la palustris, 
Eleocharis palustris coll., Schoenoplectus lacustris and Carex cf. rostrata. The 
impression obtainable from this floristic list is of a meso-oligotrophic commu-
nity flourishing in the sheltered bay. 
The material of DONJ\ER (1957 & 1962) includes 6 former lochs. The plants 
found in them are (frequencies per cent in brackets): .\)mphaea sp. (83), 
Equisetum (67), M yriophyllnm alterniflorum (67), U enyanthes (50), 5 parga-
nium (50), Typha (latifolia) (50), l\'uphar (33), Myriophyllum spicatum (17), 
Potamogeton (17). The general impression giYen by this list is a relati\·ely poor 
one, the most frequent plant is 7ymphaea and the next place is shared among 
others by Eq~tisetum and 1\Iyriophyllwm alterniflomm. There are, however, a 
couple of somewhat surpri ing features, viz. the abundance of Typha lattjolia 
and the occurrence of 111yriophyllt~m spicatum. 
Myriophyllum spicatwl'n occurs in the pollen equence of Loch Creagh, 
about 4 miles south-east of Aberfeldy, c. 1,300 feet (425 m) O.D., close to 
the boundary VII b /VIII (DoKNER 1962). The upper part of the pollen dia-
gram from Loch Creagh shows an especially rich representation of pollen types 
associated with open vegetation and eYen mineral ground, like Gramineae, 
Ericales, Artemisia, Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Compositae, Cruciferae, 
Epilobium, Gali~tm, Plantago, Rumex and Succisa and it would certainly make 
a most rewarding site for a detailed study of the significance of human factor 
in the vegetational change as has been done e.g. by NrCHOLS (1967 b). It 
could perhaps be imagined that the appearance of Jfyr·iophyllum sp·icatum 
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in Loch Creagh might be regarded a sign of the enrichment of the loch thanks 
to the human influence in the surroundings. It is worth noticing that neither 
Myriophyllum spicatt~m nor Typha (latijolia?) was found in the loch in early 
Post-glacial when the surrounding soils were still fresh and unleached. Thus 
the natural base concentration of the loch evidently was not sufficient for the 
thriving of more exacting plants in it. 
Typha latijolia quite eYidently sees its maximum expansion in the Sub-
boreal time in Scotland. According to the data collected by Goowm (1956, 
p. 222) Typha latijolia had hvo times of maximal frequency in the British 
Isles during the Late Quaternary, viz. the Early Post-glacial and the Sub-
boreal - Sub-atlantic boundary. The first of them is evidently altnost totally 
lacking in Scotland whereas the occurrence of the latter is greatly supported 
by the finds of DOKNER. It might be suggested that the first of these expan-
sionswas due to the increased warmth initiating the Post-glacial period which 
favoured the spread of Typha latijolia to many sites where the edaphic con-
ditions were suited for it. This pioneer phase was, however, much less marked 
than in Finland (where perhaps the more continental climate favoured its 
spread as the European distribution pattern v.·ould seem to indicate a prefer-
ence for a more continental climate, cf. ] ALAS 1958, p. 163). The thriving of 
Typha latijolia was evidently hampered by the warm, moist phase of Climatic 
Optimum when it succumbed to competition with edaphically less exacting 
but biotically at least equally strong swamp plants on the edaphically deteriorat-
ing habitats. The new expansion in Sub-boreal - early Sub-atlantic times 
may well be taken as a positive response to a climatic change towards a more 
continental type andfor the creation of new habitats suitable for the great 
reedmace. In the British Isles there is not sufficient evidence for regarding 
the Sub-boreal as a whole warm and dry period (cf. GODWIN 1956, p. 339). 
There have, however, been more or less short-term periods of anticyclonic, 
dry and warm summer weather ( ~ICHOLS 1967 a & b; FREKZEL 1966). In 
connection with the present ()>icosaeonic)>) climatic fluctuation Typha latijolia 
has been found to expand vigorously its area in Finland, and in this connec-
tion it has been found to profit often from the new habitats created by human 
activities, like clay and graYel pits, ditches etc. (ERKAMO 1956; ]ALAS 1958, 
p. 163). It seems quite possible that the dry and warm phases within the Sub-
boreal period when the human influence was also most active were similarly 
favourable for the spread of the great reedmace. The human influence must at 
that time, too, have meant an increased inflow of plant nutrients into the loch 
basins, most often, no doubt, as a result of increased erosion. 
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]. Zone VII I , Sub-atlantic 
According to DoN~ER ('1957, p. 231) in Scotland >>it is not possible to dif-
ferentiate between VII b and VIII> and neither does DUR:xo (1956) gi\·e a 
clear definition for this zone boundary. In the case of the poilen diagrams 
contained in the present study a distinction has been made between zones 
VII b and VIII although the boundary cannot always be regarded as weil 
defined. 
Such a reservation is certainly not necessary in the case of the Isle of Skye 
where the studied profiles indicate a profound change in the vegetation, a 
complete disforestation, evident from the pollen composition as weil as strati-
graphy. The curve for total AP very suddenly falls to an e:s.tremely low level, 
comparable to the earliest Post-glacial period. This fall must weil indicate, 
in addition to the destruction of the local forests, also a wider, general dis-
forestation of the adjacent mainland, too, although the degree of the reduction 
of forests must have varied greatly from place to place. This is eYident, among 
others, by the poilen data published by DUR...'<O & l\IcVEAN (1959) from the 
Beinn Eighe Nature Reserve in Western Highlands. During the Sub-boreal 
reduction of the forests different trees were affected in different ways (cf. 
pp. 90-92 above) this time, however, the destruction befell all the trees 
in a very unifo rm manner. What remained of the earlier forests in the northern 
Isle of Skye was only smail coppices of birchwood mi:s.ed with some hazel and 
perhaps oak; some alders may also have been preserved in suitable habitats 
where they apparently grew together wi.th wi.llows. 
Among the NAP increasing at the expense oftreepollen the most impor-
tant group is Ericaceae (mainly Calluna), with Gramineae and Cyperaceae as 
the other major constituents. A very characteristic feature is the strong ad-
mixture of pollen of plants indicative of open vegetation, even bare mineral 
ground, viz . Artemisia, Compositae, Plantaga (lanceolata and media), Ranwn-
culaceae, Rumex, Succisa, Cruciferae, Galimn, Urtica and Armeria. Among the 
spores, Sphagnum gains a very convincing dominance. I n the stratigraphy 
there is at first a strong increase of mineragenie material. In Loch Fada some 
sand becomes admixed with the gyttja; in Loch Cuithir even a thick layer of 
clay was deposited, and evidently very rapidly. Later, both of the places 
studied became overgrown by peat. 
We may weil conclude that at the onset of the Sub-atlantic time two main 
factors together contributed to the fundamental changes in environrnental 
conditions in the Isle of Skye (as weil as the other islands off the western coast 
of Scotland). The climatic deterioration, manifested in decreasing warmth, 
increasing precipitation and more numerous gales along these Atlantic shores, 
together with the progress of leaching that had long been continuing, were 
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factors greatly favourable for the e:;;..-pansion of peatforming plant communities 
and equally disadvantageaus for tree growth. The forests had thus already 
naturally been brought close to a stage of rapid decline when the balance was 
further heavily disturbed by human activities. Theinnovation of iron had pro-
vided Man with much better tools for influencing his environments which were 
already in the process of change under the pressure of climatic change. The 
domestic animals, cattle and sheep reared by the early inhabitants in turn 
prevented the regeneration of forests and accelerated its destruction. The 
combined effect of all these factors must have been especially strong in the 
Western Islands and led to the disappearance of forests at a very early stage 
(cf. also PEARSALL 1960, pp. 257-258). Once the destruction of the forests 
was a fact erosion gained full strength. Signs of vigorous Sub-atlantic erosion 
following the destruction of forests are visible all over the British uplands, 
being especially clear in the Western fringe of Scotland where it not only re-
sulted in ample flow of mineragenie matter into the loch basins (cf. above, 
pp. 91-92) but is visible also in the increased content for inorganic matter, 
even as coarse as pebbles, in the upper horizons of the extensive peat layers 
(cf. PEARSALL 1960, pp. 201-202). 
The only aquatic species which seem to have tolerated the rapid clay ac-
cumulation in Loch Cuithir were I soetes lacustris and Equisetum fluviatile 
although also Menyanthes, Nymphaea and some species of either Potamoge-
ton or Sparganium seem to have survived it. Later, Isoetes lacustris succumbed 
to the encroaching swamp-fen vegetation whereas l\ itella and Chara recovered 
from the disaster caused by the inflow of silt and together with Equisetum 
fluviatile they dominated the last stage of aquatic vegetation on this place of 
Loch Cuithir. Batrachium and Carex paniculata which still grew there after 
the l>clay period)> were not found by the present authors in 1963 (cf. p. 29). 
In Loch Fada the Sub-atlantic period had been a time of peaceful development 
of the aquatic vegetation. The aspect afforded to us of it by the subfossil 
material is one of a rather poor water horsetail swamp in the end of the pro-
tected bay. The other, minor components of this vegetation were Potamoge-
ton natans, P. obtusijolius, Caltha pal~tstris, Ranunculus Jlammula, M ontia jon-
tana ssp. intermedia, Carex rostrata, C. wrta and, in the beginning, also Schoe-
noplectus lawstris. For most of the Sub-atlantic period this last mentioned 
species did not, however, grow on this spot. SPEXCE (1964, p. 333) also points 
to the evident negative association of Equisetum flt,viatile and Schoenoplectus 
lacustris which he is inclined to regard mainly as a result of different demands 
regarding the soil. This case of Loch Fada, however, seems to point rather 
towards differences in trophic status as Equisetum seems to have succeeded 
Schoenoplectus with the progressive impoverishment. The climatic deteriora-
tion may also have proved harmful for Schoenoplectt,s. 
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In the more centrat and eastem parts of orthem Scotland no such sudden 
and profound changes generally accompanied the onset of the Sub-atlantic 
time (cf. also DURNO 1956, p. 181; DOXXER 1957, p. 231; FRASER & GODWI)< 
1955). The degree of change in the vegetational pattem seems to have been 
closely connected with the intensity of human influence in different areas. 
Where the human factor was only weak or even 1acking, as evidently was 
the case e.g. with Loch Kinord area, the genera1 character of the vegetation 
remained much the same as it had been earlier, although an increase of birch 
in forests, heather moor and bogs was rather a common phenomenon (cf. 
DURNO, loc. cit; FRASER & GODWI)< 1955; GODWL'< 1956, pp. 339-341). Where 
there was human influence, the changes were more marked although only 
seldom so dramatic as in the Western I slands. DUR:'-<0 (1965) has described 
two cases of )>Landnam)> from the N orthern Scottish :\Iainland. In these two 
examples the deforestation seems to have affected the different trees in a 
rather uniform manner, although as is generally the case, elm suffered very 
badly. DONNER (1957, 1962) had not regarded it reasonable to draw a dividing 
line between zones VII b and VIII in his pollen diagrams. In many of them 
there is, however, a Ievel at which the signs of human inference become so 
strong and numerous that the marking of beginning of a new era would seem 
tempting. Thus at Drymen (DONNER 1957, Figs. 7 & 8) the present authors 
would be inclined to put the zone boundary at about the Ievel 190 cm where 
the pollen diagram reflects marked changes in the vegetation. At this Ievel 
the continuous curve for Ulmus ends and the AP types indicative of human 
influence, like Gramineae, Caryophyllaceae, Compositae, Plantaga lanceolata 
and Rubiaceae increase clearly. It is worth noticing that some sand is found 
to be mixed with the coarse detritus-mud deposited during the Sub-boreal 
and Sub-atlantic. In all the pollen profiles studied by DoxxER from the 
Southem Grampians (1962) there are very strong signs of intensified disfor-
estation in the upper parts, and in one of them (Lochan nan Cat, Ben Lawers; 
Figs. 7 & 8) sand even becomes intermingled with brown coarse mud upwards 
from the Ievel where the present authors would place the zone boundary VII b/ 
VIII . 
As stated above, the pine-birch-alder period continued in the surroundings 
of Loch Kinord, and actually the only change in the Yegetationa1 pattern when 
compared with the earlier conditions is the marked increase of Ericaceae 
(mainly Calluna) pollen indicative of an expansion of (climatically conditioned) 
heathlands. Similarly the picture of the aquatic 'egetation remained mut'h 
the same as it had been during the pre,·ious phase. On the spot there thrived 
an Equisetum fluviatile reedswamp ";th Nymplzaea, Jiyriophyllum alterniflo-
rum, Potamogeton natans, P. polygonifolius, P. praelonous, P. berchtoldii, Po-
tentilla palustris, M enyanthes trifoliata, Lycopus europaeus and Carex lasio-
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carpa as associate species. It seems even as if Loch Kinord had been somewhat 
poorer earlier than it is at present. 
In the little loch at Drymen where the sampling site of DONNER (1957) 
had been flooded again in Late Sub~boreal time (?) poilen of Sparganium and 
Typha latifolia and spores of Equisetum were found. We have here evidently 
a reflection of the vegetation close to the shore of a relatively poor loch. The 
relative abundance of Typha latijolia is a somewhat strange feature, perhaps 
connected with the modification of the original habitat by human activities. 
In the Sub~atlantic parts (as understood by the present authors) of the other 
sites of DO"-'XER from the Southern Grampians (1962) P otamogeton and Equi~ 
setum occur in Loch l\Iahaick (Fig. 4; from the leve1230 cms upwards), Meny~ 
an.thes, Myriophyllum alterniflorum, M. spicatum, Nymphaea, Typha latijolia 
and Equisetum in Loch Creagh (Fig. 6, from the Ievel of 220 cm upwards) 
and Menyanthes, Myriophyllum alterniflorum and Sparganium in Lochan nan 
Cat (Fig. 8; from the Ievel of 110 cms upwards). Both Loch Mahaick and 
Lochan nan Cat were thus evidently poor >>Highland Lochs>> whereas Loch 
Creagh, at the elevation of c. 1,300 ft., had quite a rich flora including even 
such exacting species as M y rio phyllum spicatum. The last stage of this loch 
visible in the diagram (Fig. 6) of Donner was, however, quite poor, it, too, as 
the only aquatic pollen andfor spore types of the uppermost spectra are M e~ 
nyanthes, Myriophyllum alterniflorum, .Vymphaea and Equisetum. 
V. General conclusions and correlations 
In 1921 PEARSALL published his concept of the development of vegetation 
in the English lakes, as he saw it on the basis of his prolonged investigations 
in the English Lake District (1917, 1918 a & b, 1920). In his opinion, >>edaphic 
conditions ... >> " ·ere >>fundamental habitat factors in the distribution of sub-
merged vegetatiom (1920, p. 182) and aquatic plants could be grouped accord-
ing to their preference andfor t olerance of different rates of silting (1921) . 
H e further concluded that the English Iakes could be arranged in a develop-
mental order comprising the foilowing stages: I. Primitive lakes, II. Inter-
mediate lakes, III. Evolved lakes (and IV. Esthwaite, as a representative of 
the most evolved lakes). Each of the e types of lakes is characterized by a typ-
ical assemblage of plants and different rates of silting. In Primitive lakes 
so-cailed primitive plants, Yiz. I soetes and Characeae, dominate and the rate 
of silting is very slow. J uncus bulbosus Yar. fluitans, Callitriche intermedia, 
P olarnageton spp. (mainly P. berchtoldii, P . perfoliatus and P. praelongus), 
Elodea canadensis and Najas flexilis characterize the intermediate type of 
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lakes where the rate of silting may vary from moderate to rapid. Uyriophy l-
l·um spp. (chiefly M. spicatum), Utricularia spp., Fontinalis antipyretica and 
other mosses, Ranunculus spp., Sparganium minimum and numerous shallow-
water plants, including helophytes and floating-leaved plants, a re all typical 
of evolved lakes where the soils are generally much richer in organic material. 
This view of PEARSALL also implies at the same time a progressive process 
of enrichment in the course of the evolution of lakes. In this it stands in ac-
cordance with the prevailing concept that the general tendency of the devel-
opment of freshwater basins is from oligotrophy towards eutrophy (cf. e.g. 
LUNDQUIST 1927; DEEVEY 1953; JllHOXEX 1967, p . 48; also, however, p.107). 
The theory of PEARSALL came to be t ested when Wr:-.--rFRED PE:-.TXI)IGTO:::-< 
(Mrs. Tutin) began studies on the history of the English lakes by means of 
direct palaeontological methods in 1943. She came to the conclusion that the 
evidence afforded by phytopalaeontological and stratigraphical studies on 
\Vindermere >>does not agree with PEARSALL's theory, \vhich suggests that the 
evolution of a glaciallake is a more continuous process> but >>favours the hypoth-
esis that the development of Windermere from the primitive rock basin to 
its present 'evolved' state (PEARSALL, 1921 et seq.) has taken place as a series 
of sharp changes rather than as a continuous process>> (PEXC\1:::-<GTO:::-< 1943, 
p. 25). 
Later, RouND (1957, 1961) investigated the diatom successions in two 
other basins of the English Lake District, in Esthwaite and Kentmere reaching 
results which corroborate the concept of PExc-.--rxGTOX about the progress of 
the development of lakes as a succession of different stages. He distinguishes 
five (in Kentmere only four) different phases in the eYolution of Windermere, 
Kentmere and Esthwaite characterizing them in the following way (Rou:-.rn 
1961, pp. 57-58) : 1) a phase of base-rich water (Zones I- III), 2) a phase 
when the water was still base-rich and the physical conditions, e.g. tempera-
ture, turbidity, light penetration were all becoming more favourable for growth 
(of diatoms; Zones IV-VI), 3) >>the third phase, the Atlantic period, is marked 
by growth peaks of all the communities- -- -. This period has no char-
acteristic species; the base-rich indicators decrease, and the acid indicators 
increase.>> 4) >>Tbe fourth phase, comprising mo t of the Post-Atlantic time, 
was marked by optimum growth of all communities, except the epipelic species 
in Esthwaite. The base-rich indicators bad alrnost completely disappeared and 
large growths of Achnanthes, Emwtis, Anemoeneis, Cymbella and Gomphonema 
replaced them.>> 5) The last phase in the development of the lakes (lacking in 
Kentmere! ) is one of a new eutrophication, >>probably the only one which is 
largerly determined by biotic influence>> . Tbe absence of this last phase in 
Kentmere is >>either due to truncation of the core or more probably to the 
paucity of human settlement in this valley» (Rou:-.-n 1957, p. 122). 
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The theory of PEARSALL about the evolution of lakes as a gradual process 
connected with the progress of erosion and silting in the basins came under 
criticism from quite another direction, too. On the basis of his thorough in-
vestigations on the freshv,·ater macrophytic vegetation in Scotland, in which 
he paid special attention to the causal factors affecting the distribution of 
aquatic plants and their arrangement into plant communities, SPENCE (1967, 
p. 164) concluded ))that edaphic conditions can directly or indirectly control 
the distribution of rooted aquatic plants in lakes butthat it is still to be proved 
that any species is causally associated, even in a single lake, with one circum-
scribed soil type.>> 
A very important and interesting part of the works of SPENCE is formed 
by his examination of the stability and change in aquatic vegetation (1964, 
pp. 378-381). By comparing his data concerning the vegetation pattern in a 
number of lochs with those described- and photographed!- by WEST (1905) 
füty years earlier, he was able to show >>that in most Scottish !ochs, i.e. those 
in the palaeogenic Highlands, rate of change in marginal reedswamp and 
floating-leaved vegetation is normally very sloW>>. A rapid rate of change was 
only noticed in certain rich water lochs where much fine inorganic material 
was brought in by the inflow; in most of the lochs, however, the net accumu-
lation rate of inorganic sediment was very low and the resulting lack of addi-
tional nutrients prevented any expansion of vegetation. 
Similarly it has become eYident in Finland also, as weil as elsewhere, that 
normally the vegetation zonation of the wave beaten shores of (especially the 
greater) lakes is very stable and balanced and only occasionally disturbed by 
some outer factors (sudden floods, extremely severe winters etc.) (cf. TuTIN 
1941, p. 276; HrXN"ERI 1965, p. 65). In waters, too, the vegetation tends to 
reach a state of equilibrium under the prevalent >>environmental climate> and 
this can then be called the climax community of the limnosere (cf. TuTL" 
1941). This makes it also understandable that the development of a glacial 
lake takes place rather as a series of sharp changes, waves, rather than as a 
continuous process (cf. PE).-:-.rrxGTON 1943, p. 25; Romm 1957, p . 122). Each 
of such phases might perhaps be called a stage of >>trophic equilibrium>, a 
term which was used originally by HUTCRINSON (HUTCHINSON & \VOLLACK 
1940) to describe the stable part of the history of a lake, evidently mainly 
corresponding to the mesocratic stage in an interglacial cycle (cf. !VERSEN 
1958). 
As shown by the results of PEX).LXGTON (1943) and RoUND (1957, 1961), 
during the cryocratic and protocratic stages the basins of the English Lake 
District were filled with base-rich water. 
As a period of general equilibrium began in the land vegetation and the 
soil had become mature, the waters lost their original, marked alkalinity, and 
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TABLE 4. Summary of vegetational development in and araund some Iochs i11 Northern Scotla11d 
during the Late- and Post-glacial periods. 
Loch of Park Loch Kinord 
Zones Vegetation in the Conditions in the \"egetation in the Conditions in the loch & sediment loch & sediment 
surroundings type surroundings type 
Modern Prevailing fie lds, Drained tLow- Cultivated coun- Poor tHighland 
some conifer land locht with try with small loch•; Recent 
p lantations & Glyceria maxima- deciduous woods eutrophication (') 
alder wood Typha latifolia 
stands 
\'III Pine-birch-alder Meso-oligotro-
forests, increase phic plant as-
of heathlands semblages; tcarr 
gyttja• 
VIIb Birch-alder forest Continuation of Pine-birch-alder Continuation of 
with adm. of the previous forests the previous 
hazel & QM, be- phase; rapid phase; tcarr 
ginning *land- depos. of gyttja gyttja t 
nam* 
VII a B irch-alder forest Abundant vege- Pine-birch-alder \\' et carr indica-
with admixture tation of medium forests tive of rather 
of hazel & QM rich waters; poor water 
gyttj a & coarse 
gyttja 
VI Birch-hazel woods Trophic state { pine-birch- :\foderately poor 
with some elm medium rich ; c alder woods carr 
and oak slow deposn. of b} birch-hazel Optimum period: 
gyttja a woods medium rich P. 
11atans-Equisetum 
vegetation. 
Gyttja 
\' Birch-hazel Trophic state Birch-hazel Trophic litate 
woods medium rich; woods medium rich. 
slow deposn. Gyttja 
of gyttja 
IV Light birch Deterioration of Light birch Trophic st ate 
forests the trophic state; forests moderately rich; 
slow deposn. of gyttja 
gyttja 
IU-IV Birch-juniper Rich-water con- Birch-juniper Trophic state 
park tundra ditions; slow park-tundra moderately rich; 
deposn. of gyttja gyttja 
III (Park) tundra Extreme scan- (Park) tundra Plant life ex-
tiness of plant tremely scanty 
life. Increase of Silt 
acidity. Clay 
II Parktundra Rich-water con- Parktundra ::\!edium rich 
ditions. Gyttja & conditions. Rapid 
clay deposn. of gyttja 
I ~} Park tundra Rich-water con- Park tundra, Poor conditions ditions. Rapid rich in Empe- (?) . Clay-gyttja 
deposn. of clay & trum & silt. 
cla y-gyttja. 
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I sle of Skye Drymen 
\'egetation in the Conditions in Loch Conditions in Loch \' eget ation in the Conditions in the Cuithir & sediment Fada & sediment loch & sediment 
surround ings t ype t ype surround ings t ype 
Treeless Ca/luna- Poor •Highland Poor •Highland Ca/lu.na-dominat ed Extreme! y poor 
domi nated blanket loch» P ot. alpinu.s, loch •. on the shore blanket bogs »Highland loch •> . 
bogs P. berchtoldii; helo- C. rostrata-Equise- used as a reservoir 
phytes almost /um swamp 
lacking 
Complete dis- Growing-over , pre- E quisetum (/Iuv.) Continuation of dis- Transgression; for-
forestation, expan- ceded by an I soetes swamp, continua- fo restation & ex- m ation of a T y pha 
s ion of heaths and Characeae facies tion of meso-oligotr. pansion of grass latifolia swamp 
grassland accm. by rapid silt- conditions; sandy land & heaths 
ing of clay, clay- gyttja & peat 
gyttj a & gyttja 
Reginning dis- I soetes-Characeae C.feso-oligotrophic Beginning of dis- Meso-oligotr. (') 
forestation: de- facies; improve- communities; slow forestation, birch peatland com-
crease n1a inly of m ent of trophic deposn. of coarse m ainly affected mnnities 
birch, increase of st a te; rapid silting: gyttj a 
hazel & a lder d iatomite. clay-
gyttj a , gyttja 
Birch-hazel-alder I soetes-Characeae Shallow-water Birch-alder forest Alder-carr 
fo rest s facies; trophic st ate co=unities, in- with hazel and QM 
rather poor. Dia- dicatiYe of rather admixture 
tomite poor water; slow 
deposn. of coarse 
gyttj a 
Birch-hazel woods ~foderate ly rich- Rather poor st age Pine period Growing-oYer by 
water conditions with I soetes, P. na- Birch-hazel period a lder-carr and fen 
with Cemtophyllu.m, tans, Schoenoplectus vegetation 
Chamceae and I so- & Equis. fluv. 
etes. Diatomite. Rapid deposn. of 
coarse gyttja 
Birch-hazel woods C\foder. ri ch-water Clfoderately rich Birch-h azel woods Rich-wat er 
and mesic meadows conditions with water with Cera- conditions 
Ceratophyllu.m & tophyllum & other 
other su bmerged submerged plants; 
plants; diat omite rapid deposn. of 
gyttja 
Forest tundra with Sparse N itella & Sparse N itella & Light birch forests Rich-water 
birches M yrioph. alt. ; M yrioph. alt.; conditions 
diatomite gyttja 
Juniper-willow Sparse N itella. Sparse _Vitella. Clay Birch-juniper Rich-water 
scr ub Clay, clay-gyttja & & clay-gyttja park-tundra conditions 
diatomite 
Tundra Plant li fe extreme- Plant li fe extreme- (Park) tundra Improverishment 
ly scanty. Sand ly scanty. Depo n. 
of clay a t a moder -
ate rate 
Parktundra Rich water con-
ditions. Gyttja & 
clay-gyttja 
Treeless veget ation Rich or moderately 
rich trophic state. 
Clay 
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with the degeneration of the soils characteristic of the telocratic period, the 
waters, too, became acid. This process of progressive impoverishment was 
only reverted by changes of the natural conditions brought about by l\Ian. 
Where the human influence was but slight, or e\·en lacking, this new eutro-
phication did not take place. 
The data collected by the present authors on the development of the !ochs 
in Northern Scotland seem to fit quite weil with the picture described above. 
Table 4 summarizes the information concerning the de\·elopment of the 
prevailing vegetation and aquatic environment and the sedimentation con-
ditions within Sites I-V. 
In Loch of Park and Muir Park Reservoir the ontogeny typicaily begins 
with a base-rich phase (Phase 1) with a rich vasewar flora and alkaliphilic 
diatom flora (in Loch of Park). The cold Late-glacial climatic oscillation, the 
Younger Dryas period, causes a set-back of the plant-We in the lochs. A very 
similar phenomenon is observable also with the diatoms in the lakes of Eng-
lish Lake District. (cf. ROUND 1957, pp. 117-118 and 1961, pp. 56-57 and 
Table 1 in ALHONEN 1968). On the basis of some indicator species Rom .. -n 
(loc.cit.), however, includes also Zone III in the original rich-water period. 
The sudden appearance of acidophilic forms in the diatom flora of Loch of 
Park has been discussed in an earlier context (p. 75). 
In an apparently Contradietory way the ontogeny of the three other !ochs 
seems to have been oligotrophic in the very beginning. In the lack of diatom 
analyses or other, more refined palaeolimnological analyses, we do not know, 
however, whether this poverty resu1ts from poverty of nutrients available, 
being thus oligotrophy >in a strict sense>> , or whether it is a consequence of a 
most unfavourable >>environmental climate>> , something which might be called 
a > cryo-oligotrophic> phase. 
Also in Windermere (PENKINGTO~ 1943) and Kentmere (Romrn 1957) the 
bottom clay (of Zone I) was very poor in diatoms as weil as other organic re-
mains but some characteristic indicator species justified the including of them 
in the base-rich phase in the development of respective lakes. We may weil 
accept a similar concept for the bottom deposits of the lochs of Skye and Loch 
Kinord, too. It is further supported by the fact that ail these lochs were sit-
uated in areas with highly unfavourable climatic conditions at that time. 
The next phase (Phase 2) in the ontogeny of the lochs studied, is one of 
excellent conditions for plant growth when »the lake waters were still base-
rich and -- - physical conditions, e.g. temperature, turbidity, light pene-
tration, were all becorning more favourable for growth> (Romm 1961, p. 57). 
Tbis stage, visible consistently in all the cases studied, is of somewbat different 
age in different places (as was also the case with tbe initial phase). In Loch 
of Park it comprises Zone III-IV, in Loch Kinord Zones III-IV-VI b, in 
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Loch Cuithir Zones V-VI, in Loch Fada Zone V. In the west, in the Isle of 
Skye, it was thus clearly postponed although essentially similar to what is 
the situation elsewhere. 
This optimum period in the history of the lochs is followed by a period of 
slow impoverishment or at least equilibrium on a lower trophic state (Phase 3). 
The indicators of rich-water conditions decrease in number while those adapted 
to poorer conditions tend to increase. PE~).-r?\GTO:-< (1943, p. 23) describes 
this as a period when a state of equilibrium had been reached )>after the final 
disappearance of the glacial influence)>. 
The rich plant life of the previous phase had been a result of the favour-
able combination of the rich supply of plant nutrients derived from the fresh, 
unleached soils left bare by the glacial agencies, and climatic improvement. 
The surrounding soils became, however, quite soon bound by vegetation and 
the high precipitation characteristic for oceanic areas caused a rapid leaching 
of the soluble nutrients from the ground. Once they had been brought to the 
loch basins and used for building up of the biomass, the whole ecosystem of 
the loch got into a state of l>edaphic climax)> (SPENCE 1964, p. 380) and grad-
ually the trophic state even began to deteriorate as the surrounding country 
became acid and tended to influence the water basins. Where the physical 
conditions were not particularly unfavourable this process was extremely 
slow, like in the case of Loch of Park which remairred a moderately rich l>Low-
land loch)> through all its history. Similarly also in places where the loch had 
not initially been very rich, the changes were very slight indeed. Examples 
of this kind are afforded by Loch Kinord and Loch Fada. - The loch now 
known as the Muir Park Reservoir might perhaps have shown more marked 
changes - in the beginning it was the richest of all the lochs studied and its 
present appearance is one of extreme poverty. Unfortunately, however, the 
encroachment of peat-forming plant communities deprived us of the oppor-
tunity of following closely the development of this loch during the third phase. 
This period, as understood by the present authors, includes both the phases 
described by RoUND as phases 3 and 4 (see p. 100 above). The difference be-
tween these two phases is too small (or their mutual similarity too great!) 
to make a distinction possible by the methods of the present authors. As a 
whole they form a period of maximal plant production and increasing im-
poverishment in the lochs. 
It must be stated in this conte-·ü that the vegetational pattern in the Scot-
tish lochs seems to have been a very static one, not only at the present time, 
as shown by SPENCE (1964, pp. 378-381), but also when viewed against 
a long perspective. In the sites studied for the present work no such drastic 
changes, as were characteristic e.g. for the lakes of Kuusamo which from a 
state of eutrophy have often passed into a state of extreme poverty, could be 
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detected but the changes observed were very gradual ones and the tlora re-
mained generally substantially the same all the time. Similarly the trophic 
state did not change very markedly but was confined within relatively narrow 
limits. Thus the only >Lowland loch>>, Loch of Park which began its develop-
ment as a modestly eutrophic loch, was for a great part of its history a medium 
rich loch and has now become rich again. Loch Fada, quite a poor loch orig-
inally, was hardly medium rich even in its optimum time and is now Oligo-
trophie again. Similarly, in Loch Kinord and Loch Cuithir the changes in tro-
phic status have been reasonably modest. The only known exceptions to this 
ru1e are the Muir Park Reservoir and the former Jochs in Whitrig Bog, Ber-
wickshire and at Garscadden Mains, near Glasgow PIITCHELL 1948 & 1952). 
It seems as if the climate of Northern Scotland, very maritime even in the 
Late-glacial time, wou1d not have allowed the formation of highly alkaline, 
rich-water Jochs outside the areas especially rich in soluble bases and lime. In 
extreme cases such Jochs cou1d develop and exist up to the present day (cf. 
e .g. BROOK 1964, pp. 291-293); in less rich areas the eutrophic phase was 
very short and often weak and in much of the Palaeogenic regions of Scotland 
it is even quite difficu1t to detect at all. The effective leaching typical of a 
very humid, highly maritime climate tended to lead to a quick leveling ot the 
distinctions due to originally different edaphic conditions provided the differ-
ences were not too great. 
If Scotland had remairred uninhabited, the present stage of the Jochs wou1d 
be one of extreme poverty, such as is still exhibited by many of the Highland 
Jochs in remote areas (see e.g. Plate 58 in SPEXCE 1964). The human factor, 
however, caused a change in this respect and led to a new phase of (secondary) 
eutrophication (phase 4) in many of the Jochs. Sometimes this is a resu1t of 
increased supply of mineragenie matter brought into the loch basin by erosive 
agencies, sometimes a consequence of direct influence of agricu1ture, sewage 
etc. An example of the former type is seen in Loch Cuithir where a period of 
richer conditions in Zone VII b is in clear connection with increased inflow of 
mineragenie matter, no doubt caused by disforestation. After this extra 
supply of plant nutrients had been bound in the ecosystem, a return to the 
process of deterioration took place again, and in the present stage of the loch 
hardly any signs of secondary eutrophication can be seen. The most marked 
case of secondary eutrophication is afforded by Loch of Park where it was 
greatly accentuated by the drainages of the loch (cf. pp. 11 and 16) . In Loch 
Kinord some slight improvement may be suspected, the present material 
does not, however, p rovide any very clear proof of it. 
All in all, the present study thus confums the view that the development 
of a loch is not a gradually progressing phenomenon associated with silting 
and erosion factors as first supposed by PEARSALL but a process occurring as 
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a series of successiYe \Yaves following each other in a regular order (cf. above 
pp . 100- 101). In Scotland this process has happened from eutrophy to 
oligotrophy (and then agairr to enrichment), in a way similar tothat found to 
have taken place in the English Lake District, in much of Fennoscandia 
(QUENNERSTEDT 1955; LüHAMM.A.R 1965, p. 4.6; VASARI 1962; ALHONEN 1967: 
Kyrösjärvi; TüLONEX 1967), in Denmark (as well in the Late-glacial and 
Post -glacial periods; d. IvERSEX 1954, p. 108, as in the Interglacial; cf. 
AKDERSEN 1961, 1964, 1966), in Germany (GROSCHOPF 1936; BEHRE 1966) 
and in Alaska (LIVIXGSTOXE et al. 1958) . 
Summary 
The p aper is m a inly iu t ended to elucid ate the de\·elopment of the m acroph yt e yege-
t a tion in the Jochs o f Korthern Scotl and . T he dat a about the recent conditions a nd p ast 
\·eget a tion in and a round five Jochs a re described . The m a t eri a l represents two s ites in 
Aberdeenshire , two more in Northern Skye and one in Stirlingshire, near Glasgow. Som e 
of the m ore interesting sub-foss ils h aYe been gh ·en specia l treatment . This ch apter in-
chtdes i.a. som e surface an a lyses from juniper-rich recent veget ation , an au alysis o f the 
Rumex acetosella fruits in the p resent m a t eri a l a nd a chapter by Dr. J. H. Dicksou deal-
ing with m oss rem a ins. The next ch apter (III) is de,·ot ed to a descriptiou of the changes 
o bsen ·ed in genera l veget a t ion p attern and in the eYolution of the Jochs studied. It is 
found th a t the glacier h as receded from Aberdeenshire som ewhat earli er tha n pred ously 
s upposed and tha t the \·eget ationa l deYelopment in Loch of P ark t ook pl ace as early as 
in Zone I , which can a lso be d iYided into three sub-zones there. A s imil a r sub-didsion is 
not applicable to the profiles furth er inl and in Aberdeenshire andin Stirlingshire, a lthough 
there, too , the oldest deposits o rigi nat e from the Older Dryas. In the n orth of Skye no 
deposits older than Younger Dryas, Zone III, were fou nd. The ch anges in the genera l 
Yeget a tion p attern following t he r etreat of t he glacier a re described t o form a background 
for the study of the Jochs. In the Jochs t he ch anges a re rem arkably weak , especia lly when 
compa red with the most cont inental a reas of Xorthwest E urope earlier known t o the 
authors. They a re, howe\·er , clear enough to show tha t the ontogeny of the Ioch s h as in 
Northern Scotland happened in a way essenti a lly s imil a r t o the p attern obser ved in the 
E nglish La ke District. It shows thus a de,·elopment not as a continuously progressing 
phenomenon but as a succession of wayes Jeading first from more or less rieb conditions 
to impoverishment and then again to a phase of second ary enrichment . F ollowing the 
example of PE:-;~'T:-;"GTO:-; (1943) and Rot;~m (1957, 196 1) four subseq uent st ages can be 
di ffe renti at ed in the deYelopm ent of Iochs. T hey a re in principle s imil a r in the different 
basins but a re not , howeYer, equally well marked e\·erywhere and a re not o f the same 
age eyery where. It is ed dent that t he underlying cause fo r the rela tive weakness of the 
cha nges is the oceanity of the climat e which t ends to suppress the influ ence of d iffe rences 
in ed aphic conditions. 
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FIG. 15. Loch of Park, yegetation on the sa mpling place. In th e foreground a Glyceria sta nd, the lower boundary 
o f thc Sa/i;f wood is sccn in thc backgrouucl. Photo Ca roline T aylor (ncc H a mblin). 
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PIG. 16. Loch of Park, seen from the eastern shore towa rds the centre. Photo Y . \ -. 
Frc . 17. Loch Cuithir, in the foreground the sampling place (shown by the stand ing 
figure), in the background the western side of the Yalley, part of the Trotternish 
H eights. Photo Y . \". 
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F 1G. 18. Loch Fada. Carex 1'0S/rata swamp in the innermost part of the southern 
bay of the loch. The Carex belt is followed ou twards by an Equise fum. fluviatile zone. 
In the background the •Üld ~ran of Storr. • Photo Y.\·. 
FIG. 19. ~fuir Park R~sen·o ir , near Drymen , seen from the northeastern end 
towards southwest. Photo Y. \'. 
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F rc . 20. Young birch-alder \Wod with a rieb undergrowth of juniper in 
Selkämatala, Lumijoki . Photo P. Keränen, September 1965. 
Frc. 21. Reposuo, Kuusamo. Rich fen yegetation with plentiful juniper crub. 
Photo Y .Y., August 196-.1. 
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